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Summary

This dissertation investigates QoS MAC protocol, architecture and QoS mechanisms. Scheduling algorithms, Adaptive Power Control (APC), Connection Admission Control (CAC) and mapping scheme are proposed to provide QoS provisioning to real-time and non-real-time applications.

The main part of the thesis presents four main contributions.

- Firstly, the thesis presents a three-tier framework and scheduling scheme to provide QoS in the WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC (Single Carrier) point-to-multipoint (PMP) system. The hierarchical scheduling algorithms perform inter-SS (Subscriber Station), inter-connections and intra-connection packet scheduling to improve QoS for PS (Polling Service) service class while achieving a high Best Effort (BE) throughput.

- Secondly, a cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework associated with a two-stage opportunistic scheduling scheme and an adaptive power control scheme are proposed in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems.

  The two-stage opportunistic scheduling algorithm is termed as Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) with features of channel-awareness, queue-awareness and traffic QoS-awareness. It determines the dynamic
Scheduling Priority of each packet by its four key scheduling parameters, namely the dynamical priority index, the channel specification index, the normalized time-delay satisfaction index and the normalized predictive starvation index. The proposed HOS is a type of opportunistic scheduling algorithm in view of communication over a spatiotemporally varying wireless link whereby the multi-user diversity is exploited to maximize bandwidth efficiency and system throughput.

The Adaptive Power Control scheme that has been proposed is associated with the HOS scheduling algorithm. It is to optimize wireless channel utilization and to increase the transmission power of a Subscriber Station (SS) to transmit packets from real-time Polling Service (rtPS) class to the Base Station (BS).

- Thirdly, the thesis focuses on a CAC scheme that works in tandem with the scheduling algorithm. Two novel QoS support frameworks with CAC schemes are proposed.

The first proposal is a novel two-stage cross-layer QoS support framework with the cross-layer CAC scheme. The proposed CAC is termed as Elastic CAC (ECAC). It works in tandem with the Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) in a single carrier WiMAX PMP system.

The second proposal is a novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework with the cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based CAC (CRCAC). This proposal aims at providing QoS provisioning to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™- OFDM PMP systems. The CRCAC has advanced features of cross-layer approach and
intelligent spectrum spreading ability. It is able to recognize and use one of the unused spectrum portions, hence multiplying the system capacity without a fixed spectrum bandwidth constraint.

• Finally, a novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio (CR)-based QoS support framework and a self-optimizing scheduling scheme are proposed in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™ - OFDMA PMP systems. The proposed scheduling scheme is a joint self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS²M). It is an intelligent self-optimizing scheduling scheme which considers the mapping constraint. It has an intelligent spectrum spreading ability to recognize and use one of the unused spectrum portions. The solution can improve the system capacity without the constraint of a fixed spectrum bandwidth.
Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Broadband wireless communication has seen a huge development since the last decade. With advanced wireless communication technology, it can accommodate many applications supported by its capability to access Internet anywhere at any time. Certainly, each type of application needs certain level of service commitment from wireless networks in order to operate successfully. This leads to a requirement of Quality of Service (QoS). There are a number of factors and components, which affect the performance of real-time and non-real time applications. Delivering such a heterogenous traffic with QoS over a time-varying wireless channel is one of the major challenges of research in the area.

Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) systems, e.g. IEEE 802.16-2004 standard [1], provide fixed-wireless access between the Subscriber Station (SS) and the Internet service provider (ISP) through the Base Station (BS). BWA systems have been deployed not only to be a complement and expansion of existing last mile wired networks such as cable modem and xDSL but also to be a competitor to wired broadband access networks. Due to the upcoming air interface technologies, which promise to deliver high transmission data rates, BWA
systems will become an attractive alternative [2][3].

The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of the IEEE 802.16-2004 was designed for point-to-multipoint (PMP) broadband wireless access applications. It was designed to meet the requirements of very-high-data-rate applications with a variety of QoS requirements. The signaling and bandwidth allocation algorithms have been designed to accommodate hundreds of terminals per channel. The standard allows each terminal to be shared by multiple end users. The services required by the end users can be varied in their bandwidth and latency requirements, which demand the MAC layer protocol to be flexible and efficient over a vast range of different data traffic models. The system has been designed to include legacy Time-Division Multiplex (TDM) voice and data, Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity, and Voice over IP (VoIP).

The bandwidth request and grant mechanism has been designed to be scalable, efficient, and self-correcting. The IEEE 802.16-2004 does not lose efficiency when presented with multiple connections per terminal, multiple QoS levels per terminal, and a large number of statistically multiplexed users. It takes advantage of a wide variety of request mechanisms, balancing the stability of contentionless access like Polling Service (PS) with the efficiency of contention-oriented access.

The IEEE 802.16-2004 MAC provides QoS differentiation for different types of applications that might operate over IEEE 802.16-2004 networks. The IEEE 802.16-2004 standard defines the following types of services:

- **Unsolicited Grant Services (UGS):**
  UGS is designed to support Constant Bit Rate (CBR) services, such as T1/E1 emulation, and Voice over IP (VoIP) without silence suppression.

- **Real-Time Polling Services (rtPS):**
rtPS is designed to support real-time services that generate variable size data packets on a periodic basis, such as MPEG video or VoIP with silence suppression.

- **Non-Real-Time Polling Services (nrtPS):**
  
nrtPS is designed to support non-real-time services that require variable size data grant burst types on a regular basis.

- **Best Effort (BE) Services:**

  BE services are typically provided by the Internet today for Web surfing.

  Since IEEE 802.16-2004 MAC protocol is connection oriented, the application first establishes the connection with the BS as well as the associated service flow (UGS, rtPS, nrtPS or BE). BS will assign the connection with a 16-bit connection identifier (CID). The connection can represent either an individual application or a group of applications such as multiple tenants in a building (all in one SS) sending data with the same CID.

  All packets from the application layer in the SS are classified by the connection classifier based on CID and are forwarded to an appropriate queue. At the SS, the scheduler will retrieve the packets from the queues and transmit them to the network in the appropriate time slots or sub-carriers as defined by the UL-Map sent by the BS. The UL-Map is determined by the Uplink Bandwidth Allocation Scheduling scheme based on the BW-request messages that report the current queue size of each connection in SS.

  IEEE 802.16-2004 medium access control specifies QoS signaling mechanisms such as bandwidth requests and bandwidth allocation. However, IEEE 802.16-2004 standard left the details of the QoS based packet scheduling algorithms and reservation management that determine the uplink and downlink
bandwidth allocation for rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes, undefined.

IEEE 802.16-2004 defines the connection signaling (connection request, response and connection deletion) between SS and BS, but it does not define the details of the admission control algorithm.

IEEE 802.16-2004 PHY gives Adaptive Modulation and Coding scheme (AMC) and the conceptually power control scheme. It also left the details of the AMC and Adaptive Power Control (APC) algorithm, undefined.

This dissertation focuses on the QoS solutions that are to complete the missing parts in the QoS architecture specified in the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard.

1.2 Objectives

The objective of this research is to design and to undertake performance analysis of Medium Access Control protocols for QoS in broadband wireless access networks (WiMAX).

The first objective of this work is to provide QoS support framework alongside with proper scheduling algorithms for efficient bandwidth sharing, and QoS provisioning to rtPS traffic. To deal with a sophisticated system like WiMAX, the following factors should be considered when proposing new algorithms:

- The existing WiMAX QoS signaling mechanisms and DL/UL_Map mechanisms should be fully applied;
- Per-connection scheduling overhead should be minimized;
- The parameters of QoS for each connection should be guaranteed.

Therefore, the proposed QoS framework and the associated scheduling
algorithm should be in a hierarchical structure.

The second objective of this work is to exploit the time-varying nature of the radio environment to improve the spectral efficiency while maintaining a certain level of QoS satisfaction for each connection or user in the WiMAX systems. Considering the impact of evolving traffic characteristics on scheduling and the impact of air interface on scheduling, a MAC-PHY cross-layer design with opportunistic scheduling algorithm and adaptive power control scheme could be designed and implemented with the aims not only to exploit the multi-user diversity over wireless channel, but also to maximize bandwidth efficiency and system throughput.

The third objective of this work is to design Connection Admission Control (CAC) schemes that work in tandem with the scheduling algorithm in ensuring the number of connections in the network so as to control the congestion, connection-level QoS satisfaction and packet-level QoS satisfaction while achieving system efficiency through optimizing the network resources. Both CAC and scheduling algorithm have an important role since they can manage and guarantee the QoS requirements of the connections. A single scheduling algorithm cannot guarantee all the QoS requirements of traffic without the support of a suitable CAC scheme and vice versa. The choice of a CAC scheme is critical for the performance of a scheduling algorithm. Some suitable CAC schemes should be proposed in tandem with some versions of the opportunistic scheduling scheme.

The fourth objective of this work is to try to set up a self-optimization framework and resource allocation and scheduling scheme based on Autonomic Computing technique with a MAC-PHY cross-layer approach. It has two goals to
achieve.

Firstly, it should be able to expand the system throughput beyond the specifications in the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard. As broadband wireless access becomes ubiquitous, this makes the already heavily crowded radio spectrum much scarcer. Cognitive Radio (CR) is a promising technology to alleviate the increasing stress on the fixed radio spectrum.

Secondly, current scheduling decisions are made based solely on bandwidth requirements, system capacity, QoS of connections or PHY time-varying channel without considering the mapping constraint. Further, considering the impact of mapping constraint on scheduling decisions and the complexity of the mapping solution, the ubiquitous wireless communication can be seen to demand for a higher level of self-organization and self-optimizing ability. Autonomous scheduling mechanisms, in micro-view to design an optimally MAC protocol, an adaptive sub-carrier allocation, and a packet-level scheduling scheme with the mapping constraint in WiMAX OFDMA systems, should be proposed, designed and implemented.

1.3 Major Contributions of the Thesis

The goal of the research is to design QoS solutions to provide differentiated QoS to the heterogeneous traffic while achieving the maximum system throughput and spectral efficiency in WiMAX systems. To achieve this goal, the following QoS support solutions that have been proposed include:

- QoS support architectures
- Hierarchal scheduling scheme
• Opportunistic scheduling scheme with APC
• Elastic CAC scheme and Cognitive Radio-based CAC scheme
• Cognitive Radio-based self-optimizing temporal-spectrum block scheduling scheme with mapping scheme.

The main contributions in this thesis are as follows:

1. A novel QoS support framework alongside with a hierarchical scheduling scheme have been proposed to provide QoS support in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC/TDD PMP systems. The proposed 3-tier architecture and scheduling schemes can provide QoS support for a wide range of real-time and non-real-time applications. The detailed 3-tier scheduling scheme is as follows:

   • Dynamic Resource Reservation (DRR) algorithm has been proposed to allocate the total bandwidth to the UL sub-channel and the DL sub-channel dynamically. The detailed theoretical derivation of the optimal solution of the DRR algorithm based on the M/M/1 queueing theorem has been carried out.

   • Priority-based Queue Length Weighted (PQLW) scheduling algorithm has been proposed for inter-class scheduling and Max-Min Fair Sharing (MMFS) scheduling scheme has been applied to inter-SS scheduling within each service class at the BS as Tier 1 scheduling.

   • Self-Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ) [4] and Weighted Round Robin (WRR) [5] scheduling schemes have been applied to inter-connection scheduling within each service class at each SS as Tier 2 scheduling.

   • Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [6] and Shortest Packet Length First (SPLF) [7] scheduling schemes have been applied to intra-connection...
packet scheduling within each of the Polling Service (PS) and BE connections carrying burst traffic respectively as Tier 3 scheduling.

2. Taking the channel characteristics, queue characteristics and traffic QoS characteristics of traffic flows into account, a cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework associated with a two-stage opportunistic scheduling scheme cum APC scheme has been proposed to provide QoS support to the heterogeneous traffic in single carrier WiMAX PMP systems. The two-stage opportunistic scheduling algorithm has been termed as Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) with features of channel-awareness, queue-awareness and traffic QoS-awareness. Associated with the proposed MAC protocol and Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling scheme, the APC scheme has been designed for a SS or the BS to perform two functions. The first function of the APC is to optimize the requested transmission power for UL or DL transmission. The second function is to perform an adaptive power control function to increase the transmission power of a SS in order to improve its received signal $SINR$ at the BS receiver when the SS transmits packets from rtPS service class to the BS. With the APC, the SS can transmit rtPS packets at a higher data transmission rate to improve QoS for real-time traffic in the UL transmission.

3. Two novel QoS support frameworks with CAC schemes are proposed.
   - The first proposal is a novel two-stage cross-layer QoS support framework with a cross-layer CAC scheme. Taking the complexity of the WiMAX system and the impact of AMC on CAC schemes into account, a novel cross-layer QoS support framework and a cross-layer CAC algorithm have been proposed. The proposed CAC is termed as
Elastic CAC (ECAC). It works in tandem with the Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) in a single carrier WiMAX PMP system. The ECAC consists of three modules, namely Bandwidth Allocation Estimation Module (BAEM), Bandwidth Elastic Module (BEM) and QoS Control Module (QoS_CM). The proposed ECAC can provide the connection-level QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems.

- The second proposal is a novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework with the cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based CAC (CRCAC). The proposal aims at providing QoS provisioning to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDM PMP systems. The proposed CRCAC consists of three modules, namely, Bandwidth Allocation Estimation Module (BAEM), QoS Control Module (QoS_CM) and Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM). With the MAC-PHY cross-layer approach, it can intelligently explore unused spectrums and spread over them. Thus, the WiMAX system can operate under more than one spectrum to improve the system capacity significantly and provide guaranteed QoS to real-time traffic in the networks below 11 GHz unlicensed frequency band.

4. A novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support architecture and a joint self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS²M) has been proposed to provide QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™ - OFDMA PMP systems. The proposed framework is equipped with a CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module at the PHY layer. It can explore and
recognize unused spectrum portions. The system can operate under more than one spectrum. As a result, the system throughput can be improved significantly. The proposed scheduling algorithm has taken the mapping constraint into account. It has a unique feature, which is the cooperation of scheduling and mapping scheme. The efficiency of the mapping scheme can fine-tune the scheduling decision by the proposed function of self-optimizing autonomic computing. The self-optimizing autonomic computing can reduce the complexity of scheduling and mapping significantly. The QoS requirements of real-time traffic can be satisfied while a higher system efficiency and throughput can be achieved.

Queueing modeling analysis on each proposal has been carried out. Extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed solutions have been conducted. Some of them are evaluated by comparing them with the theoretical queueing analysis results or with other solutions that have some similar functions.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis has been organized into seven chapters. Besides this introduction (Chapter 1), there are six more chapters. In Chapter 2, an overview of the fundamental concept of QoS, a basic introduction to WiMAX systems and a comprehensive overview of state-of-the-art QoS support mechanisms are given. Existing proposals for QoS provisioning have been classified into three major categories. They are the QoS support architecture, the bandwidth management mechanism and the traffic handling mechanism. Representative schemes from each of the categories have been evaluated with respect to major distinguishing
characteristics of the WiMAX MAC layer and PHY layer as specified in the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard. The proposed existing two-dimensional mapping schemes for WiMAX OFDMA systems are also summarized briefly.

In Chapter 3, a hierarchical QoS support architecture and a 3-tier scheduling scheme are presented. The queueing system model for the UL channel of WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems is derived. The performance analysis of the system model is presented. The results of analysis are compared with that of the proposal.

In Chapter 4, the relationship among AMC, SINR and receiver sensitivity requirement in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems is derived. The graph of BER against SINR is plotted. A lookup table that reflects AMC vs. SINR as well as receiver sensitivity (RSS) requirement is tabulated. A MAC-PHY cross-layer QoS support architecture and the Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) algorithm with an adaptive power control scheme are presented.

In Chapter 5, two novel QoS support frameworks with CAC schemes are presented. A novel cross-layer CAC scheme termed as Elastic CAC (ECAC) is presented in the first part of Chapter 5. The proposed ECAC is in tandem with the HOS scheduling scheme in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems. A novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework and a cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based CAC (CRCAC) are presented in the second part of Chapter 5. The proposed CRCAC aims at providing QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDM PMP systems.

In Chapter 6, a novel cross-layer CR-based QoS support framework and a joint self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS²M) are presented to provide QoS to the heterogeneous
traffic in WiMAXHUMAN™-OFDMA PMP systems.

Finally, in Chapter 7, the thesis is concluded with a summary. A brief discussion of possible future research work is presented.
Chapter 2 Fundamental Concepts of QoS and QoS Support Mechanisms in WiMAX Systems

This chapter briefly introduces the fundamental concepts of QoS and its quantitative parameters that influence the design of the QoS support mechanisms and solutions. The WiMAX system is briefly introduced. This chapter also presents various existing QoS support mechanisms that enable QoS in WiMAX systems. Existing proposals based on MAC layer with state-of-the-art technology have been classified into three main categories: QoS support architecture, bandwidth management mechanism and traffic handling mechanism. Representative schemes from each of the categories have been evaluated with respect to major distinguishing characteristics of the WiMAX MAC layer and PHY layer as specified in the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard. The existing two-dimensional mapping schemes proposed for WiMAX OFDMA PHY layer also have been summarized briefly.
2.1 Fundamental Concepts of QoS

The QoS term can be interpreted in different ways. In general, QoS can be described from two perspectives: user perspective and network perspective. In the user perspective, QoS refers to the application quality from the perspective of the user. In the network perspective, QoS refers to the service quality that the network offers to applications or users in terms of network QoS parameters that include latency or delay of packets traveling across the network, as well as packet loss rate and throughput.

From the network perspective, the network’s goal is to provide the QoS to meet the users’ needs adequately while maximizing the network resources’ utilization. To achieve this goal, the network can analyze the application requirements, manage the network resources and deploy various network QoS provisioning mechanisms.

QoS parameters quantitatively represent the applications’ QoS requirements. They are:

- Throughput
- Delay
- Delay jitter
- Error rate
- Packet loss rate

Network may use a combination of QoS support mechanisms, i.e., per-flow and quantitative, per-class and quantitative. Some networks may include multiple types of QoS support mechanisms in order to support a wide range of
applications.

2.2 WiMAX System

The IEEE 802.16-2004 and its amendment IEEE 802.16e (2005) standard have specified the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) system. The IEEE 802.16-2004 and IEEE 802.16e standard defines the Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of the fixed and mobile broadband wireless access systems, respectively. This research project mainly focuses on IEEE 802.16-2004 standard.

Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) systems, e.g. WiMAX systems, provide fixed-wireless access between the SS and the Internet service provider (ISP) through the BS. BWA systems have been deployed not only to be a complement and expansion of existing last mile wired networks such as cable modem and xDSL but also to be a competitor to wired broadband access networks. Due to the upcoming air interface technologies, which promise to deliver high transmission data rates, BWA systems will become an attractive alternative.

The MAC layer of IEEE 802.16-2004 was designed for PMP broadband wireless access applications. It is designed to meet the requirements of very-high-data-rate applications with a variety of QoS requirements. The signaling and bandwidth allocation algorithms have been designed to accommodate hundreds of terminals per channel. The standard allows each terminal to be shared by multiple end users. The services required by the end users can be varied in their bandwidth and latency requirements, which demand the MAC layer protocol to be flexible and efficient over a vast range of different data traffic models. The
system has been designed to include legacy Time-Division Multiplex (TDM) voice and data, Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity, and Voice over IP (VoIP).

The MAC layer of IEEE 802.16-2004 is composed of three sub-layers as shown in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1 IEEE 802.16-2004 protocol layering](image)

From bottom to top: the Security Sub-layer, the MAC Common Part Sub-layer (CPS), and the Service Specific Convergence Sub-layer (CS). The former deals with security and network access authentication procedures. CPS carries out the key MAC functions. It is connection-oriented. The CS sub-layer provides the interface to the upper layers, decides the MAC service class for the specific connection and initializes the resource allocation requests of the CPS.

The bandwidth request and grant mechanism has been designed to be scalable, efficient, and self-correcting. The IEEE 802.16-2004 does not lose efficiency
when presented with multiple connections per terminal, multiple QoS levels per terminal, and a large number of statistically multiplexed users. It takes advantage of a wide variety of request mechanisms, balancing the stability of contentionless access with the efficiency of contention-oriented access.

WiMAX system in PMP topology includes one BS and many SSs. It can operate both in Time-Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency-Division Duplex (FDD) modes. The TDD MAC frame is divided into uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) sub-frames. Service flows, which are uniquely identified by a 32-bit service flow identifier (SFID), may be transmitted in either the uplink or the downlink sub-frame. Service flows may be created, changed, or deleted. This is accomplished through a series of MAC management messages referred to as Dynamic Service Addition (DSA), Dynamic Service Change (DSC) and Dynamic Service Deletion (DSD). Service flows can be three types, namely, provisioned service flows, admitted service flows, and active service flows. They are associated with QoS requirement parameter, namely, Provisioned QoS Parameter Set, Admitted QoS Parameter Set and Active QoS Parameter Set respectively. Admitted and active service flows are mapped onto a 16-bit connection identifier (CID). They are controlled and maintained by a Connection Admission Control (CAC) scheme in an Active Connection List (ACL) at the BS.

The traffic flows at each SS are classified according to four types of scheduling services, namely, Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real-time Polling Service (rtPS), Non-real-time Polling Service (nrtPS) and Best Effort (BE) service. The mandatory QoS service flow parameters for UGS service are Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate (MSTR), Maximum Latency (ML), Tolerated Jitter and Request/Transmission Policy. The mandatory QoS service flow parameters for
rtPS are Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate (MRTR), MSTR, ML, and Request/Transmission Policy. The mandatory QoS service flow parameters for nrtPS are MRTR, MSTR, Traffic Priority and Request/Transmission Policy. The mandatory QoS service flow parameters for BE are MSTR, Traffic Priority, and Request/Transmission Policy.

Bandwidth is always requested on a CID basis and bandwidth is allocated on a SS basis. BS should have an admission control policy to decide whether the QoS of a connection can be satisfied. On the uplink (from SS to BS), the BS determines the number of time slots or sub-carriers that each SS will be allowed to transmit in an uplink sub-frame. This information is broadcasted by the BS through the uplink map message (UL-Map) at the beginning of each frame. UL-Map contains Information Element (IE), which includes the transmission opportunities, i.e. the time slots or sub-carriers in which the SS can transmit during the uplink sub-frame. After receiving the UL-Map, each SS will transmit data in the predefined time slots or sub-carriers as indicated in IE. The BS uplink-scheduling module determines the IEs using bandwidth request Protocol Data Unit (PDU) (BW-request) sent from SSs to the BS.


1. WirelessMAN-SC PHY specification targets systems operating in the range of 10 to 66 GHz. Line-of-sight (LOS) propagation paths are a practical necessity in such systems. The standard specifies single-carrier modulation
schemes to be with Forward Error Correction (FEC). The air interface supports both FDD and TDD operation modes. The size of frame and the sub-frames can be adjusted, enabling the PHY layer to adopt adaptive modulation and coding schemes. Each sub-frame is divided into numbers of time slots. In the BE service, the bandwidth requests from all SSs will contend for the transmission to the BS. By the polling schemes, every SS is implicitly polled periodically by the BS to send its bandwidth request. The bandwidth requests will be comprehensively scheduled at the BS for each SS transmission. The BS informs each SS to share the UL transmission by the scheduling results through the UL-Map.

2. WirelessMAN-SCa PHY specification targets non-line-of-sight (NLOS) systems operating in frequency bands below 11 GHz.

3. WirelessMAN-OFDM PHY is designed for NLOS operation in the frequency bands below 11 GHz. It uses Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) with a 256-point transform. Multiple-access is made available by Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). This air interface is mandatory for license-exempt bands.

4. WirelessMAN-OFDMA PHY is based on OFDM modulation and designed for NLOS operation in the frequency bands below 11 GHz. For licensed bands, channel bandwidth is limited to the regulatory provisioned bandwidth divided by any power of 2 no less than 1.0 MHz. It uses Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) with a 2048-point transform. In this system, multiple-access is provided by addressing a subset of the multiple carriers to individual receivers. IEEE 802.16-2004 allows for different mappings of sub-carriers to sub-channels, which are logical
groupings of sub-carriers. In Adjacent Sub-carrier Permutation (ASP) mode, adjacent groups of sub-carriers (number of sub-carriers can vary) are taken together to form a sub-channel. Thus, a sub-channel is formed of sub-carriers in adjacent frequency bands. In Distributed Sub-carrier Permutation (DSP), the sub-carriers in a sub-channel are widely apart in the frequency spectrum. OFDMA may be considered a hybrid of time- and frequency-division multiple access. In the time domain, data is transmitted in the form of frames. The minimum time-frequency unit that can be allocated to a user is a slot. A slot consists of a sub-channel over one, two, or three OFDM symbols, depending on the sub-channelization scheme that is used.

5. WirelessHUMAN™ PHY specification not only complies with the WirelessMAN-SCa PHY, the WirelessMAN-OFDM PHY and the WirelessMAN-OFDMA PHY, but also further complies with the Dynamical Frequency Selection (DFS) protocols. WirelessHUMAN™ PHY specification is implemented for license-exempt frequencies below 11 GHz. The license-exempt nature introduces new mechanisms such as DFS to detect and avoid interference. Hence, it provides the platform whereby Cognitive Radio (CR) can perform.

The standard defines three different modulation schemes. On the uplink, support for QPSK is mandatory, while 16-QAM and 64-QAM are optional. The downlink supports QPSK and 16-QAM, while 64-QAM is optional.

In addition to these modulation schemes, the IEEE 802.16-2004 PHY also defines various FEC schemes on the uplink as well as the downlink. These include Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, RS concatenated with inner Block Convolution Codes (BCC), and turbo codes. Support for such a wide variety of
modulation and coding schemes permits vendors to tradeoff efficiency for robustness depending on the channel conditions.

The advanced technology of the IEEE 802.16-2004 PHY requires equally advanced radio link control (RLC), particularly the capability of the PHY to transit from one burst profile to another. The RLC must control this capability as well as the traditional RLC functions of power control and ranging. The system uses the Receiver Sensitivity (RSS) as a parameter together with the Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) thresholds of receivers used by the AMC scheme to select different burst profiles in order to maximize the network throughput and maintain the Bit Error Rate (BER) under a preset level e.g. BER\(\leq 1 \times 10^{-5}\).

The IEEE 802.16-2004 standard targets the large amount of spectrum potentially available for point-to-multipoint (PMP) systems in the 10 to 66 GHz frequency range. Due to wide variations in the local regulations in different regions, no frequency plan is specified in this standard. However, sufficient commonality exists to specify a default Radio Frequency (RF) channel bandwidth for each major region.

Figure 2.2 shows the existing QoS architecture of IEEE 802.16-2004.

Uplink bandwidth allocation scheduling resides in the BS to control all the uplink packet transmissions. The communication path between SS and BS has two directions: uplink channel (from SS to BS) and downlink channel (from BS to SS). On the downlink (from BS to SS), the transmission is relatively simple because the BS is the only one that transmits packets during the downlink sub-frame.

IEEE 802.16-2004 medium access control, which is based on the concepts of
connections and service flows, specifies QoS signaling mechanisms such as bandwidth requests and bandwidth allocation.

![Diagram of QoS architecture of IEEE 802.16-2004](image)

Figure 2.2 Existing QoS architecture of IEEE 802.16-2004

However, as shown in Figure 2.2, IEEE 802.16-2004 standard left the details of the connection admission control algorithm undefined. IEEE 802.16-2004 standard also left the details of the QoS based packet-scheduling algorithms and reservation management that determine the uplink and downlink bandwidth allocation, undefined. IEEE 802.16-2004 PHY frames out AMC and the conceptual power control scheme. It also left the details of the AMC and adaptive power control algorithm undefined.
2.3 Overview of QoS Support Mechanisms in WiMAX Systems

In recent years, QoS support architecture and QoS support mechanisms have been proposed [8-34, 37-44, 47-57] in WiMAX systems. They can be classified according to the following taxonomy as shown in Figure 2.3.

![Hierarchical taxonomy of QoS support mechanisms in WiMAX systems](image)

2.3.1 QoS Support Architecture in WiMAX Systems

An inclusive architecture was proposed to support QoS mechanisms in IEEE 802.16 standard [8]. The authors developed some compatible methods for specific modules such as Scheduler, Traffic Shaper, and Request and Grant.
Manager to optimize delay, throughput and bandwidth utilization metrics.

In paper [9], the authors proposed MAC layer cross to network upper layer QoS framework in the downlink mode and uplink mode to provide QoS support in WiMAX systems. The proposed cross-layer QoS framework integrated Layer 3 (L3) and Layer 2 (L2) QoS in the IEEE 802.16 network. Main functional blocks in the framework include QoS mapping from L3 to L2, Admission Control, Fragment Control, and Remapping. Fragment Control handles the data frames from the same IP datagram as a group in L2 operations to reduce useless transmission. Remapping is designed for more flexible use of L2 buffers by changing the mapping rules from IP QoS to L2 service type under congested situation of the rtPS queue.

In paper [10], a cross-layer design framework was proposed for IEEE 802.16e OFDMA systems that is compatible with WiBro based on various kinds of cross-layer protocols for performance improvement: a cross-layer adaptation framework and a design example of primitives for cross-layer operation between its MAC and PHY layers. In the proposed model, the MAC layer contains a User Grouper, Scheduler, and Resource Controller. Each functional entity exploits physical layer information to increase system throughput. The physical layer consists of a diversity channel Physical-layer Protocol Data Unit (PPDU) controller, AMC channel PPDU controller, control information controller, and hybrid-automatic repeat request (HARQ) functional blocks. AMC sub-channel users and diversity sub-channel users are classified by the user grouper. Since the properties of AMC sub-channels and diversity sub-channels are quite different, the grouping of users into two channel types is essential if system throughput is to be increased. The scheduler determines the scheduling of users and the
quantity of packets that should be scheduled in the current frame. For cross-layer optimization, the scheduler should be designed to exploit not only the information of PHY but also the information of application layer.

2.3.2 Bandwidth Management QoS Mechanisms in WiMAX Systems

Bandwidth management mechanisms are mechanisms that manage the network resources by coordinating and configuring network devices’ traffic handling mechanisms. The main mechanisms are:

- Resource reservation
- Connection admission control
- Cross-layer resource management

2.3.2.1 Resource Reservation Mechanisms

Resource reservation mechanisms inform the network entities on the QoS requirements of the applications using the network resources. The network devices will use this information to manage the network resources in order to meet such requirements. The resource reservation mechanisms include the following functions:

- Provision of resource reservation signaling that notifies all devices along the communication path on the multimedia application’s QoS requirements.
- Delivery of QoS requirements to the connection admission control mechanism that decides if there are available resources to meet the QoS
requirements of the new connection.

- Notification of the application regarding the admission result.

The representative proposal tailored for WiMAX is Dynamic Resource Reservation (DRR) scheme [11]. The basic principle of DRR is that the reserved bandwidth will vary between a minimum and a maximum value as per the bandwidth utilized by the clients. The proposal is able to optimize reservation and utilization of bandwidth for Committed Bandwidth (CB) type traffic. However, it is very difficult to select parameters $C_m$ and $T$. Moreover, the fluctuations of the reserved bandwidth from $C_M$ to $C_m$ will increase signaling costs.

### 2.3.2.2 Connection Admission Control Mechanism

Admission control is a network QoS procedure. Admission control determines how bandwidth is allocated; therefore, it needs to be implemented between network edges and core to control the traffic entering the network. The role of CAC is to control the number of connection flows into the network. A new connection request is progressed only when sufficient resources are available at each successive network element to establish the connection through the whole network based on its service category, traffic contract, and QoS, while the agreed QoS of all existing connections are still maintained. Admission control is useful in situations where a certain number of connections may all share a link, while an even greater number of connections cause significant degradation in all connections to the point of making them all useless, such as in congestive collapse.

In paper [12], a reservation-based CAC scheme (R-CAC) was proposed. It is
characterized by defining thresholds of allocated bandwidth at BS for each class of service based on the priority of the service. The proposal introduced two parameters, denoted as $C_u$ and $C_r$. $C_u$ is the bandwidth exclusively reserved for UGS service, which is allocated with the highest priority in the four service classes supported in IEEE 802.16d systems. $C_r$ is the bandwidth exclusively reserved for UGS and rtPS to mitigate the bandwidth competition coming from the other two types of service. The residual bandwidth (i.e., $C - C_u - C_r$) is the only part that a BS can assign to the nrtPS connection requests to meet their minimum bandwidth requirements, and it can also be assigned to UGS and rtPS services. D-CAC [13] is a Priority Support-based CAC. The proposed scheme can give the highest priority for UGS flows and maximize the bandwidth utilization by bandwidth borrowing and degradation. Token bucket-based CAC [14] is to control each connection. The connection is controlled by two token bucket parameters: token rate $r_i$ (bps) and bucket size $b_i$ (bits). When a traffic flow wants to establish a connection with a BS, it sends these two parameters to the BS and waits for a response from the BS. An extra parameter, delay requirement $d_i$, will be sent by rtPS flow. In order to avoid starvation of some classes, the proposal suggested that a threshold is set for each class. Combining with a proper scheduler, token bucket-based CAC can reserve bandwidth needed by real-time flows and thus delay requirements of rtPS flows can be promised. Binary search approach fairly allocating bandwidth CAC [15] used Gaussian model for aggregated traffic in large network and Chernoff bound method to obtain upper bound blocking probability. Based on the analysis result, binary search approach was applied to solve the problem that given a total bandwidth, fairly allocating bandwidth to each class of multimedia traffic in IEEE 802.16d
networks. The total bandwidth \((C)\) is completely portioned for four classes of traffic, and the partition value \(C_i \ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)\) is calculated by the above binary search algorithm using Chernoff bound. If a new connection of UGS and BE arrives at SS, it will send a request to BS for bandwidth. It is granted bandwidth if the new aggregated bandwidth including this connection is less than \(C_i \ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)\). Else, it is blocked. If a new connection of rtPS and nrtPS arrives at SS, the connection is always admitted, but the burst within the connection will be blocked when the total used bandwidth is larger than \(C_i \ (i = 2, 3)\). This mechanism can guarantee the pre-required upper bound blocking probability for UGS and BE connections, and the burst blocking probability for rtPS and nrtPS.

An optimization-based policy has been suggested in [16, 17]. A degradation strategy has been used in [18-20]. More conservative algorithm would maintain the QoS provisioning for on-going connections and simply reject a new service flow [21] if the remaining bandwidth is less than the bandwidth requirement of the new service flow. The AMC-induced CAC [22] and TCP-Aware CAC [23] have adopted a cross-layer approach. Although a CAC scheme for an opportunistic scheduling based on Minimum Rate Outage and Delay Outage which regulates the number of connections or users in the system to obtain multi-user diversity has been proposed [24], it has not been combined with the opportunistic scheduling algorithm substantively.

2.3.2.3 Cross-Layer Resource Management

A few prior works deal with MAC cross to the higher layers resource management, i.e. the MAC to application and transport layers. Paper [25] was aimed at providing end-to-end QoS guarantee service using IntServ and DiffServ
in connection oriented WiMAX PMP and mesh networks. The work maps RSVP in the IP layer and DSA/DSC/DSD in the MAC layer. The authors proposed that message exchange for DSA and DSC could be deployed to carry QoS parameters of IntServ services for end-to-end resource (bandwidth/buffer) reservation. For DiffServ services, on the other hand, a number of per-hop behaviors (PHBs) for different classes of aggregated traffic could be mapped into different connections directly.

2.3.3 Traffic Handling Mechanisms in WiMAX Systems

Traffic handling mechanisms are the mechanisms that classify, handle, police and monitor the traffic across the network. The main mechanisms are:

- Classification
- Channel access
- Traffic policing
- Buffer management
- Congestion avoidance
- Packet scheduling
- Adaptive power control

2.3.3.1 Traffic Classification

The classification mechanism identifies and separates different traffic into flows or group of flows. Therefore, each flow or group of flows can be handled differently. Application traffic is identified by the classification mechanism and is forwarded to the appropriate queue awaiting service from other mechanism such
as traffic shaping and packet scheduling. The granularity level of the classification mechanism can be per-user, per-flow or per-class depending on the type of QoS provided. To identify and classify the traffic, the traffic classification mechanism requires some form of tagging or marking of packets.

In paper [26], a two-stage packet classification algorithm is proposed. The authors suggested that prefix-based fields and range-based fields should be processed separately in two stages. In the first stage, packets are classified by a scheme that matches with their prefix-based fields, while other range-based fields are processed by a range-based scheme in the second stage. The Prefix-Matching-Tree (PMT) is used in the first stage to handle prefix-based fields. The PMT is constructed by a prefix-based matching scheme that can speedup the searching process. Each tree node of the first stage is connected to the second stage according to protocol types (TCP or UDP). The Range-Matching-Tree (RMT) is employed to deal with range-based fields in the second stage.

2.3.3.2 Channel Access Mechanism

In wireless networks, all hosts communicate through a shared wireless medium. When multiple hosts try to transmit packets on the shared communication channel, collisions can occur. Therefore, wireless networks need a channel access mechanism that controls the access to the shared channel. Collision-based channel such as Random access and collision-free channel access such as TDMA or Polling channel access mechanism can provide different QoS support.

In IEEE 802.16d, there are two access protocols based on multi-channel slotted Aloha and periodic polling. The former is a contention based access protocol, while the latter provides periodic polling services without contention, such as
Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), e.g., Voice over IP and real-time or non-real-time services. In addition, IEEE 802.16d allows unicast polling for a single SS or multicast polling for groups of SSs as periodic polling service.

In paper [27], the performance of IEEE 802.16d Random Access Protocol was evaluated by using Transient Queueing Analysis. The authors derived the random access success probability from the system equilibrium. Retransmission probability is also derived by including a binary exponential back-off algorithm. In paper [28], the authors considered a capacity allocation scheme of periodic polling services for a multimedia traffic in an IEEE 802.16d network. Considering a BS that assigns a Subscriber Station contiguous $M$ uplink sub-frames for uplink traffic transmission and $v$ vacation frames for saving power and opportunities for other Subscriber Stations, they proposed a capacity allocation scheme for a multimedia traffic in WiMAX systems. The bandwidth allocated to a SS will be returned to the BS, when the SS's queue is empty during $M$ contiguous uplink sub-frames. The returned bandwidth will be allocated to other types of services requested by the multichannel slotted Aloha.

### 2.3.3.3 Traffic Policing

Traffic policing is the mechanism that monitors the admitted sessions’ traffic so that the sessions do not violate their QoS contract. The traffic policing mechanism makes sure that all traffic that passes through it will confirm to the agreed traffic parameters. In the case of violation, a traffic poling mechanism will be enforced by shaping the traffic and dropping the traffic to enforce compliance with that contract. Traffic sources that are aware of a traffic contract sometimes apply traffic shaping in order to ensure their output stay within the contract. Due
to the fact that traffic policing shapes the traffic based on some known quantitative traffic parameters, multimedia (real-time) application are naturally compatible to traffic policing. Most multimedia application traffic (voice, video) is generated by a standard codec, which generally provides certain knowledge of the quantitative traffic parameters. Traffic policing can be applied to individual multimedia flows. Non-real-time traffic does not provide quantitative traffic parameters and usually demands bandwidth as much as possible. Therefore, traffic policing enforces non-real-time traffic based on network policy. Such policing is usually enforced on aggregated non-real-time traffic flows. Traffic policing, in cooperation with other QoS mechanisms, usually can provide QoS support.

In paper [29], a new traffic shaping based on the concept of “Fair Marker” (FM) was proposed to enforce fairness among distinct flows. FM controls token distribution from the token bucket to the flows originating from the same subscriber network. The FM explores the duality between packet queuing and token bucket utilization. Fairness in token distribution is a function of the fair allocation algorithm used by FM. In order to reach this purpose, it records information regarding the consumption of tokens by the monitored flows.

2.3.3.4 Buffer Management

Buffer management refers to any particular discipline used to regulate the occupancy of a particular queue where packets may be held (or dropped). Buffer is set to improve link utilization and system performance, but it also increases packet’s queue delay. With the increase of user demands for service quality, providing stable and low delay has been the primary requirement of real-time
services. The most important and easy to control part of total delay is queue delay. Therefore, how to set the capacity of the buffer, how to control buffer length efficiently and how to achieve the tradeoff between throughput and queue delay are the important problems to be solved in buffer management and QoS control of whole networks. At present, support [30] for wired and wireless network is included for drop-tail (FIFO) queueing, Random Early Detection (RED) buffer management, Class-Based Queueing (CBQ) (including a priority and round-robin scheduler), and variants of Fair Queueing including Fair Queueing (FQ), Stochastic Fair Queueing (SFQ), and Deficit Round-Robin. RED is the most intensive researched class of AQM (Active Queue Management); it selectively discards packets of some flows based on predetermined probability.

In WiMAX systems, the BS is a likely bottleneck for downlink (DL) TCP connections due to the difference in available bandwidth between the fixed network and the wireless link. This may result in buffer overflows or excessive delays at the BS, as these buffers are connection-specific. In order to avoid buffer overflows, different Active Queue Management (AQM) methods may be applied at the BS. In paper [31], the authors analyzed RED, Packet Discard Prevention Counter (PDPC) and time-to-live based RED AQM mechanisms and proved that they are indeed very useful: AQM reduces DL delays at the BS in WiMAX system considerably without sacrificing TCP throughput.

2.3.3.5 Congestion Control

Congestion control concerns controlling traffic entry into a network, to avoid congestive collapse by attempting to avoid oversubscription of any of the processing or link capabilities of the intermediate nodes and networks and taking
resource reducing steps, such as reducing the rate of sending packets. In congestion control, the packet loss information can serve as an index of network congestion for effective rate adjustment, but in a wireless network environment, common channel errors due to multipath fading, shadowing, and attenuation may cause bit errors and packet loss, which are quite different from the packet loss caused by network congestion. Therefore wireless packet loss can mistakenly lead to dramatic performance degradation.

If the link capacity in one system is temporarily degraded due to a high traffic load in the WLAN system (congestion) or due to interference, two effects, leading to inefficiency on the IEEE 802.16d link, could occur:

- Loss of data due to buffer overflow and there will be unnecessary retransmissions;
- Waste of bandwidth due to unused reserved transmission opportunities.

To avoid the above-mentioned effects, a congestion control mechanism needs to be worked out to dynamically adapt the QoS demands of a connection during runtime for a specifically defined period. In paper [32], the authors proposed Dynamic Service Change (DSC) congestion control mechanism to support the Explicit Congestion Notification mechanism in future deployment of TCP. The authors contributed to IEEE 802.16-REVd_D1(2003) standard by adding MAC_DSC_TEMP.request and MAC_DSC_TEMP.indication message in MAC entity to provide the temporary traffic reduction mechanism to overcome congestion effect.

Since network congestion is directly related to the congestion packet loss, packet loss can be caused by either congestion loss or wireless channel errors, resulting from multipath fading, shadowing, or attenuation. New approach of
congestion control over wireless network is to perform packet loss classification so that congestion control algorithms can more effectively adapt the sending rate based on congestion loss instead of from wireless loss. In paper [33], the authors considered two packet loss classes, congestion loss and wireless loss and proposed Packet Loss Classification (PLC) method based on the trend of ROTT( relative one-way trip time) to assist packet loss classification in the ambiguous area of ROTT distribution.

By taking advantage of the QoS features offered by one of the four proposed WiMAX service flow arrangement, paper [34] was aimed at a more flexible layer constructing and subscription while reliable in diverse channel conditions and fitting users’ demand. Through effective integration of Packet Loss Classification (PLC) [33], end-to-end available bandwidth probing, congestion control via layered structure and packet level FEC, for layered multicast applications over WiMAX for disseminating scalable extension of H.264/AVC [35] compressed video is proposed. The optimality comes from the best tradeoff of a number of video layers subscription with a number of additional FEC packets insertion simultaneously to satisfy the estimated available bandwidth and wireless channel error condition.

2.3.3.6 Packet Scheduling Algorithm

Packet scheduling refers to the decision process used to choose which packets should be serviced or dropped. Packet scheduling is the process of resolving contention for bandwidth. A scheduling algorithm has to determine the allocation of bandwidth among the users and their transmission order. One of the most important tasks of a scheduling scheme is to satisfy the QoS requirements of its
users while efficiently utilizing the available bandwidth.

Many legacy-scheduling algorithms, capable of providing certain guaranteed QoS, have been developed for wire-line networks. However, these existing service disciplines, such as Fair Queueing scheduling, Virtual Clock, and EDD, are not directly applicable in wireless networks because they do not consider the varying wireless link capacity and the location-dependent channel state. The characteristics of wireless communication pose special problems that do not exist in wire-line networks. These include:

- high error rate and bursty errors
- location-dependent and time-varying wireless link capacity
- scarce bandwidth
- user mobility
- power constraint of the mobile hosts

All of the above characteristics make developing efficient and effective scheduling algorithms for wireless networks very challenging.

WiMAX systems provide services for heterogeneous classes of traffic with different QoS requirements. Currently, there is an urgent need to develop new technologies for providing QoS differentiation and guarantees in WiMAX systems. Among all the technical issues that need to be resolved, packet scheduling in WiMAX systems is one of the most important.

In this sub-section, the existing proposed scheduling algorithms for QoS support in WiMAX systems are assessed thoroughly with respect to the characteristics of the IEEE 802.16d MAC layer and PHY layer. Those scheduling algorithms are classified into three categories: Holonomic Approach [37-40], Hierarchical Approach [21][41-44] and Cross-layer Approach [46-57] with
respect to the nature of scheduling algorithm mechanism. Holonomic Approach uses single layer scheduling scheme, in contrast, Hierarchical Approach uses several layers or stages scheduling schemes. Cross-layer Approach uses information from several layers in Open System Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model. It is a design by the violation of reference layered communication architecture with respect to the particular layered architecture [36]. Each of three categories can further be classified as per-flow, per-class, per-packet and hybrid scheduling algorithms. Representative schemes in each of these categories will be discussed next.

2.3.3.6.1 Holonomic Packet Scheduling Scheme

In paper [37], the authors applied Holonomic Approach and proposed one layer hybrid-scheduling scheme which combines per-flow and per-class scheduler termed as “Frame Registry Tree Scheduler” (FRTS). The proposal aims at providing differentiated treatment to data connections, based on their QoS characteristics. This approach focuses on properly preparing future transmitted frames by using a tree-based approach. The tree consists of six levels; root, time-frame, modulation, subscriber, QoS and connection level. The first level is taken to be the root. The second level represents time-frame immediately after the current time frame. The third level represents the available modulation types. The fourth level organizes all the connections according to the SS. Each SS has one uplink node and one downlink node at this level. The fifth level organizes the connections according to their QoS. The last level consists of leaves for each active connection queue. The data structure presented achieves time-frame creation and reduces the processing needs at the beginning of each frame. The
algorithm schedules each packet at the last time-frame before its deadline. This allows more packets to be transmitted and hence an increased throughput. This method also avoids fragmentation of transmissions to/from the same SS or same modulation. Another good feature is its ability to handle changes in the connection characteristics like modulation type or service type of the channel.

In [38], the authors proposed Token Bank Fair Queueing (TBFQ) scheduling algorithm at packet level for BWA systems. TBFQ uses the priority index $E_i/r_i$ to keep track of the normalized service received by backlogged flows. $E_i$ is the number of tokens exchanged between the ‘bank’ and flow $i$. $E_i$ is negative if the flow continues to borrow tokens from the bank to serve the traffic that exceeds its average rate. $E_i$ is positive if the traffic is below its average rate. The flows are first served based on their token generation rate to guarantee the throughput and latency, and then the remaining bandwidth is distributed based on their priority index. The parameters (debt limit, credit burst, and creditable threshold) determine the dynamic behavior of the algorithm. TBFQ can be adapted to operate under varying channel error conditions. It has demonstrated its effectiveness in achieving fairness, maximizing channel utilization, and fast convergence to guaranteed throughput. Its ability to serve and isolate real-time traffic and data traffic that is under severe error conditions makes it a suitable candidate as the wireless packet-scheduling algorithm for BWA systems.

In order to maximize throughput of non-real-time traffic with satisfying QoS requirements of real-time traffic, the authors [39] proposed urgency and efficiency based packet scheduling (UEPS) algorithm that was designed not only to support multiple users simultaneously but also to offer real-time and non-real-time services to a user at the same time. The UEPS algorithm uses the time-utility
function as a scheduling urgency factor and the relative status of the current channel to the average one as an efficiency indicator of radio resource usage. The proposed packet scheduler assigns priorities to the packets to be transmitted, based on the channel status reported by the user equipments as well as the QoS statistics maintained by the BS. Since the scheduler works in a global timeline, a time utility function (TUF) is used for the scheduling. Two scheduling factors, the urgency of scheduling and the efficiency of radio resource usage, are used to schedule real-time and non-real-time traffic packets at the same time. The TUF is used to represent the urgency of scheduling while the channel state is used to indicate the efficiency of radio resource usage.

A new per-flow based scheduling algorithm was proposed [40], referred as Service Criticality (SC) based scheduling scheme. SC is based on a dual of buffer occupancies at nodes and allowable latencies for a particular service. In the proposed scheme, a flow would receive the service through bandwidth allocation depending on degree of service criticality \((SC_{index})\) computed at SS and conveyed to BS during bandwidth request burst of UL. The core of the proposed SC scheme is the way SS computes the \(SC_{index}\) for active flows existing at node. The computation of \(SC_{index}\) depends on both, the buffer occupancy and latency experienced by flow. Proposed scheme employs linear dependence on buffer occupancy and tunable sigmoid like relation with experienced latency to compute \(SC_{index}\).

### 2.3.3.6.2 Hierarchical Scheduling Scheme

In paper [41], the issue of differentiated service provisioning was addressed with the non-real-time polling service in WiMAX systems. The proposed
solution has been designed to have an ability to accommodate integrated traffic in the networks with effective scheduling schemes. A hierarchical scheduling algorithm to provide service differentiation to enhance the nrtPS service in WiMAX systems was proposed. In order to meet the time constraints of real-time messages as much as possible and avoid scheduling starvation of the non-real-time messages, the data transmission scheduling has been divided into two levels, inter-class scheduling and intra-class scheduling. With the objective to provide service differentiation between the real-time and non-real-time classes of traffic, the Proportional Delay Differentiation (PDD) model was proposed as inter-class scheduling algorithm. Intra-class scheduling scheme was designed as a priority assignment scheme based on tardy rate, the message with less transmission time has higher priority to be served. The message, which has been delayed a longer time in the queue also has higher priority to be transmitted. With this scheme, the total time for messages to stay in the network could be reduced and the starvation of the messages with longer transmission time could be avoided.

In paper [21], the authors proposed a hybrid scheduling algorithm that combines Earliest Deadline First EDF [6], WFQ and FIFO scheduling algorithms. It has two-tier hierarchical scheduling structure. The overall allocation of bandwidth is done in a strict priority manner. EDF scheduling algorithm is used for SSs of the rtPS class, WFQ is used for SSs of the nrtPS class and FIFO for SSs of the BE class. In paper [42], the authors enhanced the proposal scheduling architecture in [21], the scheduling architecture is similarly divided into two layers as shown in Figure 2.4. The first layer is for bandwidth requests. The authors suggested Deficit Fair Priority Queue (DFPQ) for scheduling at this layer. The second layer scheduling is for the data traffic. UGS is not scheduled because
it already has a reserved bandwidth. For the other three traffic classes, a hybrid of scheduling algorithm is proposed. The authors suggested EDF for rtPS traffic, where the packets with earliest deadline are scheduled first. For nrtPS, WFQ is proposed. The bandwidth left is allocated to each BE traffic in a round robin (RR) manner.

![Hierarchical structure of bandwidth allocation](image)

**Figure 2.4 Hierarchical structure of bandwidth allocation**

Compared with fixed bandwidth allocation, the proposed solution [42] improves the performance of throughput under unbalanced uplink and downlink traffic. Furthermore, better performance in fairness can be achieved by the proposed DFPQ algorithm than that by strict PQ scheduling.

Paper [43] extended the scheduling architecture in paper [42]. It proposed a Preemptive DFPQ scheduling algorithm that enhances the DFPQ algorithm proposed in [42], and improves the performance of the rtPS service class. The Preemptive DFPQ defines for each non-preemptive queue a *Quantum Critical*
to give the queue another chance to serve-critical packets. $Q_{crit}$ value is a percentage of the original value of the queue’s quantum. Queues are allowed to use $Q_{crit}$ to serve critical packets only. The processing of critical packets continues until the $Q_{crit}$ of the non-preemptive queue becomes less than or equals to zero. $Q_{crit}$ is initialized only once per frame and not at every round like the quantum $Q$. This algorithm gives more chances to rtPS packets to be serviced before the expiration of their deadlines.

The authors in [44] proposed an architecture consisting of three schedulers. The first scheduler concerns UGS and rtPS flow, as well as rtPS and nrtPS polling flow. EDF scheduling is applied in this scheduler. The second scheduler concerns flows requiring a minimum bandwidth, mainly for nrtPS. WFQ scheduling is used here where the weight is the size of the requested bandwidth. The third scheduler is used for BE traffic and here, WFQ scheduling is employed too, where the weight is the traffic priority. Among three schedulers, the first level has the highest priority, and only after all the packets have been served, the second scheduler is considered. The third scheduler comes when the first two have become free. The delay and delay-jitter character for UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE can be improved simultaneously using the proposed architecture.

### 2.3.3.6.3 Cross-Layer Packet Scheduling Scheme

Wireless communication systems have unique characteristics – namely, time-varying channel conditions and multi-user diversity. A new MAC design and new scheduling solutions need to be developed that are specifically tailored for this wireless communication environment [45]. Opportunistic MAC (OMAC) is the modern view of communicating over spatiotemporally varying wireless link. The
cross-layer nature embeds OMAC with the potential to revolutionize the design of wireless data networks from physical to data link layers.

The wireless resources (bandwidth and power) are more scarce and expensive than their wired counterparts, because the overall system performance degrades dramatically due to multi-path fading, Doppler, and time-dispersive effects caused by the wireless air interface. Unlike wired networks, even if large bandwidth/power is allocated to a certain wireless connection, the loss and delay requirements may not be satisfied when the channel experiences deep fades. In this scenario, the scheduler plays an extremely important role. An OMAC seeks to pick among competing users the one who is currently experiencing the relatively best channel conditions in each scheduling instant. Judicious schemes should be developed to support prioritization and resource reservation in wireless networks, in order to enable guaranteed QoS with efficient resource utilization.

Recently, various opportunistic scheduling schemes have been proposed for wireless communication systems. They can exploit the time-varying nature of the radio environment to improve the spectral efficiency while maintaining a certain level of QoS satisfaction for each connection or user in various wireless networks. The proposed opportunistic scheduling schemes can be further classified into channel-aware only and channel-aware & queue-aware algorithm based on their functionality of scheduling algorithms [46].

Max Carrier-to-Noise Ratio Scheduling (MCS) [47] is a typical channel-aware opportunistic scheduling scheme. The MCS scheme is to allocate resources to users with the best channel conditions to achieve high system throughput.

On top of channel characteristics, traffic characteristics also play an important role in the design of opportunistic scheduling algorithms, channel-aware &
queue-aware opportunistic scheduling schemes were proposed [48-53]. The Proportional Fair Scheduling (PFS) schemes [48-50] attempt to trade-off among the throughput, efficiency and fairness among users by taking packet length into account [49], or estimating future channel quality [50]. Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF) [51] is a modified version of PFS scheduler that tries to meet QoS requirement in terms of head-of-line packet delay. Traffic-Aided Opportunistic Scheduling (TAOS-1) [52] is a heuristic opportunistic scheduling scheme that unifies file size information and wireless channel variations in order to reduce the completion time of file transmissions. Exponential Rule Scheduler (EXPRule) [53] attempts to equalize the weighted delays of all buffers when their differences become larger in a wireless system.

Cross-layer opportunistic scheduling designs tailored for WiMAX systems have been proposed [54-57]. Paper [54] addressed a channel-aware scheduling algorithm with a per-flow channel-error-compensation technique based on the typical features of WiMAX systems: class-based QoS guarantees and per-flow resource assignment. The Worst-Case Fair Weighted Fair Queuing + (WF2Q+) algorithm was suggested to manage the flow-level and class-level granularity per-class queues to provide the target QoS to each WiMAX service class while achieving fairness of traffic flows belonging to the same class. In paper [55], the authors proposed a cross-layer design of packet scheduling and resource allocation in OFDMA wireless networks, which concentrates on downlink scheduling in the BS. In OFDMA systems, each channel is subdivided into a number of sub-carriers that can be controlled or allocated separately, making the PHY very robust. In the proposed system, the sub-carriers are grouped into Allocation Units (AU) for allocation so that overheads are minimized. The BS
estimates the sub-channel condition of each user and allocates resources to the users on a frame-by-frame basis. The authors considered a system where some SS have real-time traffic and other systems have non-real-time traffic, i.e. real-time and non-real-time traffic that do not co-exist in the same SS. The BS can estimate the channel gain of each user on a sub-channel and an AU can be independently allocated to a particular user. The authors in [55] formulated a linear programming method and subsequently obtained a sub-optimal solution that reduces the computational time. The scheme also proposed a packet scheduler at the BS MAC layer that provides equal priority to both real-time and non-real-time traffic, except if the ratio of the waiting time of a real-time packet in the MAC queue and the delay constraint of the packet exceeds a certain threshold. In paper [55], the authors proposed a 3-stage resource allocation algorithm. The first stage schedules the urgent packets. The second stage schedules the non-real-time packets and the real-time packets that are not urgent; higher priority is given to users whose channel quality is better regardless of the traffic type. The third stage allocates the unallocated AUs, if any. After the packet scheduler decides the rate requirements of each user, the actual resources are allocated in the PHY layer. This is carried out by using a sub-optimal heuristic algorithm that first allocates the sub-channels (or sub-carriers) constraints in order to maximize the utilization (or minimize the transmission power). After that, the algorithm reallocates (or swaps) sub-channels, so as to satisfy the rate requirements of each user. Though this kind of cross-layer scheme can be followed in the downlink at the BS, it cannot be adopted for uplink scheduling since individual nodes cannot decide the channel condition and place request for those particular channels.
In paper [56], the authors proposed a priority-based scheduler at the medium access control layer where each connection employs AMC scheme at the PHY layer. The authors defined a Priority Function (PRF) for each connection admitted in the system and updated it dynamically depending on the wireless channel quality, QoS satisfaction and service priority through MAC-PHY cross-layer manner. The strategy proposed in [57] further enhanced the architecture in [10] by proposing a joint packet scheduling and sub-channel allocation scheme (JPCAS) in WiMAX OFDMA system. The basic principle of the proposal is firstly to assign a priority to each packet based on its integrated QoS requirements, PHY Channel State Information (CSI) and service priority in each sub-channel; then according to such priority queues in each sub-channel, the packet is transmitted on a sub-channel with good CSI.

2.3.3.7 Adaptive Power Control

Appropriate power control can not only reduce power consumption, but also improve system capacity by adjusting coverage ranges and improve spatial reuse efficiency. Higher transmission rates require higher SINR to maintain the same bit error rate. Due to this close relationship between rate and channel condition, incorporating transmission rate selection into MAC design is another promising way to increase the system performance.

Paper [58], which considered Adaptive Power Allocation (APA), emphasizes on how to share the limited power resource of BS among different WiMAX subscribers and further influence the access bandwidth of each subscriber. The authors suggested that APA and CAC have to work cooperatively to provide cross-layer resource management to build a WiMAX access network. A power
allocation scheme that produces optimal revenue, known as the optimal revenue criterion, was studied. In order to investigate the APA revenue of a certain scheme, the revenue rate of each type of service as the revenue generated by a bandwidth unit was defined.

Let \( rer_{UGS} \), \( rer_{rtPS} \), \( rer_{nrtPS} \) and \( rer_{BE} \) be the revenue rates of the following, respectively:

- Unsolicited Grant Service
- Real-time Polling Service
- Non-real-time Polling Service
- Best-Effort Service

Obviously, different services have different prices due to their specific QoS requirements. As a result, \( rer_{UGS} \), \( rer_{rtPS} \), \( rer_{nrtPS} \) and \( rer_{BE} \) always take distinct values. To maximize the APA revenue, the potential revenue of each subscriber, which is defined as the revenue that could be achieved if all arriving traffic is served, must be investigated. The potential revenue of a given subscriber \( k \) is determined by the amount of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE traffic load in its local network and the price of service (i.e., \( rer_{UGS} \), \( rer_{rtPS} \), \( rer_{nrtPS} \) and \( rer_{BE} \)). Let \( TL_k^D \) denote the arriving downlink traffic load in subscriber \( k \)'s local network, and suppose this traffic load can generate potential revenue \( RD_k \). Then, the revenue-to-bandwidth ratio of the \( k^{th} \) subscriber is defined as \( RBR_k^{D} = RD_k / TL_k^D \). Since different WiMAX subscribers can have different amounts of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE traffic in their local networks, they hold distinct revenue-to-bandwidth ratios. The optimal revenue-criterion-based APA optimization has inherent preference to allocate more power resource to the sub-carriers that belong to the subscriber with high revenue-to-bandwidth ratio.
2.4 Two-Dimensional Mapping Schemes in WiMAX OFDMA System

In WiMAX OFDMA PHY specification, a data region is a two-dimensional allocation of a group of contiguous sub-channels in a group of contiguous OFDMA symbols. This allocation may be visualized as a rectangle, such as a 4×3 rectangle [1].

One of the most basic approaches for packet mapping in OFDMA downlink or uplink subframes is Fixed Mapping Algorithm. Fixed bursts are predefined in advance and then packets are assigned to them. In this approach, a subframe is pre-segmented into a set of \( M \) fixed rectangles of different heights and widths. Pre-segmentation has to be done usually by using an expected distribution of packets and available rates, creating various bursts to achieve efficient use of wireless resources.

The fixed allocation algorithm is simple. The criterion for selecting a pre-segmented burst for a transmission packet is that the size of the pre-segmented burst must be larger than that of the packet. However, the main disadvantage of the algorithm is the fact that the prior knowledge of the distribution of packets is required in advance [59].

Another approach for burst construction in OFDMA downlink or uplink subframes is Raster Scanning Approach, in which the subframe is filled row by row, from left to right and from top to bottom while allocating requests according to specific criteria [59-62]. The algorithm in [60] is similar to the algorithm in [59] but it allows a burst compaction if there are more than one burst that belongs
to the same physical mode. It allocates bursts in the time domain first and then
the frequency domain (left to right and top to bottom). However, this algorithm
does not consider unused space, which results in a reduced throughput. A
“biggest first” mapping algorithm [61] discussed the issue of optimizing resource
allocation for rectangular mapping. The algorithm [62] basically allocates the
burst from right to left and bottom to top.

The Raster Scanning Approach algorithm is more efficient than the Fixed
Mapping Algorithm, because the size of a burst is not predefined and is changed
according to the packet size. The main disadvantage of this approach is that the
number of bursts is not considered. As the number of bursts increases, the
number of control data items, such as the MAC header and the cyclic redundancy
check (CRC), in a frame increases, which causes degradation of frequency
efficiency. Moreover, UL/DL-Map IEs have to be prepared for each burst.
Therefore if the number of bursts is large, the size of the UL/DL-Map becomes
large, which also degrades frequency efficiency [59].

Another approach for burst construction in OFDMA downlink or uplink
subframes is Optimizing Placement Algorithm [63]. Prior to any optimization,
the proposal first fits each burst within the global time-frequency rectangle of the
downlink frame, and minimizes the total duration of the frame (number of
OFDM symbols), in order to minimize bandwidth waste. The main disadvantage
of the algorithm is computational complexity, which increases quickly when the
number of burst increases. The algorithm is only suitable for a limited number of
bursts.

The two-dimensional rectangular mapping problem is a variation of the bin-
packing problem. This packing problem is known to be NP-complete. The
complexity of the solution grows exponentially with the number of bursts [64].
There have been many proposals [65, 66, 67] to tackle this problem. However,
there is no easy way to achieve optimality with simple computations.

2.5 Discussion

IEEE 802.16-2004 medium access control, which is based on the concepts of
connections and service flows, specifies QoS signaling mechanisms such as
bandwidth requests and bandwidth allocation. However, as shown in Figure 2.2,
there are deficiencies in IEEE 802.16-2004 standard. Those important
components for QoS provisioning, are left unspecified in the standard. Hence,
they remain as open research problems.

• The details of the QoS based packet-scheduling algorithms and reservation
  management that determine the uplink and downlink bandwidth allocation
  are left undefined.
• The details of the connection admission control algorithm are left
  undefined.
• The details of the AMC and adaptive power control algorithm are left
  undefined.

Currently, many scheduling solutions have been proposed in WiMAX systems.
However, the current existing scheduling schemes proposed to provide QoS in
WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP networks have the following shortcomings:

• There is no DL/UL sub-channel bandwidth allocation scheme to allocate
  the total bandwidth to DL/UL sub-channels.
• The information carried in the UL/DL_Map, specified in the standard, to
determine the time slots for the packet transmission of different service types has not been fully utilized.

- The problems of the starvation of low priority service class exist.
- Burst nature of the real-time or non-real-time traffic have been ignored.

Cross-layer MAC and opportunistic scheduling designs tailored for WiMAX systems have been proposed [54-57]. However, the existing opportunistic scheduling schemes proposed for WiMAX systems only take channel characteristics and one of the traffic characteristics like delay or queue length into account without evaluation of some common performance metrics such as packet loss rate. The scheduling schemes have not been applied to packet scheduling in each traffic flow. In addition, the priority coefficient setting for rtPS and nrtPS traffic connections is rigid while in fact, traffic load and average long-term channel conditions vary dynamically.

Current scheduling decisions are made solely based on bandwidth requirements, system capacity, QoS of connections and PHY time-varying channel without considering the mapping constraint. Actually, Downlink (DL) and Uplink (UL) resource scheduling are done in two steps in WiMAX OFDMA systems. In the first step, those proposed schedulers decide the number of sub-carriers and the number of slots in units of symbol-duration to be allocated to each Subscriber Station (SS) and those allocated sub-carriers and symbol-durations are further distributed to each connection at the SS. In the second step, the mapping algorithms allocate the scheduled UL data bursts from each SS into two-dimensional rectangular “areas” [1] whereby the length of the area is the number of sub-carriers and the width is the number of OFDM symbols.

The two-dimensional rectangular mapping problem is a variation of the bin-
packing problem. There have been many proposals to tackle this problem. However, there is no easy way to achieve optimality with simple computations.

Both CAC and the scheduling algorithm have an important role since they can manage and guarantee the QoS requirements of the connections. A single scheduling algorithm cannot guarantee all the QoS requirements of traffic without the support of a suitable CAC and vice versa. CAC schemes tailored for WiMAX networks have been proposed in [12-25]. The combination of a scheduling policy with an efficient CAC scheme to guarantee QoS in WiMAX networks has become an important issue. Although some CAC policies have been proposed to combine with an uplink scheduling algorithm [14, 21, 25] to provide QoS support in WiMAX, very few of them were catered for WiMAX networks with the tight combination of an opportunistic scheduling algorithm.

Currently, the proposed CAC schemes operate under the Fixed Spectrum Allocation (FSA) scheme with a pre-defined fixed spectrum with a fixed channel bandwidth or fluctuating channel bandwidth if the AMC scheme is used. No matter how efficient the CAC is, the number of connections or users that can be admitted in the system would be limited under the limited bandwidth constraint in the pre-defined fixed spectrum.

The optimal revenue-criterion-based APA optimization has inherent preference to allocate more power resource to the sub-carriers that belong to the subscriber with a high revenue-to-bandwidth ratio. However, it is hard to guarantee QoS to real-time applications in terms of packet delay and loss rate.
2.6 Summary

This chapter briefly introduces the fundamental concepts of QoS and the features of MAC and PHY specifications in WiMAX systems.

This chapter also has summarized various QoS support mechanisms in WiMAX systems. Existing proposals have been classified into three main categories: QoS support architecture, bandwidth management mechanism and traffic handling mechanism. Representative schemes from each of the categories have been evaluated with respect to major distinguishing characteristics of the MAC layer and PHY layer of WiMAX systems as specified in the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard. The proposed two-dimensional mapping schemes for WiMAX OFDMA PHY layer have also been introduced briefly.

This chapter can serve as a good starting point for researchers working on this area since it gives them an overview of the research efforts conducted for the past decade.

Based on the intensive review of the state-of-the-art proposals contribution to WiMAX systems in the past few years, some new research issues or trends emerged. They are highlighted as follows.

The computational complexity of a proposed algorithm strongly influences its scalability. The QoS support framework in WiMAX systems could be a hierarchical structure. A system model and scheduling solution with a hierarchical structure will be presented in the next chapter.

Opportunistic MAC (OMAC) is the modern view of communicating over spatiotemporally varying wireless channel whereby the multi-user diversity is exploited rather than combated to maximize bandwidth efficiency or system
throughput. The cross-layer nature embedded OMAC has the potential to revolutionize the design of wireless data networks from physical to data link layers.

Cross-layer opportunistic scheduling and adaptive power control scheme will be presented to provide QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in the WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC system in Chapter 4.

Scheduling algorithms provide mechanisms for bandwidth allocation and multiplexing at the packet level. Admission control and congestion control policies are all dependent on the specific scheduling disciplines used in WiMAX systems. For the uplink traffic, the scheduling algorithm has to work in tandem with CAC to satisfy the QoS requirements. The CAC algorithm ensures that a connection is accepted into the network only if its QoS requirements can be satisfied and the performance of existing connections in the network has not deteriorated. A novel CAC solution in tandem with the opportunistic scheduling scheme to provide QoS provisioning in the WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC system will be presented in the first part of Chapter 5.

There is a large amount of research results on CAC scheme to provide QoS to the traffic with Maximum Latency constraint in WiMAX systems. However, all those proposed CAC schemes operate under the Fixed Spectrum Allocation (FSA) scheme with pre-defined fixed spectrum and fixed channel bandwidth or fluctuation channel bandwidth if AMC scheme is used. No matter how efficient the CAC is, the number of connections or users, which can be admitted in the system, would be limited under the limited bandwidth constraint in the pre-defined fixed spectrum. A novel cross-layer CR-based QoS support framework and a cross-layer CR-based CAC (CRCAC) scheme will be presented in the
second part of Chapter 5. The proposed solution has advanced features of cross-layer approach and intelligent spectrum spreading ability. It is able to recognize and use one of the unused spectrum portions, hence multiplying the system capacity without a fixed spectrum bandwidth constraint in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN\textsuperscript{TM}-OFDM PMP systems.

Many schemes have been proposed to improve the network performance in terms of packet delay, packet loss rate or system throughput. However, no scheme so far has considered the issue of the sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration scheduling and temporal-spectrum mapping by Autonomic Computing technique for WiMAX OFDMA systems.

Hence, in Chapter 6, a novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework and a joint autonomic self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS\textsuperscript{2}M) will be presented. With new emerging technologies, like Cognitive Radio and Autonomic Computing technique, the proposed solution is able to provide QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX OFDMA PMP systems.
Chapter 3 Hierarchical QoS Support Architecture and Three-Tier Scheduling Scheme in WiMAX

Scheduling algorithm is important in the provisioning of guaranteed Quality of Service parameters such as packet delay, packet loss rate and system throughput. To date, many scheduling solutions have been proposed for WiMAX systems. Comprehensive surveys on those scheduling proposals are provided in Chapter 2. However, the current existing scheduling schemes proposed to provide QoS in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP networks have the shortcomings as follows:

- There is no DL/UL sub-channel bandwidth allocation scheme to allocate total bandwidth to DL/UL sub-channels.
- The information carried in the UL/DL_Map, specified in the standard, to determine the time slots for the packet transmission of different service types has not been fully utilized.
- The problems of the starvation of low priority service class exist.
- Burst nature of the real-time or non-real-time traffic have been ignored.

In this chapter, a hierarchical QoS support architecture and a three-tier
scheduling scheme are proposed to provide QoS support for a wide range of real-time and non-real-time applications in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems. The proposed solution can improve the WiMAX system performance through enhancements of the QoS support framework with dynamic bandwidth allocation and efficient scheduling schemes.

3.1 Hierarchical QoS Support Architecture

The following factors have been taken into consideration to design the QoS support architecture and corresponding scheduling schemes for QoS provisioning in WiMAX PMP systems:

- The existing WiMAX QoS signaling mechanisms and DL/UL_Map mechanism should be fully applied;
- Per-connection scheduling overhead should be minimized;
- The parameters of QoS for each connection should be guaranteed.

As shown in Figure 2.2, those important components for providing QoS, are left unspecified in the standard. This chapter focuses on scheduling architecture and scheduling scheme aspects in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems.

The proposed QoS provisioning architecture aims at providing scheduling modules to complete two of the missing parts in the QoS architecture specified in the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard as shown in Figure 2.2. As stated in Section 2.5, there is no DL/UL sub-channel bandwidth allocation scheme to allocate the total bandwidth to DL/UL sub-channels. The DRR algorithm is proposed at the BS to allocate the overall bandwidth to the UL and DL sub-channel dynamically. As the scheduling scheme for rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes remains as an open
research problem, the hierarchical scheduling module is proposed at the BS as well as at the SS. Due to the complex of the WiMAX system, a divide and conquer methodology is adopted. The scheduling scheme for data transmission is further divided into three hierarchical tiers. Tier 1 scheduling exists at the BS only. It performs two functions. The first function is to allocate the overall bandwidth of UL or DL to four service classes. The second function is to distribute the allocated bandwidth of each service class to every SS. Tier 2 scheduler further allocates the bandwidth, which is granted by Tier 1 scheduler, to different connections within each service class at the SS. Tier 3 scheduling is to determine the transmission priority of a packet in a connection with burst traffic at each SS.

Based on the abovementioned factors, a three-tier with Dynamic Resource Reservation (DRR) hierarchical scheduling architecture and corresponding scheduling schemes are proposed as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2 Hierarchical Scheduling Scheme

The proposed hierarchical scheduling scheme follows the framework specified in the IEEE 802.16d standard with the following unique features.

- The Dynamic Resource Reservation (DRR) scheme was proposed to allocate bandwidth to UL sub-frame and DL sub-frame dynamically.
- The Priority-based Queue Length Weighted (PQLW) scheduling algorithm was proposed for inter-class scheduling and the MMFS scheduling was introduced for inter-SS scheduling within each class of service at the BS as Tier 1 scheduling.
- The Self-Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ) [4] and Weighted Round Robin
(WRR) [5] scheduling schemes were applied to inter-connection scheduling within each class of service at each SS as Tier 2 scheduling. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [6] and Shortest Packet Length First (SPLF) [7] scheduling were applied to packet scheduling within each of the connections carrying burst traffic as Tier 3 scheduling.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3.1 Hierarchical QoS support architecture with three-tier scheduling scheme

3.2.1 DL/UL Sub-channel Bandwidth Allocation

Since the BS is linked to a backbone network, it has traffic flows from Internet service providers (ISP) to SSs. The UL channel is shared by multiple SSs to access the Internet. Thus, the traffic load of UL and DL could be unbalanced. The proposed DRR scheduler is to allocate overall bandwidth to the DL and UL sub-channel dynamically according to the change of traffic load from different SSs.

The bandwidth of UL or DL sub-channel can be calculated based on the DRR
scheduler as follows:

\[ DL_{\text{Bandwidth}} = R \times Total_{\text{Bandwidth}} \]
\[ UL_{\text{Bandwidth}} = (1-R) \times Total_{\text{Bandwidth}} \]

where \( R \) is the ratio of DL sub-channel’s bandwidth to the entire network bandwidth.

**Lemma 3.1:** In case of using dynamic DL and UL sub-channel allocation algorithm to achieve minimum end-to-end average packet delay, the optimal value of \( R \) is:

\[ R = \frac{DL_{\text{QL}} + 1}{DL_{\text{QL}} + UL_{\text{QL}} + 2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where \( DL_{\text{QL}} \) and \( UL_{\text{QL}} \) represent the queue length of DL sub-channel and UL sub-channel respectively.

**Proof:**

From the system’s point of view, SSs in WiMAX system send packets via a UL sub-channel to the BS. The BS then forwards the packets to its destination via a DL sub-channel. Assume packet arrival at each SS is a Poisson arrival process and the packet length is exponentially distributed. Let \( \lambda_n \) is the average arrival rate of the \( n^{th} \) SS for UL transmission, where \( n=1, 2, \ldots, N \). Let \( \lambda_{UL} \) denote the average arrival rate of UL traffic from all SSs where \( \lambda_{UL} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n \). It is also a Poisson arrival process based on the Poisson superposition property that is merging of \( N \) Poisson streams with mean \( \lambda_n \), resulting in a Poisson with mean rate \( (\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \ldots + \lambda_N) \). Similarly, the average arrival rate of DL traffic to all SSs, \( \lambda_{DL} \), is also a Poisson process. Based on Kleinrock independence approximation [68], the DL and UL can be modeled as two individual \( M/M/1 \) queueing system in
series with service rate $\mu_{DL}$ and $\mu_{UL}$ respectively to provide service to DL traffic and UL traffic with a constraint as:

$$\mu_{total} = \mu_{DL} + \mu_{UL}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where $\mu_{total}$ is the total service rate of the system. Let $T_{DL}$ be the mean time spent by a packet to get through the DL channel and $T_{UL}$ be the mean time spent by a packet to get through the UL channel. Let $T_{total}$ be the average end-to-end packet delay, which is the average time spent by a packet to get through UL from SSs to the BS then to get through the DL from the BS to its destination. $T_{total}$ is expressed as:

$$T_{total} = T_{DL} + T_{UL}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

According to Little’s Theorem, the average number of packets ($N$) in a queueing system is equal to the average arrival rate ($\lambda$) of packets to that system multiplied by the average time ($T$) a packet spent in that system. $T_{DL}$ and $T_{UL}$ are expressed as:

$$T_{DL} = \frac{N_{DL}}{\lambda_{DL}} = \frac{\rho_{DL}}{[\lambda_{DL}(1 - \rho_{DL})]} = \frac{1}{(\mu_{DL}-\lambda_{DL})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

$$T_{UL} = \frac{N_{UL}}{\lambda_{UL}} = \frac{\rho_{UL}}{[\lambda_{UL}(1 - \rho_{UL})]} = \frac{1}{(\mu_{UL}-\lambda_{UL})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

From (3.2), $\mu_{UL}$ is given by:

$$\mu_{UL} = \mu_{total} - \mu_{DL}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3), $T_{total}$ is calculated as:

$$T_{total} = 1/(\mu_{DL}-\lambda_{DL}) + 1/(\mu_{total}-\mu_{DL}-\lambda_{UL})$$

$$= (\mu_{total} - \lambda_{DL} - \lambda_{UL})/ [(\mu_{DL} - \lambda_{DL}) \times (\mu_{total} - \mu_{DL} - \lambda_{UL})]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

The main objective of the DRR scheduler is to allocate overall bandwidth to UL sub-channel and DL sub-channel with the aim of minimizing the average end-to-end packet delay. The optimization problem can be formulated as:

Minimize $T_{total} = (\mu_{total} - \lambda_{DL} - \lambda_{UL})/ [(\mu_{DL} - \lambda_{DL}) \times (\mu_{total} - \mu_{DL} - \lambda_{UL})]$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)
Subject to \( \mu_{DL} + \mu_{UL} = \mu_{total}; \)

\[ (\lambda_{DL} + \lambda_{UL})/\mu_{total} < 1; \]

Let \( y = 1/T_{total}, \)

\[ y = [-\mu_{DL}^2 + \mu_{DL}(\mu_{total} + \lambda_{UL} - \lambda_{DL}) + \lambda_{DL}\lambda_{UL}] / (\mu_{total} - \lambda_{DL} - \lambda_{UL}) \] (3.9)

This is a quadratic function. The vertex is \(-b/2a, (4ac - b^2)/4a\). The optimal solution can be obtained as:

\[ \mu_{DL} = (\mu_{total} + \lambda_{DL} - \lambda_{UL})/2 \] (3.10)

\( R \) is the ratio of DL sub-channel bandwidth to the entire network bandwidth. \( R \) can be expressed as \( \mu_{DL}/\mu_{total}. \)

\[ R = 1/2 + (\lambda_{DL} - \lambda_{UL})/2\mu_{total} \]

\[ R = 1/2 + R\lambda_{DL}/2\mu_{DL} - (1-R)\lambda_{UL}/2\mu_{UL} \] (3.11)

According to \( M/M/I \) queueing theorem, \( \lambda_{DL}/\mu_{DL} \) and \( \lambda_{UL}/\mu_{UL} \) are expressed as:

\[ \lambda_{DL}/\mu_{DL} = DL_{QL}/(DL_{QL} + 1) \] (3.12)

\[ \lambda_{UL}/\mu_{UL} = UL_{QL}/(UL_{QL} + 1) \] (3.13)

Substituting (3.12) and (3.13) into (3.11), \( R \) is calculated as:

\[ R = (DL_{QL} + 1)/(DL_{QL} + UL_{QL} + 2) \] (3.14)

Thus, Lemma 3.1 is proved.

3.2.2 Tier 1 Scheduling Scheme

Tier 1 scheduler works at the BS only. It has two functions, which are to allocate the overall bandwidth to the four service classes and to allocate the bandwidth of every service class to each SS.

3.2.2.1 Bandwidth Allocation among Different Service Classes

At the BS, Tier 1 UL scheduling algorithm collects bandwidth requests from
all SSs and allocates bandwidth to rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes. UGS service class is allocated with fixed bandwidth based on its bandwidth requirement specified in the standard.

The rtPS and nrtPS service classes can be combined under a general Polling Service (PS) umbrella as suggested in [41]. In order to overcome the starvation problem in the strict priority queue algorithm [21], PQLW scheduling algorithm is proposed to allocate overall UL bandwidth excluding the bandwidth for UGS to PS and BE service classes.

Let

\[ PI_i = P_i + QR_i, \quad i=1, 2 \] (3.15)

\[ QR_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} Q_{ij}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{2} Q_{ij}}, \] (3.16)

\[ f_i = \frac{PI_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{3} PI_i}, \] (3.17)

where \( P_i \) is the priority of the \( i^{th} \) service class. It is set to 1 for PS service class and 0 for BE service class. \( PI_i \) is the Priority Index of the \( i^{th} \) service class. \( QR_i \) is the ratio of the bandwidth request of the \( i^{th} \) service class to the entire PS and BE bandwidth requests. \( Q_{ij} \) represents the bandwidth request for the \( i^{th} \) service class sent by the \( j^{th} \) SS and \( f_i \) is the factor of the \( i^{th} \) service class bandwidth proportional to the entire PS and BE bandwidth. The bandwidth for PS and BE service classes can be calculated as follows:

\[ C_i = C_{PB} \times f_i \quad i=1, 2 \] (3.18)

where \( C_i \) is the bandwidth allocated to the \( i^{th} \) service class. \( C_{PB} \) is the bandwidth for PS and BE service classes which is UL channel bandwidth excluding the time slots for UGS, the time slots for PS_response and the time
slots for BE bandwidth request contention period. As a result, BE service class will get at least a small portion of $C_{PB}$ based on its bandwidth request. The starvation problem can be resolved.

### 3.2.2.2 Allocated PS and BE Bandwidth Allocation among SSs

The BS Tier 1 scheduler performs the second function to distribute the PS and BE bandwidth allocated in the UL sub-frame to every SS by MMFS [69] scheduling algorithm to fully utilize the allocated bandwidth.

Consider a set of SSs $1, 2, \ldots, N$, which has PS Bandwidth request $Sps_1, Sps_2, \ldots, Sps_N$ where $Sps_1 \leq Sps_2 \leq \ldots \leq Sps_N$. $C_{PS}$ is the bandwidth of PS allocated in the UL sub-frame. Initially allocate $C_{PS}/N$ of the bandwidth to every SS. The remaining bandwidth $(C_{PS}/N - Sps_1)$ is still available as total bandwidth exceeds from the bandwidth request of SS1. Distribute the remaining bandwidth to remaining $(N-1)$ SSs. Each of them gets $[C_{PS}/N + (C_{PS}/N - Sps_1)/(N-1)]$. This process ends when $C_{PS}$ is fully distributed to all SSs. The bandwidth allocation for the BE service class to each SS follows the same way.

The outcome of the scheduling is the total bandwidth for UGS service class, the total bandwidth for PS and BE service class at each SS. Then it is loaded into the DL/UL _Map and broadcasted by the BS at the beginning of each DL sub-frame.

### 3.2.3 Tier 2 Scheduling Scheme

Tier 2 scheduling is essentially a type of connection scheduling. The operation of the scheduler working at every SS is that, when a SS receives the UL _Map, it extracts the bandwidth allocation information for the SS, which is the total bandwidth for the UGS service class, the total bandwidth for the PS service class
and the total bandwidth for the BE service class at that SS. Then it applies different scheduling algorithms to allocate bandwidth among different traffic connections within PS and BE service classes based on their traffic characteristics.

The detailed scheduling scheme is as follows:

1. Bandwidth allocation within PS class connections: SCFQ scheduling is applied to allocate bandwidth among different connections in the PS service class because this algorithm can provide performance guarantees in terms of bandwidth bound and end-to-end delay bound to each connection. The algorithm transmits packets in the order of their finishing numbers. Let \( P(i, k, t) \) be the length of a newly arrived packet, the \( k \)th packet, to connection \( i \) at time \( t \). Let \( F(i, k-1, t) \) be the finishing number for the \((k-1)\)th packet. The finishing number of the \( k \)th packet is:

\[
F(i, k, t) = \max[F(i, k-1, t), CF] + P(i, k, t)/\Phi_i
\]

where \( CF \) is the current finishing number of the packet currently in service. \( \Phi_i \) is the weight of the \( i \)th connection. It is calculated as:

\[
\Phi_i = C \times \left( \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} 1/d_i} \right)
\]

where \( C \) is the channel transmission rate, \( d_i \) is average deadline of packets in the queue of the \( i \)th connection. As connections in PS service class have Maximum Latency requirement, average deadline of packets in a connection of PS service class is used to set the weight of the connection. The packet in a PS connection with short average deadline has high weight thus it has a small finishing number, it will be transmitted first to reduce its dropping probability due to its deadline constraint.

2. Bandwidth allocation within BE connections: In order to protect well-
behaved traffic flows against ill-behaved ones and to achieve fairness among BE connections, the remaining bandwidth will be allocated based on WRR algorithm to those BE connections which have successfully sent out bandwidth requests during the contention period.

For BE connections $j=1, 2, \ldots, J$, let $W_j$ be the weight of connection $j$, it is calculated as:

$$W_j = \frac{Q_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{J} Q_j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

where $Q_j$ is the queue length of the $j^{th}$ connection in unit of bytes. As packets in BE service class do not have deadline constraints, they could be dropped in a queue due to the queue length exceeding the maximum queue size. The queue length of each BE connection decides its weight. The scheduler serves a BE connection in proportion to its weight in turn. The connection with long queue length will be given high weight, and is allocated more bandwidth. As a result, the queue length of connections in the BE service class can be maintained stable.

### 3.2.4 Tier 3 Scheduling Scheme

Tier 3 scheduling is a type of packet scheduling for the burst PS and BE traffic. Considering the burst nature of the traffic, each burst in a flow has its different individual time constraint. Moreover, each burst, either in PS or BE traffic flows, has its individual burst size. Effective scheduling on the variable size packets (bursts) in a traffic flow is necessary to produce a more efficient usage of the bandwidth. Different scheduling algorithms have been applied to PS and BE service flows with burst traffic based on their traffic characteristics:
• Packet scheduling in PS burst traffic flows: EDF [6] algorithm is applied to schedule the transmission of the bursts in PS burst traffic flows. The packets with the earliest deadline will be transmitted first.

• Packet scheduling in BE burst traffic flows: SPLF [7] scheduling algorithm is applied. The packet with the shortest length will be transmitted first.

Since the scheduler at each SS has the updated information on the status of each connection, tight QoS guarantees could be achieved by Tier 2 scheduling algorithm and Tier 3 scheduling algorithm.

### 3.3 System Queueing Model and Packet Delay Analysis

The communication between SSs and the BS has two directions of UL and DL. The thesis focuses on the UL channel analysis. The UL channel of WiMAX TDMA PMP systems can be modeled as a multi-class priority TDMA queueing system as shown in Figure 3.2.

The UL channel can be considered as a multiple-access communication channel shared by $N$ SSs. The UL sub-frame consists of $M$ consecutive time slots. Each time slot is normalized to be of unit length $\tau$. Let the duration of a time frame be $T_F$. So that $T_F = M\tau$. The TDMA scheme for inter-SS is Max-Min Fair Sharing (MMFS) [69] scheduling, in which station $i$ is allocated $n_i$ time slots per frame, uniformly distributes in UL sub-frame.
The TDMA scheme for inter-class is the strict priority queue scheme in which higher priority packets are queued ahead of lower priority ones. Packets of the same priority class that arrive at different slots are served on a first-come-first-served basis. Packets of the same priority class that arrive during the same slot are randomly ordered for transmission. Each station can transmit its packets only during its dedicated time slots, which is synchronized and governed by the BS via DL/UL_Map.

Packets arriving at each SS belong to one of the three priority classes: UGS (priority-1, high priority), Polling Service (PS) (priority-2) or BE (priority-3, lowest priority). The rtPS and nrtPS service classes are combined under the Polling Service (PS) as suggested in [41]. At each station, packet arrival is a Poisson arrival process, so that $\lambda_j$ is the average arrival rate of class $j$ packets, $j=1, 2, ..., J$. Each packet is transmitted in different number of time slots according to its length. The number of time slots to transmit the $k^{th}$ arriving packet of priority class $j$ is denoted by $B_k^j (j = 1, 2, ..., J)$. The time taken to transmit the $k^{th}$ packet
belonging to class $j$ is represented as $\sigma^j_k$.

The transmission requests can be expressed by integer multiples of a time slot. The probability of collision of the request contention in the BE is assumed to be zero in the queueing model. The information of bandwidth allocation are carried by DL/UL_Map and broadcasted to all SSs. When the UL channel becomes available, any waiting priority-$i$ packet is served before any priority-$j$ one, if $i < j$.

Assume that each SS is identical in general. Hence, the packet delay and queue-size behavior of any station is statistically independent of that of any other station. Consequently, the packet delay behavior of an arbitrary single station, say Station 1, is investigated under a $p$-priority model where $p$ is equal to 3. Note that the steady-state average packet delay for each priority class would be invariant to the intra-slot/intra-frame scheduling scheme. The queueing model analysis focuses on the average packet delay of each priority class regardless of intra-slot/intra-frame scheduling. The delay of a packet is defined as the total time spent by the packet to get through the UL channel. Denoted by $D^j_k$, the delay of the $k^{th}$ packet of priority class $j$, is expressed as:

$$D^j_k = W^j_k + \sigma^j_k + P^j_k + F_L$$

(3.22)

where $W^j_k$ denotes the packet waiting-time, $\sigma^j_k$ represents the total time to transmit a priority-$j$ $k^{th}$ packet. $F_L$ denotes the packet frame latency. $P^j_k$ denotes the packet propagation delay. The average packet delay of $j$ class is $\overline{D_j}$, given by [70]:

$$\overline{D_j} = W_{j,1} + \left\{ E\left[ B^j_k \right] \frac{M-1}{M} \right\} \frac{M}{n_i} \tau + F_L + P^j$$

(3.23)

where

70
\[ W_{j,1} = \sum_{i=1}^{J} \lambda_i b_{i,2} + (1-\eta_j) \left\lfloor \frac{M}{n_j} \right\rfloor \tau \]
\[ \frac{M}{n_j} \] represents the biggest integer not larger than \( \frac{M}{n_j} \).

\( b_{j,2} \) is the second moment of service time, and is given by:
\[ b_{j,2} = \int_0^\infty x^2 dB_j(x) \]
\[ \rho_j = \lambda_j b_{j,1} \]
\[ \eta_j = \sum_{i=1}^{J} \rho_i \quad j=1, 2, \ldots, J \]

For UGS traffic, \( J = 1 \). For PS traffic, \( J = 2 \). For BE traffic, \( J = 3 \).

### 3.4 Performance Evaluation

#### 3.4.1 Simulation Design

Following the signaling mechanism specified by the IEEE 802.16d standard, the WiMAX simulation model has been developed by using ExtendSim [71] software. The scheduling algorithms have been developed by using C language.

The network has been designed with one BS and eight SSs. The positions of the SSs are assumed to be independent and distributed identically. The distance from the BS to each SS is set to 5 km. Each SS has UGS, PS and BE service classes.

The following assumptions are made for the traffic model.

- Connection is already established.
- The inter-arrival time of the UGS packets is constant. The packet length
is fixed to 200 bytes. The deadline is set to 50 ms.

- Every PS and BE connection is a burst traffic flow. Both PS and BE packet arrival is a Poisson process with the packet inter-arrival time exponentially distributed. Both PS and BE packet length is exponentially distributed. The mean packet length is set to 500 bytes. The deadline of the PS packet is exponentially distributed with a mean value of 80 ms. There is no deadline set to the BE packets.

- The frame size is set to 10 ms, 500 time slots per frame. The duration of each time slot is 20 μs. The duration of an uplink sub-frame is pre-set to 5 ms. The time slots in UL sub-frame \( M \) is set to 250. The UL channel bandwidth \( C \) is pre-set to 20 Mbps.

3.4.2 Numerical Calculation of Average Packet Delay

According to the configuration of the WiMAX system mentioned above, \( n_i = \frac{250}{8} = 31 \) slots/frame as all SSs are identical. Noting that \( \bar{B}_1 = 4, \bar{B}_2 = 10 \) and \( \bar{B}_3 = 10 \) according to the average packet length of 3 different service classes. Table 3.1 shows the numerical results of the average packet delay of UGS, PS and BE classes.

The numerical results evaluate and compare with the simulation results of two-tier model, which refers to scheduling framework and algorithms in [21], three-tier model [72] and three-tier with DRR model.
### Table 3.1 Numerical Calculation of Mean Delay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (Mbps)</th>
<th>UGS (Mbps)</th>
<th>PS (Mbps)</th>
<th>BE (Mbps)</th>
<th>( \lambda_1 ) (mean) Packet/s</th>
<th>( \lambda_{2,3} ) (mean) Packet/s</th>
<th>UGS Delay (ms)</th>
<th>PS Delay (ms)</th>
<th>BE Delay (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>8.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.315</td>
<td>1.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>41.09</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>10.48</td>
<td>13.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.315</td>
<td>2.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>72.34</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>19.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>3.315</td>
<td>3.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>103.59</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>15.73</td>
<td>25.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4.315</td>
<td>4.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>134.84</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>18.41</td>
<td>31.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>5.315</td>
<td>5.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>166.09</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>21.11</td>
<td>37.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>6.315</td>
<td>6.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>197.34</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>23.85</td>
<td>43.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>7.315</td>
<td>7.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>228.59</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>26.63</td>
<td>50.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>8.315</td>
<td>8.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>259.84</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>29.45</td>
<td>57.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4.3 Experimental Results

Two sets of simulation experiments have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the three-tier with the DRR framework and proposed scheduling algorithms. The performances of the three scheduling schemes have been compared. The results show that the proposed scheduling scheme can not only effectively support real-time traffic to make real-time packets meet their delay bound but also provide fairness to non-real-time traffic and serve it with reasonable performance.

The simulation focuses on the effect of uplink scheduling algorithms on the traffic in the network. 1.37 Mbps bandwidth is set aside for the UGS service class.
The traffic load for the PS service class is 50% of the remaining traffic load. The major metrics for evaluating PS service class are packet loss rate, average packet delay and throughput. The major metric for evaluating BE service class is throughput.

### 3.4.3.1 Performance Evaluation by Simulation

In the first set of simulation, experiments are designed in which a real-time packet could be dropped if its deadline requirement cannot be met. The performance of two-tier, three-tier and three-tier with DRR models are evaluated in terms of packet loss rate and throughput of the PS connections, throughput of the BE connections and throughput of the UL channel. The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6.

Figure 3.3 depicts the relationship between the packet loss rates of the PS traffic and different traffic loads. The packet loss rates of the three-tier with DRR model are much lower than that of two-tier model. The reasons are:

- The proposed DRR algorithm is able to allocate bandwidth to UL sub-channel and DL sub-channel based on the traffic pattern and loads.
- The PQLW scheduler can allocate more bandwidth to the PS connections when the PS traffic increases.
- The EDF scheduler gives more transmission opportunities to the packets with a tighter deadline in the PS connections; thus, the packet loss rate of the PS connections would not increase sharply while traffic load increases.
Figure 3.3 PS packet loss rate vs. traffic load for PS traffic

Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show the performances of the throughputs of the PS service class and the throughputs of the BE service class with different traffic loads for three scheduling schemes respectively. It is observed that the throughputs of the PS service class by the proposed three-tier with DRR solution have been improved as compared to the two-tier model. The reason is the packet loss rates of the PS connections reduce dramatically by the contribution of the combination of DRR, PQLW and EDF schedulers.

It is observed that the throughputs of the BE service class of the proposed three-tier with DRR solution are slightly lower than that of the three-tier model. However, the throughputs of the PS service class of the proposed three-tier with DRR solution are higher than that of the three-tier model. The trade-off is set to ensure QoS provisioning to real-time applications.
Figure 3.4 PS throughput vs. traffic load

Figure 3.5 BE throughput vs. traffic load
Figure 3.6 shows the performances of the UL throughputs with different traffic loads for three scheduling schemes respectively. The three-tier with DRR model outperforms among the three scheduling schemes. The main reason is as follows. The bandwidths of the UL channel and DL channel have been fixed at 50% of the total network bandwidth in the two-tier model [21]. The Pre-scale Dynamic Resource Reservation (PDRR) algorithm is used in the three-tier model [72]. However, the proposed Dynamic Resource Reservation (DRR) scheme can allocate bandwidth to UL sub-frame and DL sub-frame dynamically in the three-tier with DRR scheme. The UL bandwidth is allocated proportionally to the ratio of UL traffic to the total traffic by the DRR algorithm. When the UL traffic load increases, the UL channel will be allocated more than 50% of the total bandwidth. As a result, the UL channel throughout increases when the traffic load increases gradually.

![UL throughput vs. traffic load](image)

Figure 3.6 UL throughput vs. traffic load
3.4.3.2 Performance Comparison between Simulation and Theoretical Analysis

The second set of experiments are carried out to compare the performance of two-tier model, three-tier model and three-tier with DRR model with the result of theoretical queueing model without packet dropping due to a packet violating its time constraint. Comparisons of the performance on the average packet delays of the UGS, PS and BE service classes are shown in Figure 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9.

Figure 3.7 shows the average packet delays of UGS of three scheduling schemes and the numerical results obtained by the queueing model.

![Figure 3.7 UGS packet delay vs. traffic load](image)

As the UGS traffic flows are allocated with a fixed bandwidth each according to their bandwidth requirements based on the QoS framework specified by the IEEE 802.16d standard, it is observed that average packet delays of three
scheduling schemes are very close to each other. It is also observed that the average packet delays of the UGS traffic flows obtained by the queueing model are similar to the simulation results of the three scheduling schemes. The simulation model has been validated by the queueing model. It shows that UGS is delay guaranteed in all scheduling schemes. The results comply with IEEE 802.16d standard.

Figure 3.8 shows the average packet delays of the PS connections of the three scheduling schemes based on simulation without packet dropping and the numerical calculation results of the queueing model.

Figure 3.8 PS packet delay vs. traffic load (model without packet dropping)

It is observed that the average packet delays of two-tier and three-tier scheduling schemes are very close to each other. The average packet delays of the three scheduling schemes are lower than the numerical result when the traffic
load is greater than 0.2.

When the traffic load is light, for example, less than 0.2, the signaling and scheduling overhead of the WiMAX system have a major contribution to the average packet delay in the simulation model. However, the signaling and scheduling overhead are not considered in the queueing model. The average packet delays calculated by the queueing model are lower than that in the simulation model. Thus, it is observed that the curve crosses over at around 0.2. When the traffic load increases, the signaling and scheduling overhead of the WiMAX system have a less impact on the average packet delay in the simulation model. The queueing delay and transmission delay have a major contribution to the average packet delay. It is observed that the theoretical results of the queueing model can serve as an upper bound for the PS traffic.

The average packet delays of the PS connections of the three-tier with DRR model are lower than that of two-tier model. Three-tier with DRR scheme has the best performance. The reasons are as follows. The bandwidth of UL channel and DL channel has been fixed at 50% of the total network bandwidth in two-tier model while Pre-scale Dynamic Resource Reservation (PDRR) algorithm is used in three-tier model [72]. However, UL bandwidth is allocated proportionally to the ratio of UL traffic to total traffic by DRR algorithm in three-tier with DRR scheme. When UL traffic load increases, UL channel will be allocated more bandwidth. As a result, the average packet delay of the PS connections increases slightly when traffic load increases gradually.

Figure 3.9 shows the average packet delays of the BE service class of the three scheduling schemes based on simulation without packet dropping, and the numerical calculation results of the queueing model.
It is observed that when the traffic load is light, e.g. less than 0.5, the average delays of BE of the three scheduling schemes are similar to the results obtained by the queueing model. They are close to each other. However, when traffic load increases, the average packet delay of the BE of the two-tier model increases sharply. This is because the overall bandwidth allocation is done in a strict priority way at level one scheduling in the two-tier model.

![Figure 3.9 BE packet delay vs. traffic load](image)

Since the priority of BE is lower than that of the PS service class, a less bandwidth is allocated to the BE service class. The three-tier model with DRR scheme has the best performance in terms of the average delay of the BE service class. The proposed DRR scheduler is to allocate the overall bandwidth to the DL and UL sub-channel dynamically according to the change of traffic loads from different SSs. Furthermore, the PQLW scheduling algorithm is applied to allocate the overall UL bandwidth excluding the bandwidth for UGS to PS and BE service
classes.

The proposed solution can improve the performance of the PS service class in terms of average packet delay, loss rate and throughput while provide reasonable performance for the BE service class. At least a small portion of bandwidth is allocated to the BE service class by PQLW scheduler. The starvation problem of the BE service class has been overcome effectively.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, a three-tier with DRR QoS framework and scheduling schemes is proposed to enhance QoS support in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems. Associated with the framework, the proposed DRR and scheduling algorithms with hierarchical structure can effectively and efficiently provide QoS to the integrated traffic consisting of UGS, PS and BE service flows with or without time constraints. A queueing model is also developed to evaluate the performance of the proposal in the WiMAX system. The simulation and analytical studies show that the proposed solution can not only provide QoS to the UGS service class, improve the performance of the QoS for the PS service class in terms of packet loss rate, packet delay and throughput but also overcome the starvation problem of the BE service class.

In the next chapter, the works on dynamic opportunistic scheme, Adaptive Power Control scheme are presented to further enhance QoS support in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems with cross-layer optimization design techniques.
Chapter 4 Cross-Layer MAC Protocol and Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling with APC Scheme

Wireless access networks have unique characteristics, which are time-varying channel conditions and multi-user diversity. The medium access control protocol and scheduling solutions have to be developed specially for this environment [45]. Opportunistic MAC (OMAC) [45] is a novel view of communication over spatiotemporally varying wireless link, whereby the multi-user diversity is exploited rather than combated to maximize bandwidth efficiency or system throughput. It requires a cross-layer MAC protocol design approach. Protocols can be designed by violating the reference architecture, for example, by allowing direct communication between protocols at nonadjacent layers or sharing variables between layers. Such violation of a layered architecture is a cross-layer design with respect to the reference architecture [36].

In cross-layer MAC protocol, Channel Specification (Cspec) carrying the estimated instantaneous channel information can be fed to the MAC layer from the physical (PHY) layer and Traffic Specification (Tspec) carrying traffic QoS
related information can be fed to the MAC layer from higher layers such as the network or application layer. The Cspec feedback includes the information on the estimated instantaneous Signal-to-Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR), supportable data rates $R(t)$, Received Signal Strength Indications (RSSI), and Bit Error Rates (BER) of a link. The Tspec feedback includes the information on traffic maximum latency (ML) constraint and maximum sustained traffic rate (MSTR) and the instantaneous length of queues at a station. The cross-layer nature of OMAC with opportunistic scheduling scheme and Adaptive Power Control (APC) scheme has the potential to revolutionize the design of broadband wireless access networks from the physical to the networking layer.

In paper [73], the authors proposed a cross-layer system architecture to support QoS of video streaming services over the mobile WiMAX system. It was shown that the implementation of multiple connections with feedback information on the available transmission bandwidth is critical for supporting scalable video streaming, in which the transmission packets can be further separated into multiple levels of importance. In paper [74], a heuristic cross-layer mechanism was proposed to improve the performance of real-time applications in IEEE 802.16 networks. The main idea of the mechanism is to coordinate the adaptive modulation capability of the physical layer and the multi-rate data-encoding capability of modern real-time applications in order to avoid inefficiencies caused by their independent operation. In paper [75], a fair and QoS guaranteed scheduling approach with fuzzy controls (FQFCs) was proposed for WiMAX OFDMA systems. The proposed controllers adjust the priority and transmission opportunity for each WiMAX connection according to its QoS requirement and service class. In paper [76], the authors proposed an optimized scheduling scheme
in OFDMA-based WiMAX networks. The authors suggested that the optimized resource allocation can be processed first under different constraints to achieve different performance metrics, then different traffic sessions at each user can be scheduled further with respect to a proper admission control mechanism.

As discussed in Chapter 2.3.3, cross-layer QoS support mechanisms and opportunistic scheduling designs tailored for WiMAX have been proposed [54-57].

However, the existing scheduling schemes proposed for WiMAX systems only take channel characteristics and one of the traffic characteristics like delay or queue length into account. Furthermore, the priority coefficient setting for rtPS and nrtPS traffic connections is rigid while in fact, the traffic load and average long-term channel conditions vary dynamically.

In this chapter, with a cross-layer optimizing design approach, a cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework associated with a two-stage opportunistic scheduling scheme and an adaptive power control scheme are proposed to provide QoS support to the heterogeneous traffic in single carrier WiMAX PMP systems. The two-stage opportunistic scheduling algorithm is termed as Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) with features of channel-awareness, queue-awareness and traffic QoS-awareness. The proposed Adaptive Power Control (APC) scheme can optimize transmission power and keep the data transmission rate for rtPS traffic flows at a higher level.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, the graph of BER vs. SINR is plotted. A lookup table reflecting AMC vs. SINR as well as receiver sensitivity (RSS) requirement is tabulated. In Section 4.2, the proposed cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework are described and elaborated. In
Section 4.3, the HOS algorithm is elaborated in detail. In Section 4.4, APC scheme is illustrated. Section 4.5 shows the simulation model design and the simulation results. Finally, Section 4.6 gives the summary of the chapter.

4.1 AMC Schemes vs. SINR in WiMAX

WiMAX transceivers support different transmission modes with different modulation and coding schemes corresponding to different data transmission rates. For each modulation scheme, there is one relationship between the theoretical Bit Error Rate (BER) and $E_{b}/N_0$. $E_{b}/N_0$ is classically defined as the ratio of Energy per Bit ($E_b$) to the Spectral Noise Density ($N_0$). $E_{b}/N_0$ is one type of measurement of signal to noise ratio for a digital communication system. Different forms of modulation -- BPSK, QPSK, QAM, etc. have different relationships of theoretical BER versus $E_{b}/N_0$. Table 4.1 lists BER versus $E_{b}/N_0$ equations corresponding to various modulation schemes [77].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation Scheme</th>
<th>BPSK</th>
<th>QPSK</th>
<th>16-QAM</th>
<th>64-QAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BER</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2} \text{erfc}\left(\frac{E_b}{N_0}\right)^2$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2} \text{erfc}\left(\frac{E_b}{N_0}\right)^2$</td>
<td>$2\text{erfc}\left(0.4 \frac{E_b}{N_0}\right)^2$</td>
<td>$2\left[1-\frac{1}{6}\text{erfc}\left(\frac{3}{6^2-1}\right)\frac{E_b}{N_0}\right]^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to derive the relationship among modulation and coding schemes, the corresponding requested SINR and the corresponding achievable data rate at desirable BER in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems, the relationship of BER vs. $E_{b}/N_0$ is first converted into the relationship of BER vs. SINR at the
receiver using the bit rate $R_b$. The bit rate $R_b$ reflects the different modulation and coding schemes adapted at certain bandwidth $W$. Then, the graph of theoretical BER vs. SINR relationship for different modulation and coding schemes is plotted. After that, the range of the received SINR values will be classified into seven non-overlapping regions for adaptive modulation and coding index $AMC(q)$ where $q=1,2,\ldots,7$ on a targeted prescribed BER e.g. $BER<10^{-5}$ in the WiMAX system. Further complying with the receiver sensitivity RSS requirement specified by IEEE 802.16d standard [1], a lookup table can be tabulated to show the relationship among AMC, SINR and RSS requirement with its corresponding channel data rate. The details of derivation are as follows.

$E_b/N_0$ in BER equations in Table 4.1 can be expressed in term of $SINR$ as [77]:

$$\frac{E_b}{N_0} = SINR \times \frac{W}{R_b}$$

(4.1)

where $W$ is the channel bandwidth, $R_b$ is the transmission bit rate of a transmission mode corresponding to a modulation and coding scheme. Substituting (4.1) into BER equations in Table 4.1, the theoretical BER vs. SINR relationship for different modulation and coding schemes with different channel bandwidth $W$ and transmission bit rate $R_b$ can be obtained.

The channel bandwidth versus transmission bit rate for different modulation schemes can be obtained according to IEEE 802.16d standard [1] as shown in Table 4.2. For example, if channel bandwidth $W$ is 25 MHz, the corresponding channel data rate can be 40 Mbps, 80 Mbps and 120 Mbps according to QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM modulation scheme, respectively. $R_b$ for each modulation and coding scheme can be calculated when channel bandwidth $W$ is 25 MHz.
TABLE 4.2 CHANNEL BANDWIDTH VS. BIT RATE WITH VARIOUS MODULATION SCHEMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
<th>Bit Rate (Mbps) (QPSK)</th>
<th>Bit Rate (Mbps) (16-QAM)</th>
<th>Bit Rate (Mbps) (64-QAM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>134.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Substitute $W$ and $R_b$ into (4.1) and further substitute (4.1) into BER equations corresponding to different modulation schemes in Table 4.1, the graph of theoretical BER vs. SINR relationship is plotted by using MATLAB [78] when PHY channel bandwidth is set to 25 MHz in single carrier WiMAX PMP systems as shown in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1 Theoretical BER vs. SINR relationship for various AMC schemes](image-url)
Over a communication link, the transmission from node \( i \) to the corresponding receiver node \( j \) can be successful at a data transmission rate by using a modulation and coding scheme at a certain targeted BER only when the communication link meets the following requirements:

- The received SINR at node \( j \), \( SINR_{ij} \), is greater than or equal to the minimum required SINR threshold \( \gamma_q \) of the receiver for the corresponding modulation and coding scheme.

- The received signal strength RSS at node \( j \) is above the minimum receiving sensitivity (dBm) requirement of the receiver for the corresponding modulation and coding scheme.

Based on Figure 4.1, when BER is kept below a certain value e.g. \( BER < 1 \times 10^{-5} \), a range of SINR thresholds can be obtained for each modulation and coding scheme while each modulation and coding scheme can provide a corresponding channel’s data transmission rate.

The receiver sensitivity of the BS, which is the threshold of the receiving signal strength, changes with various modulation schemes used and date rates for the transmission. Table 337 in IEEE 802.16d standard [1] lists the receiver minimum input level sensitivity (dBm) for different modulation and coding schemes with various bandwidths from 1.5 MHz to 20 MHz. The bandwidth is set to 25 MHz in the simulation model in this chapter. According to the standard, the receiver minimum input level sensitivity for different modulation and coding schemes with bandwidth 25 MHz can use the closest values of the receiver minimum input level sensitivity, which is the receiver minimum input level sensitivity for bandwidth set to 20 MHz from Table 337 in IEEE 802.16d.
standard. Table 4.3 shows the receiver minimum input level sensitivity (dBm) for different modulation and coding schemes with bandwidth set to 25 MHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
<th>BPSK 1/2</th>
<th>QPSK 3/4</th>
<th>16-QAM 3/4</th>
<th>64-QAM 3/4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-78</td>
<td>-73</td>
<td>-66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combining Figure 4.1 and Table 4.3, a lookup table can be derived as shown in Table 4.4 to show the relationship among AMC, SINR and receiver sensitivity RSS requirement as well as its corresponding channel data rate when BER is set to $1 \times 10^{-5}$. It is clear that the data transmission rate can be dynamically changed from 20 Mbps to 180 Mbps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMC Index</th>
<th>Receiver SINR(dB)</th>
<th>Receiver Min Sensitivity RSS(q) (dBm)</th>
<th>Modulation/Coding Scheme</th>
<th>Channel Bit Rate R(q) (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMC(1)</td>
<td>8.3-11.6</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>BPSK1/2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC(2)</td>
<td>11.7-13.2</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>QPSK1/2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC(3)</td>
<td>13.3-18.9</td>
<td>-78</td>
<td>QPSK3/4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC(4)</td>
<td>19.0-21.9</td>
<td>-73</td>
<td>16-QAM1/2</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC(5)</td>
<td>21.0-28.0</td>
<td>-71</td>
<td>16-QAM3/4</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC(6)</td>
<td>28.1-29.1</td>
<td>-66</td>
<td>64-QAM2/3</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC(7)</td>
<td>&gt;=29.2</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>64-QAM3/4</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In summary, each data transmission rate corresponds to a SINR requirement and a receiver minimum sensitivity RSS requirement. A high data rate requires a high SINR and a high receiver sensitivity RSS in order to keep the BER under certain level. For a particular link, the receiver’s SINR and sensitivity RSS depend on the transmitter’s transmission power as well as interference resulting from other links’ transmission and noise. Higher SINR and higher receiver sensitivity RSS require higher transmission power under the same channel condition.

### 4.2 Proposed MAC-PHY Cross-Layer Framework and MAC Protocol

As shown in Figure 2.2, IEEE 802.16d frames out AMC and the conceptual power control scheme. It left the details of the AMC and the adaptive power control algorithm undefined. IEEE 802.16d MAC frames out class-based QoS guarantees and per-flow resource assignment. It left the details of the QoS based packet scheduling algorithms undefined. This chapter focuses on the cross-layer OMAC with an opportunistic scheduling scheme and an Adaptive Power Control (APC) scheme. The cross-layer OMAC has the potential to revolutionize the design of broadband wireless access networks from the physical to the networking layer.

The performance of the MAC protocol and the functionality of the scheduling algorithm are influenced by the time-varying wireless channel in WiMAX systems. With the cross-layer approach, some new interfaces need to be designed.

- Considering the impact of air interface on scheduling algorithm, a new
interface of AMC_Controller _Info needs to be designed to link up the AMC scheme and the scheduler from the PHY to the MAC layer.

- APC can increase the transmission power hence it might cause interference in the system. A new interface needs to be designed to link up APC, AMC and the scheduler so that APC can perform its functions effectively.

With a cross-layer approach, the proposed QoS provisioning architecture aims at providing scheduling modules, AMC and APC modules to complete the missing parts in the QoS architecture specified in the IEEE 802.16d standard as shown in Figure 2.2. An efficient cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework with a two-stage opportunistic scheduling algorithm with APC are proposed as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Proposed cross-layer MAC protocol with QoS support framework
The proposed cross-layer MAC protocol with QoS support framework supports both UL and DL transmission. The UL transmission is used as an example to explain its functionality as follows.

1. Considering the impact of air interface on MAC layer protocol, a wireless Channel Condition Estimator (CCE) is designed at the PHY layer at the BS (as well as \(SS_m\), where \(m = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, M\). \(M\) is the number of SSs in the WiMAX system). CCE monitors instantaneous channel condition status like its transmitter transmission power \(P(BS, m)\) to transmit its PHY symbols to \(SS_m\), as well as the receiver received signal strength \(RSS(m, BS)\) and SINR \(\gamma(m, BS)\) when the BS receives signal from \(SS_m\). At the same time, CCE also indicates long term channel condition by using the statistic parameters including \(Max_\gamma(m, BS)\), \(Average_\gamma(m, BS)\) and \(Min_\gamma(m, BS)\) over the execution period. Based on the information of a channel’s status provided by CCE, FEC, Symbol Mapper and AMC controller at the BS select a FEC scheme, modulation and coding scheme \(AMC(m, BS, q)\) (hence the data transmission rate) for UL data transmission from \(SS_m\) to the BS at modulation and coding level \(q\) according to Table 4.4. According to the algorithm described later in Section 4.4, APC computes a feasible requested \(SS_m\) transmission power \(Req_P(m, BS, q)\) to fulfill both \(\gamma(m, BS)\) and receiver sensitivity \(RSS(m, BS)\) requirements of \(AMC(m, BS, q)\) at the BS. By sensing the maximum value of \(q\) in \(AMC(m, BS, q)\) at all \(M\) SSs in the system, Symbol Mapper and AMC controller at the BS can determine the maximum data transmission rate \(Max_R(t)\) at time \(t\) in the system.

The PHY Symbol Rate Controller at the BS then forms \(AMC\_Controller\_Info\{P(BS, m), \gamma(m, BS), RSS(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q)\},\)
The AMC_Controller_Info\{P(BS, m), \gamma(m, BS), RSS(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q), Req_P(m, BS, q), Max_R(t)\} is forwarded to MAC layer via its PHY Service Access Point (SAP) for scheduling and APC. Similarly, the PHY Symbol Rate Controller at SS\textsubscript{m} forms AMC_Controller_Info\{P(m, BS), \gamma(BS, m), RSS(BS, m), AMC(BS, m, q), Req_P(BS, m, q)\} and forwards it via its PHY SAP for scheduling and APC.

2. The first stage of scheduling scheme operates at each SS. The scheduler at SS\textsubscript{m} uses the Tspec of each connection and AMC_Controller_Info\{P(BS, m), \gamma(m, BS), RSS(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q), Req_P(m, BS, q), Max_R(t)\} to compute four scheduling parameters which are to determine a dynamic Scheduling Priority (SP) for every packet in each connection by the proposed HOS algorithm. Then, the Scheduling Priority (SP) will be sorted in descending order. Then SS\textsubscript{m} takes the maximum value of the calculated SP, Max\_SP(m), to represent itself to compete with other SSs for the order of UL transmission. SS\textsubscript{m} embeds its Max\_SP(m), its total BW\_request(m) and AMC_Controller_Info\{P(m, BS), \gamma(BS, m), RSS(BS, m), AMC(BS, m, q), Req_P(BS, m, q)\} in a Polling\_response(m) and sends the Polling\_response(m) to the BS when SS\textsubscript{m} is polled.

3. The second stage of scheduling scheme at the BS sorts Max\_SP(1), Max\_SP(2),..., Max\_SP(M) in descending order and selects SS\textsubscript{m} with the highest Max\_SP(m) to allocate time slots according to its BW\_request(m) in an UL sub-frame excluding the time slots for UGS. If BW\_request(m) is less than the number of available time slots in the UL sub-frame, the remaining available time slots will be allocated to SS n with the second highest Max\_SP(n) according to its BW\_request(n). This procedure iterates until all
the available time slots in the UL sub-frame are used up. The \( \text{AMC\_Controller\_Info}\{P(BS, m), \gamma(m, BS), RSS(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q), \text{Req\_P}(m, BS, q), Max\_R(t)\} \) and the result of scheduling, which is the UL sub-frame time slots allocations for SSs, are embedded in a DL/UL\_Map. The DL/UL\_Map is broadcasted by the BS to all SSs for UL transmission.

4. The scheduler at \( SS_m \) extracts the information of its allocated transmission time slots and the \( \text{AMC\_Controller\_Info}\{P(BS, m), \gamma(m, BS), RSS(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q), \text{Req\_P}(m, BS, q)\} \) from the DL/UL\_Map and selects packets from the highest Scheduling Priority to the lowest Scheduling Priority from different connections. \( SS_m \) transmits the selected packets to the BS in the allocated time slots at a requested transmission power \( \text{Req\_P}(m, BS, q) \) and at the data rate determined by \( AMC(m, BS, q) \) of BS receiver. When \( SS_m \) transmits a packet from rtPS connections, the scheduler will start APC to increase its transmission power in order to improve the received signal \( \gamma(m, BS) \) and \( RSS(m, BS) \) at the BS receiver if one of the following conditions is true:

- normalized time-delay satisfaction index \( \text{NTDSI}(m, i, k, t) \) of the packet is close to 1 or;
- \( q \) in \( AMC(m, BS, q) \) is less than 7, meaning that the transmission data rate of \( SS_m \) is not at the maximum rate.

This results in the Symbol Rate Controller at the BS using a higher \( q \) level of modulation and coding scheme \( AMC( m, BS, q) \). \( SS_m \) thus can transmit packets belonging to rtPS service class at a higher data transmission rate to prevent the real-time packet violating its deadline.
4.3 Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling Algorithm

As mentioned in Chapter 2.3.3, the proposed opportunistic scheduling schemes in [54-57] were shown to achieve satisfied performance in the given network conditions with the help of several additional parameters for the preference metrics, which are the priority of connections or users to be determined by the opportunistic scheduler for its transmission service.

However, the existing scheduling schemes proposed for WiMAX systems only take channel characteristics and one of traffic characteristics like delay or queue length into account. Some common performance metrics such as packet loss rate have not been evaluated. The scheduling schemes have not been applied to packet scheduling in each traffic flow. The studies have not explored the metrics of throughput and delay under different traffic load. In addition, the priority coefficient setting for rtPS and nrtPS traffic connections is rigid while in fact, traffic load and average long-term channel conditions vary dynamically.

Associated with the cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework, the Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling algorithm is proposed. The proposed scheduling algorithm takes the information of instantaneous wireless channel condition and the real-time traffic condition as well as traffic QoS specification to set the Scheduling Priority (SP) for each individual packet from rtPS or nrtPS service classes for the UL transmission. Since the UGS connections have been allocated with fixed bandwidth (fixed time duration) based on their fixed bandwidth requirement in the framework of the IEEE 802.16d standard, the proposed scheduling is only applied to the rtPS and nrtPS service classes. The Scheduling Priority of each packet is determined by four key scheduling
parameters, namely Dynamical Priority Index (DPI), Channel Specification Index (CSI), Normalized Time-delay Satisfaction Index (NTDSI) and Normalized Predictive Starvation Index (NPSI). In the scheduling period starting at time $t$, $SS_m$ (or BS scheduling for DL traffic) decides the scheduling priority (SP) of the $k^{th}$ packet from connection $i$ of either rtPS or nrtPS traffic flows based on the following equation:

$$SP(m, i, k, t) = \{DPI(m, i, t) \times CSI(m, i, t) \times \exp[NTDSI(m, i, k, t)] \times NPSI(m, i, t)\}$$ (4.2)

where $DPI(m, i, t)$ is the dynamic priority index of connection $i$ at $SS_m$. One of the typical WiMAX features is class-based QoS that provides differentiated traffic treatment. WiMAX system defines four different priorities of service classes where by the priority of UGS > the priority of rtPS > the priority of nrtPS > the priority of BE. The role of $DPI(m, i, t)$ is to provide different priorities for different QoS classes dynamically. The priority coefficients were fixed, the priority of rtps = 1.0 > the priority of nrtps = 0.8 > the priority of BE = 0.6, in paper [56]. In contrast, the priority index (priority coefficient in paper [56]) of service classes is set dynamically on a channel-aware approach in my proposal.

The procedure to set the value of $DPI(m, i, t)$ is described as follows.

1. A range of $[1.0, 0.8]$ for $DPI(m, i, t)$ is set up for rtPS traffic connections. The SS firstly assigns 0.8 to $DPI(m, i, t)$ for rtPS traffic connection $i$ and 0.6 to $DPI(m, j, t)$ for nrtPS traffic connection $j$.

2. After the system runs over a period of time, $SS_m$ is able to derive statistical channel condition parameters like $Max_\gamma(m, BS)$, $Average_\gamma(m, BS)$ and $Min_\gamma(m, BS)$ based on $\gamma(m, BS)$ in $AMC\_Controller\_Info\{P(\text{BS, } m), \gamma(m, BS), \text{RSS}(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q), Req_P(m, BS, q), Max_R(t)\}$ from the BS.
The $DPI(m, i, t)$ for each packet belonging to rtPS service class can be updated dynamically according to the linear function:

$$DPI(m, i, t) = 0.8 + 0.2 \times \left[ \gamma(m, BS) - \text{Min}_{\gamma}(m, BS) \right] / \left[ \text{Max}_{\gamma}(m, BS) - \text{Min}_{\gamma}(m, BS) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

By using (4.3), $DPI(m, i, t)$ is set up dynamically from 0.8 to 1.0 for rtPS service class based on channel SINR $\gamma(m, BS)$, while it is fixed 0.6 for nrtPS service class. It makes sure that the priority of rtPS traffic is always higher than that of nrtPS traffic. It gives favor treatment to rtPS service class to enhance the performance of QoS for real-time traffic connections when the channel condition is good.

$CSI(m, i, t)$ in (4.2) is the channel specification index for connection $i$ at $SS_m$ at time $t$. It calculates as:

$$CSI(m, i, t) = \frac{R(m, i, t)}{\text{Max}_R(t)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

where $R(m, i, t)$ is the data transmission rate of connection $i$ at $SS_m$ at time $t$. It is set according to the $AMC(m, BS, q)$ dynamically based on the channel condition at PHY layer. $\text{Max}_R(t)$ is the maximum of $R(m, i, t)$ over all $m$ SSs and all of connection $i$, $i=1, 2, 3, \ldots, I$ at time instant $t$.

Based on the definition of the channel specification index defined in (4.4), $CSI(m, i, t)$ is in fact a MCS[47] scheduling scheme. $CSI(m, i, t)$ is the prototype of throughput efficient opportunistic scheduling. This policy is to allocate resources to SSs with the best channel condition. In theory, $CSI(m, i, t)$ policy results in a high system throughput. In order to achieve maximum system throughput, $CSI(m, i, t)$ plays a role as a channel-awareness scheduling parameter.
in the proposed HOS. However, this channel-aware policy monopolizes all resources to good-channel users that are usually located close to the Base Station. Because the SSs are usually distributed across the entire WiMAX system, this unfair scheduling parameter alone is not beneficial for anybody but local SSs.

In order to overcome this unfair problem caused by the side effect of $CSI(m, i, t)$ and to provide delay bound guarantees for individual connection in order to support delay-sensitive rtPS traffic, two new scheduling parameters are introduced in the HOS scheduling function. One is the traffic QoS-aware scheduling parameter that is termed as normalized time-delay satisfaction index, $NDSI(m, i, k, t)$. Another one is the queue-aware scheduling parameter that is termed as normalized predictive starvation index, $NPSI(m, i, t)$. They are explained in detail as follows.

$NTDSI(m, i, k, t)$ in (4.2) is the normalized time-delay satisfaction index. This parameter is to capture packet latency requirement if it is applicable. It is defined as:

$$NTDSI(m, i, k, t) = 1 - TDSI(m, i, k, t) / \underset{i \in l}{\text{Max}}(TDSI(m, i, k, t))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

Packet timeout is defined as the waiting time of the packet in a queue is over its maximum latency $ML(m, i, k)$ or if its waiting time is over the TCP re-transmission threshold. Time-delay satisfaction index (TDSI) for the $k^{th}$ packet from rtPS connection $i$ at $SS_m$, $TDSI(m, i, k, t)$, is set as:

$$TDSI(m, i, k, t) = \begin{cases} 
ML(m, i, k) - [t - VC(m, i, k)] \\
0, \text{ if } [ML(m, i, k) - [t - VC(m, i, k)]] \leq 0
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)
$ML(m,i,k)$ is the maximum latency of the $k^{th}$ packet. Each packet is stamped with a virtual clock (VC) [79]. VC monitors the average transmission rate of statistical data flows and provides every flow with guaranteed throughput and low queue delay. The idea behind the VC algorithm is that each packet is assigned a VirtualTime, which represents when it would be sent in a time division multiplexing (TDM) system. The virtual clock $VC(m, i, k)$ is set for the $k^{th}$ packet from connection $i$ at $SS_m$ according to the algorithm:

$$VC(m, i, k) = \text{Max}\{ VC(m, i, k-1), \text{real time}\} + \frac{PL(m, i, k)}{R(m, i, t-1)}$$  \hfill (4.7)$$

where $R(m, i, t-1)$ is the transmission rate of connection $i$ at $SS_m$ at time $(t-1)$. $PL(m, i, k)$ is the length of the $k^{th}$ packet. Since a non-real-time packet in nrtPS connections has no maximum latency requirement, the maximum waiting time for a non-real-time packet is TCP retransmission time-out value $TO$ which is 400 ms for wireless channel [80]. The $TDSI(m, i, k, t)$ for the $k^{th}$ packet from nrtPS connection $i$ at $SS_m$, $TDSI(m, i, k, t)$, is set as:

$$TDSI(m, i, k, t) = \begin{cases} TO-[t-VC(m, i, k)] & \text{if } \{TO-[t-VC(m, i, k)]\} \leq 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ \hfill (4.8)$$

$NPSI(m, i, t)$ in (4.2) is the normalized predictive starvation index. It is calculated as follows:

$$NPSI (m,i,t) = \frac{PSI(m,i,t)}{\text{Max}_{i \in I} (PSI(m,i,t))}$$ \hfill (4.9)$$

where $PSI(m, i, t)$ is the predictive starvation index (PSI) which indicates queue status in terms of length of a queue and urgency of a packet in the queue that is to
be transmitted successfully.

\[ PSI(m,i,t) = \text{the number of packets in queue } i \text{ at SS}_m \text{ at time } t / \overline{PSR(m,i,t)} \]  

(4.10)

where \( \overline{PSR(m,i,t)} \) is average packet success rate. It is defined as follows:

A packet is correctly transmitted from connection \( i \) at SS\(_m\) at time \( t \), only if it is not dropped from the queue with probability \( [1 - P_d(m, i, t)] \) and is correctly transmitted through the wireless channel with probability \( [1 - \overline{PER(m, i, t)}] \). Hence, the average packet loss rate for connection \( i \) at SS\(_m\) at time \( t \) is expressed as [81]:

\[ \overline{e}(m,i,t) = 1 - [1 - \overline{P_d(m,i,t)}][1 - \overline{PER(m,i,t)}] \]  

(4.11)

So average packet success rate \( \overline{PSR(m,i,t)} \) for the \( k^{th} \) packet from connection \( i \) at SS\(_m\) at time \( t \) is calculated as:

\[ \overline{PSR(m,i,t)} = 1 - \overline{e}(m,i,t) = [1 - \overline{P_d(m,i,t)}][1 - \overline{PER(m,i,t)}] \]  

(4.12)

Let \( \overline{P_d(m,i,t)} \) denote the average packet dropping (due to the queue being full, the packet delay exceeding its ML or waiting longer than TCP re-transmission threshold) probability of the queue for connection \( i \) at SS\(_m\) at time \( t \).

\[ \overline{P_d(m,i,t)} = \frac{\sum_{j} E_{m,i,j}^{D}}{\sum_{j} E_{m,i,j}^{A_d}} \]  

(4.13)

\( \overline{P_d(m,i,t)} \) is the ratio of the average number of dropped packets \( E_{m,i}^{D} \) over the average number of arrived packets \( E_{m,i}^{A_d} \) during the sliding window or scheduling period.

To simplify the AMC design, packet error rate (\( \overline{PER(m, i, t)} \)) of wireless PHY
transmission channel for connection \(i\) at \(SS_m\) at time \(t\) can be approximately expressed as [81][82]:

\[
PER(m,i,t) \approx \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } \gamma(m, BS) \leq \gamma_{BS_{-M}in} \\
\alpha_n \exp(-\beta_n \gamma(m, BS)) & \text{if } \gamma(m, BS) \geq \gamma_{BS_{-M}in}
\end{cases}
\] (4.14)

\(\gamma_{BS_{-Min}}\) is the minimum SINR requirement of the BS receiver. Parameters \(\alpha_n, \beta_n\) are dependent on the modulation and coding mode. They can be determined by the modulation and coding scheme.

4.4 Adaptive Power Control Scheme

Associated with the proposed MAC protocol and Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling scheme, the APC scheme has been designed for a SS or the BS to perform two functions. The first function of APC is to optimize requested transmission power \(\text{Req}_P(m, BS, q)\) (or \(\text{Req}_P(BS, m, q)\) of the BS for DL transmission). The second function of APC is power control function. The function is to increase the transmission power \(P(m, BS)\) of \(SS_m\) in order to improve the received signal \(\gamma(m, BS)\) and \(RSS(m, BS)\) at the BS receiver (or \(P(BS, m)\) of the BS for DL transmission) when source \(SS_m\) transmits packets from rtPS service class to the BS. With the APC, source \(SS_m\) can transmit rtPS packets at a higher data transmission rate to improve QoS for real-time traffic in UL transmission.
4.4.1 The First Function of APC: Requested Transmission Power Optimization

At the PHY layer, the packet is sent successfully from source SS\textsubscript{m} to the BS only if

- the power of transmitter at source SS\textsubscript{m} is high enough to make received signal $\gamma(m, \text{BS})$ at the BS greater than or equal to the minimum SINR requirement threshold, e.g. $\gamma(1)$; and
- the received signal strength $\text{RSS}(m, \text{BS})$ is higher than the receiver sensitivity $\text{RSS}(1)$ (dBm) at the BS as shown in Table 4.4.

The received SINR $\gamma(m, \text{BS})$, which is detected by CCE at the BS when the BS receives messages from source SS\textsubscript{m}, is expressed as:

$$\gamma(m, \text{BS}) = \frac{P(m, \text{BS})G(m, \text{BS})}{N_0 + \sum_{k=1, k \neq m}^{M} P(k, \text{BS})G(k, \text{BS})}$$

$m=1, 2, 3, \ldots, M, \quad k=1, 2, 3, \ldots, M, \; k \neq m \quad (4.15)$

where $P(m, \text{BS})$ denotes the transmission power of source SS\textsubscript{m}, $G(m, \text{BS})$ denotes the link gain from source SS\textsubscript{m} to the BS, which depends on the distance between SS\textsubscript{m} and the BS, antenna gains, system loss, etc. $N_0$ denotes the thermal noise of the BS.

Let the average link gain from source SS\textsubscript{m} to the BS be:

$$\bar{G}(m, \text{BS}) = \frac{G(m, \text{BS})}{N_0 + \sum_{k=1}^{M} P(k, \text{BS})G(k, \text{BS})} \quad (4.16)$$

Substituting (4.16) into (4.15), $\gamma(m, \text{BS})$ is expressed as:

$$\gamma(m, \text{BS}) = \bar{G}(m, \text{BS})P(m, \text{BS}) \quad (4.17)$$
As the WiMAX system under study is in PMP topology, the distance between 
$SS_m$ and the BS is fixed. It is assumed that the wireless transmission channel 
vary from frame to frame so that the link gain $G(m,BS)$ is constant over a frame. 
Then, equation (4.17) states that $\gamma(m,BS)$ is directly proportional to the 
transmission power $P(m,BS)$ over a frame under the same transmission path in 
the WiMAX PMP system. Let $P_{\gamma(q)}(m,BS)$ be the transmission power of source 
$SS_m$ that can achieve SINR $\gamma(m,BS,q)$ corresponding to $AMC(q)$ over a frame as 
shown in Table 4.4. So, $P_{\gamma(1)}(m,BS)$ is the transmission power of source $SS_m$ that 
can achieve $\gamma(m,BS,1)$ corresponding to $AMC(1)$. By using (4.17), the 
relationship of $P_{\gamma(q)}(m,BS)$ and $P_{\gamma(1)}(m,BS)$ over a frame can be expressed as:

$$P_{\gamma(q)}(m,BS) = P_{\gamma(1)}(m,BS) \times \frac{\gamma(m,BS,q)}{\gamma(m,BS,1)} \tag{4.18}$$

The $RSS(m,BS)$ is a measurement on the power level of a received radio 
signal at the BS receiver by the given transmission power $P(m,BS)$ to the signal 
transmitted from source $SS_m$ transmitter. Theoretically, $RSS(m,BS)$ can be 
expressed as Friis Transmission Equation [83]:

$$RSS(m,BS) = P(m,BS) \times AG(m) \times AG(BS)(\frac{\lambda}{4\pi d})^2 \tag{4.19}$$

where $AG(m)$ and $AG(BS)$ are the antenna gain of the transmitting $SS_m$ and 
receiving BS antennas, respectively. $\lambda$ is the radio wave length, $d$ is the distance 
between the BS and $SS_m$.

Let

$$AG(m,BS) = AG(m) \times AG(BS)(\frac{\lambda}{4\pi d})^2 \tag{4.20}$$

Substituting (4.20) into (4.19), $RSS(m,BS)$ is expressed as:
\[
RSS(m, BS) = AG(m, BS) \times P(m, BS)
\] (4.21)

Similarly, let \( P_{RSS(q)}(m, BS) \) be the transmission power of source \( SS_m \), which can achieve \( RSS(m, BS, q) \) at the BS corresponding to \( AMC(q) \) over a frame as shown in Table 4.4. So, \( P_{RSS(1)}(m, BS) \) is the transmission power of source \( SS_m \) which can achieve \( RSS(m, BS, 1) \) corresponding to \( AMC(1) \). By using (4.21), the relationship of \( P_{RSS(q)}(m, BS) \) and \( P_{RSS(1)}(m, BS) \) over a frame can be expressed as:

\[
P_{RSS(q)}(m, BS) = P_{RSS(1)}(m, BS) \times \frac{RSS(m, BS, q)}{RSS(m, BS, 1)}
\] (4.22)

In order to maximize the efficiency of the transmission power of the SSs in the WiMAX system, a higher \( q \) level modulation and coding schemes \( AMC(m, BS, q) \) should be chosen by giving a certain amount of transmission power to the signal transmitted from source \( SS_m \) transmitter. The first function of APC scheme at the BS is to compute an optimal requested transmission power \( Req_\ P(m, BS, q) \) of source \( SS_m \) to fulfill both \( \gamma(m, BS) \) and \( RSS(m, BS) \) requirements at the BS receiver when \( q \) level modulation and coding scheme \( AMC(m, BS, q) \) is selected. This principle can be applied for DL channel transmission similarly.

The operation of optimizing the requested transmission power is described as follows:

Corresponding to adaptive modulation and coding scheme \( AMC(m, BS, 1) \), \( AMC(m, BS, 2) \), \( AMC(m, BS, q) \), ..., \( AMC(m, BS, 7) \), the receiver at the BS must meet both SINR requirement, \( \gamma(m, BS, q) \) as well as BS minimum receiver sensitivity requirement, \( RSS(m, BS, q) \), \( q=1,2,\ldots,7 \), respectively, as shown in Table 4.4. When the BS receives the \( Polling\_response(m) \) message from \( SS_m \),
APC at the BS extracts \( P(m, BS) \) from \( AMC\_Controller\_Info\{P(m, BS), \gamma(BS, m), \text{RSS}(BS, m), AMC(BS, m, q), Req\_P(BS, m, q)\} \) in the Polling\_response\( (m) \) sent by \( SS_m \). APC further retrieves received SINR, \( \gamma(m, BS) \) and \( \text{RSS}(m, BS) \) from its CCE at the PHY layer.

Equation (4.18) states the SINR requirement when \( AMC(m, BS, q) \) is chosen. Similarly, equation (4.22) states the RSS requirement when \( AMC(m, BS, q) \) is chosen. In order to fulfill both SINR and RSS requirements, the bigger value of \( P(m, BS) \) from (4.18) and (4.22) is chosen for requested transmission power, \( Req\_P(m, BS, q) \). Based on this policy, \( Req\_P(m, BS, q) \) is calculated as:

\[
Req\_P(m, BS, q) = \max\{P(m, BS) \times \frac{\gamma(m, BS, q)}{\gamma(m, BS)}, P(m, BS) \times \frac{\text{RSS}(m, BS, q)}{\text{RSS}(m, BS)}\}
\]

(4.23)

Now, the maximum achievable \( q \) level of the modulation and coding scheme is going to be derived when the transmission power of \( SS_m, P(m, BS) \) is given. Here, an approximation approach methodology is used to obtain the maximum achievable value of \( q \).

Let the highest \( AMC(m, BS, q), q=7 \) be selected. Substituting \( q=7 \) into (4.23), \( Req\_P(m, BS, 7) \) is calculated. If \( Req\_P(m, BS, 7) > P(m, BS) \), it means that the transmission power of \( SS_m, P(m, BS) \) cannot support modulation and coding scheme \( AMC(m, BS, 7) \).

Let \( q=q-1 \), re-calculate \( Req\_P(m, BS, 6) \). This iteration continues until \( Req\_P(m, BS, q) \leq P(m, BS) \).

The result is embedded in \( AMC\_Controller\_Info\{P(BS, m), \gamma(m, BS), \text{RSS}(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q), Req\_P(m, BS, q), Max\_R(t)\} \) and is broadcasted to all SSs.

The maximum achievable modulation and coding scheme \( AMC(q) \), hence the
maximum achievable data transmission rate $R(q)$, is used for data transmission, with the need of a lower transmission power, the efficiency of transmission power is achieved.

4.4.2 The Second Function of APC: APC Algorithm for rtPS Traffic

The scheduler at $SS_m$ extracts $AMC(m, BS, q)$ and $Req_P(m, BS, q)$ from the $AMC_Controller_Info\{P(BS, m), \gamma(m, BS), RSS(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q), Req_P(m, BS, q)\}$ when $SS_m$ receives the DL/UL_Map. The transmitter at $SS_m$ uses those parameters to transmit a burst in a nrtPS connection without using the second function of APC scheme. When it transmits a burst in a rtPS connection, it performs its second function.

The objective of the second function of the APC scheme is to enhance QoS to rtPS service class by increasing the transmission power of $SS_m$. Once $P(m, BS)$ increases, it results in the increase of the received SINR at the BS, $\gamma(m, BS)$. The level of modulation and coding scheme is stepped up by the AMC controller both in the BS and $SS_m$ based on $\gamma(m, BS)$. As a result, the data transmission rate increases to transmit the burst from rtPS service class.

The detailed procedure is as follows.

When APC at $SS_m$ senses that $q$ in $AMC(m, BS, q)$ is equal to 7, it is aware that maximum data transmission rate is achieved by transmission power $Req_P(m, BS, q)$. It maintains the transmission power.

The APC increases the transmission power of $SS_m$ to its maximum transmission power based on the following conditions:
• When APC senses that $q$ is less than 7, it is aware that the data transmission rate for rtPS service class is not at the highest rate.

• and if the normalized time-delay satisfaction index of the $k^{th}$ packet from rtPS connection $i$ at time $t$, $NTDSI(m, i, k, t)$, is greater than 0.8, which indicates that the $k^{th}$ packets is going to be dropped if it is not transmitted immediately, the APC is aware of the urgency of the $k^{th}$ packet.

$SS_m$ uses its maximum transmission power to provide the feasible highest data transmission rate for the burst to avoid the $k^{th}$ packet to be dropped from the queue.

AMC controller steps $AMC(m, BS, q)$ one level up and the requested transmission power of $SS_m$ is re-calculated when APC senses that $q$ is less than 7 but the normalized time-delay satisfaction index of the $k^{th}$ packet at time $t$, $NTDSI(m, i, k, t)$ is less than 0.8.

Under maximum transmission power constraint of $SS_m$, a feasible higher transmission power that is able to fulfill both SINR requirement and RSS requirement for higher AMC index is set to transmit the $k^{th}$ packet from rtPS service class.

The operation of the APC algorithm to adjust transmission power of $SS_m$, $P(m, BS)$, for transmitting packets from rtPS service class is described as follows:

Begin

Gets $\gamma(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q)$ and $Req_P(m, BS, q)$ from

$AMC\_Controller\_Info\{P(BS, m), \gamma(m, BS), RSS(m, BS), AMC(m, BS, q), Req_P(m, BS, q), Max_R(t)\}$;

Gets timeslot allocation information for the rtPS from HOS scheduler in DL/UL_Map;
If \( q=7 \) is true or \( \text{Req}_P(m, BS, q) = \text{maximum transmission power of SS}_m \)

\[
P(m, BS) = \text{Req}_P(m, BS, q);
\]

Else if (timeslots allocated for rtPS burst is true && \( q < 7 \))

If \( (\text{NTDSI}(m, i, k, t) > 0.8) \)

** The \( k^{th} \) packet is going to be dropped.

\[
P(m, BS) = \text{maximum transmission power of SS}_m;
\]

Else

\[
p = q + 1;
\]

** Step \( \text{AMC}(q) \) one level up.

\[
\text{AMC}(m, BS, p) = \text{AMC}(m, BS, q);
\]

End

The transmitter of \( \text{SS}_m \) uses updated \( P(m, BS) \) as well as \( \text{AMC}(m, BS, p) \) and corresponding data transmission rate to transmit traffic burst from rtPS service class. It results in the enhancement of QoS provisioning to the traffic from rtPS service class.
4.5 Performance Evaluation

A series of simulation experiments have been carried to evaluate the performance of the proposed cross-layer MAC protocol and the corresponding scheduling algorithm as well as APC scheme. The experiments have been conducted in two stages. In the first stage, the simulation for the HOS algorithm without APC has been carried out. In the second stage, the simulation of the HOS algorithm with APC has been carried out.

Following the signaling mechanism specified by the IEEE 802.16d standard, the WiMAX simulation model has been developed by using ExtendSim [71] software. The scheduling algorithms have been developed by using C language.

The performances of the proposed scheduling schemes for UGS, rtPS and nrtPS connections have been compared with that of MCS [47], Exponential Rule Scheduler (EXPRule) in [53] and Priority Function Scheduler (PRFS) in [56]. The simulation results show that the proposed scheduling scheme can not only effectively support rtPS traffic to make real-time packets meeting their delay bounds but also provide fairness to nrtPS traffic and serve it with reasonable performance.

4.5.1 Simulation Design

In the simulation experiments, it is assumed that the WiMAX system is operating as the WirelessMAN-SC in TDD mode. For wireless fading channel in the simulation model, the channel quality can be captured by a parameter, $\gamma$. Since the transmission channel varies from frame to frame, the general Nakagami-$m$ model is used to describe $\gamma$ statistically [84]. The received SINR,
\( \gamma \) per frame is thus a random variable with a Gamma probability density function:

\[
p_f(\gamma) = \frac{m^m \gamma^{m-1}}{\bar{\gamma}^m \Gamma(m)} \exp\left(-\frac{m \gamma}{\bar{\gamma}}\right)
\]  

(4.24)

where \( \bar{\gamma} \) is the average received SINR, \( \Gamma(m) = \int_0^\infty t^{m-1} e^{-t} dt \) is the Gamma function and \( m \) is the Nakagami fading parameter \( (m \geq 1/2) \). The channel is assumed to be quasi-static so that the channel gains are constant over a frame. However, they are allowed to vary from frame to frame. The average received SINR, \( \bar{\gamma} \) can be expressed as:

\[
\bar{\gamma} = P_t - L_i - P_N - L_p
\]  

(4.25)

where \( P_t \) (dBm) is the transmitter output power, \( L_i \) (dBm) is the implementation loss due to hardware connecting cables, antenna patterns, etc., \( P_N \) (dBm) is the receiver noise power, which is related to the hardware noise figure and bandwidth, and \( L_p \) (dBm) is the path loss due to radio propagation. The receiver sensitivity RSS for all receivers has been set at -65 dBm.

The network has been designed with PMP topology with one BS and eight SSs. The positions of the SSs are assumed to be independent and distributed randomly. The traffic parameters are selected from the supported range of values that fully cover the required values for multimedia services defined in Recommendation ITU-R M.1225 [85]. In the simulation experiments, the effect of the uplink scheduling algorithm and the APC scheme is considered. The integrated traffic consists of fixed load of UGS, different load of rtPS and nrtPS traffic from eight SSs to the BS in the network. The traffic load of UGS is fixed at 1.37 Mbps. The
traffic load for rtPS and nrtPS is 50% of the remaining entire traffic. The inter-
arrival time of UGS packets is constant. It is set to 10.1 ms. Packet length is fixed
to 200 bytes. The deadline is set to 50 ms. Both rtPS and nrtPS connections are
burst traffic flows. Packet arrivals follow Poisson distribution with packet inter-
arrival time exponentially distributed. Packet length is exponentially distributed.
The mean packet length is set to 500 bytes. The mean deadline of rtPS is 80 ms
and it is exponentially distributed. There is no deadline for nrtPS connections.
The frame size is set to 10 ms, 500 time slots per frame. The duration of each
time slot is 20 μs. Channel bandwidth is assumed to be 25 MHz. The queue size
is set big enough so that packets would not be dropped from a queue because the
queue is full. So packet loss is due to the packet being dropped if its waiting time
exceeds its maximum latency, or packet errors due to the wireless transmission
channel in the simulation.

4.5.2 Experimental Results

As shown in Figure 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8, the performance of five
scheduling schemes are evaluated. The performance metrics are packet loss rate,
average packet delay, UL throughput of the rtPS connections, UL throughput of
the nrtPS traffic connections, system UL channel throughput and average packet
delay of the UGS connections when the total traffic load, which consists of UGS,
rtPS and nrtPS service classes, changes accordingly.

Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between the packet loss rates of rtPS traffic
and the various traffic loads. It is clear that the packet loss rates of rtPS traffic in
the HOS are lower than that of MCS, PRFS and EXPRule schemes when the
traffic intensity increases. The reason is that the MCS has not considered any
delay satisfaction factor for rtPS traffic. The PRFS scheme has only considered the delay satisfaction indicator for rtPS traffic. The EXPRule scheme has only considered starvation index for rtPS traffic. However, the proposed HOS algorithm has considered both normalized time-delay satisfaction index $NTDSI(m, i, k, t)$ and normalized predictive starvation index $NPSI(m, i, t)$ to determine the priority of the transmission.
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Figure 4.3 Loss rate vs. traffic load for rtPS traffic

It is also observed that the proposed HOS and HOS with APC have similar performance when the traffic load is light. The HOS with APC scheme has a better performance when the traffic load is heavy. The proposed APC scheme can perform two functions, one is to optimize requested transmission power, and the other one is power control function.

The proposed APC scheme adjusts SS transmission power for rtPS traffic to achieve a higher data transmission rate for rtPS traffic classes when
- the normalized time-delay satisfaction index $NTDSI(m, i, k, t)$ of the packet is close to 1 or;
- $q$ in $AMC(m, BS, q)$ is less than 7, meaning that the transmission data rate of $SS_m$ is not at the maximum rate.

This results in the Symbol Rate Controller at the BS using a higher $q$ level of modulation and coding scheme $AMC(m, BS, q)$. $SS_m$ thus can transmit packets belonging to rtPS service class at a higher data transmission rate to prevent the real-time packet violating its deadline. Thus, the proposed HOS with APC solution can achieve a much lower packet loss rate for the rtPS traffic connections.

Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between the average packet delays of the rtPS connections and the traffic loads for five scheduling schemes.

![Figure 4.4 rtPS delay vs. traffic load](image)
Based on Figure 4.3 and 4.4, it is observed that MCS has poor performance in terms of rtPS loss rate and delay. The MCS [47] scheduling scheme is the prototype of the throughput efficient opportunistic scheduling. This policy is to allocate resources to SSs with the best channel condition. MCS is a channel-awareness scheduling scheme. However, this channel-aware policy monopolizes all resources to good-channel users that are usually located close to the Base Station. The SSs will be allocated fewer transmission opportunities if they are far from the BS.

It is also observed that the performance of EXPRule scheduler degrades dramatically when the traffic load is heavy.

However, the HOS with APC scheme outperforms among the five schemes. The reason is that the delay requirement of a packet from a rtPS connection has been included to determine its Scheduling Priority by \( \exp(NTDSI(m, i, k, t) \in [0.368, 1]) \). If \( ML(m, i, k) - [t-VC(m, i, k)] \leq 0 \), the highest value of \( NTDSI(m, i, k, t) \) is set, which leads to a higher Scheduling Priority. The expression \( \exp(NTDSI(m, i, k, t)) \) makes the Scheduling Priority assignment much more sensitive to the delay bound of a packet from the rtPS traffic.

It is observed that the HOS with APC scheme has a superior performance in terms of rtPS packet delay. The proposed APC scheme can adjust the SS transmission power to a higher level and AMC can select the highest feasible AMC index \( AMC(q) \) when SS transmits rtPS packets. The packet delay and the QoS guarantee to rtPS traffic can be capped at a certain level.

Figure 4.5 depicts the relationship between UL throughputs of the rtPS connections and the traffic loads for the five scheduling schemes. It can be observed that the HOS and the HOS with APC scheme can achieve a much
higher UL channel throughput. The reasons are:

- The DPI assignment mechanism of the HOS algorithm for rtPS traffic burst assigns higher DPI when channel condition is good. This dynamic priority assignment mechanism provides more transmission opportunity for rtPS traffic burst.

- The APC increases the transmission power for rtPS traffic burst and thus a higher AMC index can be used, leading to a higher data transmission rate.

![Figure 4.5 rtPS UL throughput vs. traffic load](image)

Figure 4.5 rtPS UL throughput vs. traffic load

Figure 4.6 shows the UL throughputs of nrtPS connections with changes in traffic loads. It is clear that MCS [47] has the best performance for nrtPS traffic class, as MCS is the prototype of throughput efficient opportunistic scheduling.
for nrtPS traffic class that does not have ML requirement. It is observed that the proposed HOS and HOS with APC scheme have similar performance as MCS. It means that the proposed solution can achieve the maximum system throughput as \( CSI(m, i, t) \) plays a role as a channel-awareness scheduling parameter in the proposed HOS and HOS with APC scheme.

![Figure 4.6 nrtPS UL throughput vs. traffic load](image)

The proposed solution can achieve a moderately higher UL throughput than PRFS and EXPRule. The reason is that predictive starvation index \( NPSI (m, i, t) \) is considered in the opportunistic scheduling design. If \( DPI (m, i, t), NTDSI(m, i, k, t) \) and \( CSI (m, i, t) \) are the same for all the connections, \( NPSI (m, i, t) \) becomes the major factor to determine the Scheduling Priority. When the queue length of one of the nrtPS connections increases, it leads to a high value of \( NPSI (m, i, t) \) so that the starvation problem of nrtPS connections can be mitigated. A certain level
of fairness in the transmission service is achieved. The queue length of each connection will be restricted to a certain level to make the system stable. This results in that the UL throughput of nrtPS connections can be improved while the QoS provisioning can be ensured to the real-time traffic from the rtPS connections.

Figure 4.7 shows the system UL channel throughputs with changes of traffic loads. Although MCS is the prototype of throughput efficient opportunistic scheduling, the policy merely is to allocate resources to SSs with the best channel condition. It does not consider delay satisfaction factor for rtPS traffic. This causes a higher packet loss rate of rtPS as shown in Figure 4.3. Thus, MCS cannot achieve the best overall system UL channel throughput as the integrated traffic load consists of UGS, rtPS and nrtPS.

![Figure 4.7 System UL throughput vs. traffic load](image-url)
It is observed that the proposed HOS and HOS with APC proposal can achieve a higher system UL throughput. The proposed scheduling algorithm takes the information of instantaneous wireless channel condition and the real-time traffic condition as well as traffic QoS specification to set the Scheduling Priority (SP) for each individual packet from rtPS or nrtPS service classes for the UL transmission.

Furthermore, the connection-based scheduler could waste bandwidth, if the BW_request of a scheduled connection is less than the available bandwidth in a frame. Since the HOS scheduler is a packet-based scheduler, all available bandwidth is used up. The proposed solution can achieve higher bandwidth utilization.

Figure 4.8 shows the relationship between average packet delays of the UGS connections and the traffic loads for the five scheduling schemes. Since the UGS connections have been allocated with a fixed bandwidth (fixed time duration) based on their fixed bandwidth requirement in the framework of the IEEE 802.16d standard, it is observed that average delays of the UGS are similar to each other in the five scheduling schemes.
4.6 Summary

In this chapter, firstly, a cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework has been proposed to enhance QoS provisioning in the WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP system. The proposed cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework takes the impact of the air interface on the MAC layer protocol into account to enhance the system efficiency.

Secondly, the HOS algorithm associated with the proposed MAC protocol and QoS support framework has been proposed. The proposed HOS has features of channel-awareness, queue-awareness and traffic QoS-awareness. It determines the dynamic Scheduling Priority of each packet by its four key scheduling
parameters, namely the dynamical priority index, the channel specification index, the normalized time-delay satisfaction index and the normalized predictive starvation index. The proposed HOS is a type of opportunistic scheduling algorithm in view of communication over spatiotemporally varying wireless link whereby the multi-user diversity is exploited to maximize bandwidth efficiency and system throughput. With the MAC-PHY cross-layer approach, the proposed HOS algorithm with two-stage structure can enhance the QoS to rtPS service class with less scheduling complexity and scheduling overhead.

Thirdly, the Adaptive Power Control scheme has been proposed associated with the HOS scheduling algorithm. The APC scheme can not only perform transmission power optimization to enhance the system power efficiency, but also control the transmission power adaption for rtPS traffic with QoS-oriented consideration.

The following features can be observed from the design of cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework with Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling algorithm and APC scheme:

1. Each SS monitors and computes the scheduling priority of packets from its own connections. A frame time is sufficient for every SS to compute four key scheduling parameters for a packet that could be transmitted in the next frame. The first stage scheduler at SS only sorts the Scheduling Priority of packets in its own queues, the complexity of the algorithm at SS is $O(N \log N)$ where $N$ is the number of packets in the queues. Similarly, the second stage scheduler at BS only sorts the SS’s $Max_{SP}(m)$, where $m=1,2,...,M$. The scope of the sorting list is limited to the total number of SSs, the complexity
of the algorithm at BS is $O(N \log N)$ where $N$ is the number of SSs. This means that the overhead of scheduling is divided by two stages and it is distributed and shared by all SSs. The efficiency of the scheme is achieved.

2. When a channel condition is good and both SINR at the BS and $SS_m$ are high, $DPI(m, i, t)$ will be set a high value for rtPS service class. Thus, maximum system throughput can be achieved. When $R(m, i, t) = 0$, the channel is in deep fading and the capacity is zero, so connection $i$ at $SS_m$ should not be served regardless of its delay performance. Efficient bandwidth utilization can be achieved.

The proposed HOS scheduling algorithm and APC scheme can effectively and efficiently schedule and manage the transmission service to the integrated traffic consisting of UGS, rtPS and nrtPS connections. The simulation results show that the proposed solution can improve QoS significantly for rtPS traffic connections while achieving high system UL throughput and channel utilization.

In the next chapter, two new CAC solutions will be presented to enhance QoS support in WiMAX system with a cross-layer optimization design.
Chapter 5 Proposed CAC Solutions to Support QoS

As presented in Chapter 3 and 4, the proposed QoS provisioning architecture and frameworks together with packet scheduling schemes as well as an APC scheme are able to provide QoS provisioning in WiMAX system.

Both CAC and scheduling algorithm have an important role since they can manage and guarantee the QoS requirements of connections. A single scheduling algorithm cannot guarantee all the QoS requirements of traffic without the support of a suitable CAC and vice versa. The CAC is essential to guarantee the users’ QoS requirements as it regulates the number of connections or users in the system so as to control the congestion, connection-level QoS satisfaction and packet-level QoS satisfaction while achieving the system efficiency through optimizing the network resources.

Therefore, it appears to be essential to develop a novel CAC scheme in tandem with the packet scheduling scheme to provide QoS support in a flexible and efficient way in the WiMAX system.

The importance of the combination of scheduling policy with an efficient CAC scheme to guarantee QoS in WiMAX systems has been recognized [14, 21, 42].
Although those CAC policies have been proposed to combine with an uplink scheduling algorithm to provide QoS in WiMAX, very few of them were catered for WiMAX systems with a tight combination of an opportunistic scheduling algorithm.

In the first part of this chapter, a novel two-stage cross-layer QoS support framework and a cross-layer CAC scheme in tandem with the Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) are presented in a single carrier (SC) WiMAX PMP network. The proposed CAC scheme is termed as Elastic CAC (ECAC). The proposed Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) has been presented in Chapter 3.

Furthermore, in the second part of this chapter, a novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework and Cognitive Radio-based CAC (CRCAC) scheme are presented in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDM PMP systems. The proposed CRCAC is able to expand the system capacity while providing QoS to real-time traffic. By using a cross-layer approach, the proposed solution can intelligently explore unused spectrums and spread to non-active spectrums to improve the capacity of the system significantly and provide guaranteed QoS to real-time traffic.

5.1 Cross-Layer Elastic CAC

As discussed in Chapter 2.5, both CAC and the scheduling algorithm have an important role since they can manage and guarantee the QoS requirements of the connections. A single scheduling algorithm cannot guarantee all the QoS requirements of traffic without the support of a suitable CAC and vice versa.
CAC schemes tailored for WiMAX networks have been proposed in [12-25]. The combination of a scheduling policy with an efficient CAC scheme to guarantee QoS in WiMAX networks has become an important issue. Although some CAC policies have been proposed to combine with an uplink scheduling algorithm [14, 21, 25] to provide QoS support in WiMAX systems, very few of them were catered for WiMAX systems with a tight combination of an opportunistic scheduling algorithm.

In this section, a novel two-stage cross-layer QoS support framework and a cross-layer CAC scheme termed as Elastic CAC (ECAC) are proposed in tandem with the Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems. The proposed solution has unique features. The proposed cross-layer CAC has been tightly combined with the HOS algorithm. It can control the number of connections to be admitted into the system based on the predefined QoS requirements of different connections to achieve cost-effective revenue in the WiMAX system. When the system resource becomes scarce, the ECAC can automatically and dynamically adjust or compress the bandwidth consumed by the existing connections, so that the QoS requirements of on-going connections can be guaranteed, and as many rtPS connections as possible will be admitted.

When the AMC scheme adjusts its transmission mode frame by frame, the transmission rate is an Adaptive Discrete Rate (ADR) [86] with different coding scheme. The system modeling of the proposed CAC is presented. Numerical analysis of the system effective bandwidth and the average packet delay of each service class are carried out.
5.1.1 QoS Framework with CAC in tandem with Scheduling Scheme

As shown in Figure 2.2, IEEE 802.16d left the details of the CAC algorithm undefined. This section focuses on the cross-layer CAC scheme that is in tandem with the Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems.

The performance of MAC protocol, the functionality of scheduler and CAC algorithm are influenced by time-varying wireless channel in WiMAX systems. With the cross-layer approach, a new interface of AMC_Control_Info needs to be designed to link up the AMC scheme and CAC from the PHY to the MAC layer.

With the cross-layer approach, the proposed QoS provisioning architecture aims at providing CAC module, scheduling module and AMC module to complete the missing parts in the QoS architecture specified in the IEEE 802.16d standard as shown in Figure 2.2. An efficient two-stage cross-layer QoS support framework with the HOS scheduling algorithm and a cross-layer CAC scheme are proposed, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 Cross-layer QoS support framework with CAC in tandem with the HOS scheduling scheme

The detailed design objective and rationale for the proposed framework is described as follows.

1. Considering the impact of air interface on the MAC layer protocol, a wireless Channel Condition Estimator (CCE) is designed at the PHY layer at the BS as well as at the SSs. It not only monitors instantaneous channel condition status like $RSS$, $Current\_SINR$, $\gamma$, but also predicts long-term channel condition by using the statistic parameters including $Max\_SINR$, $Average\_SINR$ and $Min\_SINR$ over the execution period.

2. Based on the information from CCE, the BS or SS PHY Symbol Rate Controller, which consists of FEC, Symbol Mapper and AMC Controller, computes a feasible modulation and coding scheme as well as a data transmission rate for the transmission service according to Table 4.4.
3. The output of the PHY Symbol Rate Controller is called AMC_Control_InfoSS at a SS, or AMC_Control_InfoBS at the BS. AMC_Control_InfoSS consists of two elements namely, Current_SINRBSm, which is the SINR detected by the \( m \)th SS when receiving UL/DL_Map from the BS, and AMC Index \( AMC(q) \) for DL transmission based on its received Current_SINRBSm. AMC_Control_InfoBS consists of three elements namely,

- \( Current\_SINR_{mBS} \), which is the SINR detected by the BS when receiving Polling_response from the \( m \)th SS, where \( m=1, 2, \ldots, M; \)
- AMC Index \( AMC(q) \) for each SS based on its received \( Current\_SINR_{mBS} \) at the BS and
- \( Max\_R(t) \), which is the system maximum data transmission rate at time \( t \) determined by the BS when the maximum modulation and coding level \( q \) in \( AMC(q) \) is used in the system.

They are forwarded to the MAC layer via PHY Service Access Point (SAP) for CAC and packet scheduling.

4. The Bandwidth Allocation Estimation Module (BAEM) in the CAC at the BS takes in AMC_Control_InfoSS information from Polling_response message and bandwidth allocation information from DL/UL_Map. After the system executes for the duration of a few DL/UL frames, the CAC conducts a statistical analysis of bandwidth allocation information from DL/UL_Maps, enabling it to compute the bandwidth consumed by every SS. Then the CAC estimates the effective UL bandwidth of the system \( BW_{uplink} \) based on (5.4) described later in Section 5.1.4.1 and computes the average packet delay of UGS and rtPS service class \( D_{ugs} \), \( D_{rtPS} \) by using (5.7) described later in
Section 5.1.4.2. The CAC determines whether a new request of a connection can be granted or not based on the proposed cross-layer CAC algorithm, which is described in detail in Section 5.1.2. The BS maintains the ACL and updates it periodically.

5. In tandem with the CAC, the scheduler serves the connections in an ACL. The first stage of scheduling operates at each SS. It uses the Traffic Specification (TSpec) of each connection, AMC_Control_InfoSS and queue status to compute four priority indices and determine the Scheduling Priority of packets in each connection by the HOS algorithm. The Scheduling Priority will be sorted in descending order. Then the SS takes the maximum value of the calculated priority as the Scheduling Priority (SP) of the SS. The SS loads its SP, its total BW_request and its AMC_Control_InfoSS in Polling_response and sends the Polling_response to the BS when it is polled.

6. The second stage of scheduling at the BS sorts SP values of all SSs in descending order and selects the SS with the highest SP to assign UL time slots to it according to its BW_request in the UL sub-frame exclusive of the time slots for UGS. If the number of time slots allocated to the SS is less than the total number of available time slots in the UL sub-frame, the remaining available time slots will be assigned to a SS with the second highest SP according to its BW_request. This procedure iterates until all available time slots in the UL sub-frame is used out. The result of the time slots assignment and AMC_Control_InfoBS will be embedded in the DL/UL_Map to be broadcasted from the BS to all SSs.

7. The scheduler at each SS extracts the information of its allocated transmission time slots and AMC_Control_InfoBS from the UL_Map. The SS
transmits its packets, in order of the highest Scheduling Priority to the lowest Scheduling Priority, to the BS in the allocated time slots at the data rate specified in AMC_Control_Info_{BS}.

5.1.2 Cross-Layer Elastic CAC Algorithm

From the network’s point of view, the network must support the connections of all service classes. Before the total network resource is consumed, all connections should be admitted with equal priority as soon as they arrive based on a First-Come-First-Served basis if the network can support both the bandwidth requirement and the delay constraint of both on-going connections and new arrival connections.

A WiMAX network is a sophisticated wireless broadband access network that has UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes. Each service class has a different QoS requirement. A CAC policy must be able to differentiate service classes based on their different QoS criteria. In order to avoid the starvation problem of lower priority service classes like nrtPS and BE service class, a threshold is set for each service class based on Optimal Revenue algorithm [17] before the execution of the network. The Optimal Revenue algorithm is used as it can provide connection level QoS to real-time and non-real-time traffic.

Wireless channel is time-varying channel where the channel capacity or bandwidth is no long fixed. It is dynamically changed based on the SINR of the wireless channel. Hence, the effect of AMC on the proposed CAC scheme must be considered.

Based on the above considerations, a cross-layer CAC algorithm that is tightly combined with the HOS opportunistic scheduling scheme is proposed. It is
termed as Elastic Connection Admission Control (ECAC) algorithm. The ECAC consists of three unique modules, namely

- Bandwidth Allocation Estimation Module (BAEM);
- Bandwidth Elastic Module (BEM) and
- QoS Control Module (QoS_CM).

The illustrative flowchart is shown in Figure 5.2.

![ECAC flowchart](image)

Figure 5.2 ECAC flowchart

When a traffic flow sends its request to join one sector of the network, the ECAC extracts its MSTR and ML, which are two QoS parameters from its AdmittedQoSParameterSet [1], and makes a decision on whether to reject or to
admit the flow into the network according to the following procedure:

Step 1. In order to avoid starvation of lower priority classes, Bandwidth Allocation Estimation Module initially sets a threshold for each service class based on Optimal Revenue algorithm [17] in an off-line manner. They are four parameters: $T_{thUGS}$, $T_{thrtPS}$, $T_{thnrtPS}$, $T_{thBE}$ and $T_{thUGS} + T_{thrtPS} + T_{thnrtPS} + T_{thBE} \leq BW_{uplink}$, where $BW_{uplink}$ is the total bandwidth of uplink. The potential revenue of a WiMAX network system is determined by the number of connections of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE in the network and the price of service $rer^{UGS}$, $rer^{rtPS}$, $rer^{nrtPS}$ and $rer^{BE}$ applied to each UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE connection, respectively.

An optimization problem is formulated to maximize the network revenue while the connection-level QoS (i.e., connection blocking probability) is maintained at a target level. The average number of on-going connections $Avg_{Connection_{UGS}}$, $Avg_{Connection_{rtPS}}$, $Avg_{Connection_{nrtPS}}$ and $Avg_{Connection_{BE}}$ that can be admitted in the system given the connection blocking probability $BP_{UGS}$, $BP_{rtPS}$, $BP_{nrtPS}$ and $BP_{BE}$ which are defined as the functions of the corresponding threshold $T_{thUGS}$, $T_{thrtPS}$, $T_{thnrtPS}$ and $T_{thBE}$.

The optimization formulation is expressed as follows:

Maximize potential revenue:

Max $[rer^{UGS} \times (Avg_{Connection_{UGS}} | T_{thUGS}) + rer^{rtPS} \times (Avg_{Connection_{rtPS}} | T_{thrtPS}) + rer^{nrtPS} \times (Avg_{Connection_{nrtPS}} | T_{thnrtPS}) + rer^{BE} \times (Avg_{Connection_{BE}} | T_{thBE})] \equiv BW_{uplink}$

Subject to: $T_{thUGS} + T_{thrtPS} + T_{thnrtPS} + T_{thBE} \leq BW_{uplink}$

(5.1)
\begin{align*}
BP_{UGS} | Th_{UGS} & \equiv Target_{BP_{UGS}} \\
BP_{rtPS} | Th_{rtPS} & \equiv Target_{BP_{rtPS}} \\
BP_{nrtPS} | Th_{nrtPS} & \equiv Target_{BP_{nrtPS}} \\
BP_{BE} | Th_{BE} & \equiv Target_{BP_{BE}}
\end{align*}

where Target_{BP_{UGS}}, Target_{BP_{rtPS}}, Target_{BP_{nrtPS}} and Target_{BP_{BE}}
are the target connection blocking probabilities for the UGS, rtPS, nrtPS
and BE connections, respectively.

The ECAC at the BS takes AMC information from AMC_Cntl_Info_{SS}
and DL/UL_Map from the scheduler. It computes the effective UL
channel bandwidth \(BW_{\text{uplink}}\) based on (5.4) described later in Section
5.1.4.1, and the bandwidth occupied by each class \(BW_{UGS}, BW_{rtPS}, BW_{nrtPS}\)
and \(BW_{BE}\) as well as the average packet delay of UGS and rtPS service
class \(\overline{D_{ugs}}, \overline{D_{rtPS}}\) by (5.7).

Step 2. When a request of a new flow has been sent from the \(m^{th}\) SS to the BS,
the ECAC calculates the remaining uplink bandwidth:
\[
UL_{BW}_{\text{rem}} = BW_{\text{uplink}} - BW_{UGS} - BW_{rtPS} - BW_{nrtPS} - BW_{BE}
\]  

(5.2)

Then \(UL_{BW}_{\text{rem}}\) is converted to an effective remaining uplink
bandwidth based on AMC_Cntl_Info_{SS} of the \(m^{th}\) SS.

The effective remaining uplink bandwidth is calculated as follows:
\[
\text{Effective}_{UL_{BW}_{\text{rem}}} = UL_{BW}_{\text{rem}} \times E(q)
\]  

(5.3)

where \(E(q)\) is the efficiency of the modulation and coding scheme used in
the \(m^{th}\) SS based on its channel SINR as shown in Table 4.4.

Step 3. The QoS Control Module of ECAC performs its first function,
QoS_CM(1), to examine the bandwidth requirement of the new flow.
Effective_UL_BW\text{remain} is compared with the MSTR requirement of the new flow. If \(\text{Effective_UL_BW}\text{remain} < \text{MSTR}\), go to Step 5 to check on the possibility of borrowing some bandwidth from a lower service class. If \(\text{Effective_UL_BW}\text{remain} > \text{MSTR}\), go to Step 4 to check up the maximum latency requirement of both on-going connections and the new flow.

Step 4. In fact, just a bandwidth checkup is not sufficient to guarantee the whole ActiveQoSParameterSet as wireless communication channel is a time-varying channel. After the request of a new flow has successfully passed the bandwidth requirement checkup, the QoS Control Module performs its second function, \(\text{QoS}_\text{CM}(2)\), to examine the maximum latency requirements of existing connections and the new flow.

Assume that the new flow could be admitted in the network, it would join one of the UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes that it belongs to. \(\overline{D}_{\text{ugs}}, \overline{D}_{\text{rtPS}}\) will be updated as the traffic pattern and traffic load have changed. The second function of QoS Control Module, \(\text{QoS}_\text{CM}(2)\), will check the ML constraint of each existing UGS and rtPS connection and the possible admitted new flow. The function of \(\text{QoS}_\text{CM}(2)\) will ensure that the ML of all admitted UGS traffic connections together with the possible admitted new connection is not smaller than the calculated \(\overline{D}_{\text{ugs}}\) or \(\overline{D}_{\text{ugs}} \leq \text{Min}_{-ML}(UGS)\), where \(\text{Min}_{-ML}(UGS)\) is the minimum Maximum Latency requirement among all admitted UGS connections plus the possible admitted new connection. The function of \(\text{QoS}_\text{CM}(2)\) will also achieve the result, which is the ML of all admitted rtPS traffic
connections with the possible admitted new connection is not smaller than the calculated \( \bar{D}_{rtPS} \) or \( \bar{D}_{rtPS} \leq Min_{ML}(rtPS) \), where \( Min_{ML}(rtPS) \) is the minimum Maximum Latency requirement among all admitted rtPS connections and the possible admitted new connection. If both conditions are true, go to Step 7, the new flow will be admitted. Otherwise, go to Step 8, the new flow will be blocked.

The corresponding average delay of UGS or rtPS obtained by the queueing analytical model is less than the delay requirement of each admitted UGS or rtPS traffic connection, respectively. The trade-off in the proposed admission control design is to reach the delay guaranteed real-time service commitments as much as possible while keeping high network utilization.

Step 5. The Bandwidth Elastic Module of ECAC sets the bandwidth-borrowing algorithm so that a higher service class can borrow bandwidth from a lower service class when the lower service class consumes the bandwidth more than its threshold. The detail is as follows:

Firstly, the ECAC determines the type of service class that the new flow belongs to. Secondly, the ECAC checks whether the bandwidth consumed by all connections belonging to this type of service class is greater than its threshold or not. If it is so, go to Step 8, the ECAC denies the request of the new flow. Otherwise if there is a lower service class using more bandwidth than its threshold, the ECAC calculates \( BW_{Low} \) which is the actual bandwidth used by this service class subtracted by its threshold. \( BW_{Low} \) represents the amount of bandwidth the ECAC can borrow from the lower service class. The ECAC can compress the bandwidth used by
the lower service classes by re-allocating MRTR to the connections. Update $UL\_BW\_remain = BW\_Low + UL\_BW\_remain$, then re-calculate the effective remaining uplink bandwidth $Effective\_UL\_BW\_remain = UL\_BW\_remain \times E(q)$. After that, go to Step 6.

Step 6. This procedure is similar as Step 3, but it is slightly different. After $Effective\_UL\_BW\_remain$ is updated by the Bandwidth Elastic Module of ECAC as stated in Step 5, it is compared with the MSTR requirement of the new flow. If $Effective\_UL\_BW\_remain < MSTR$, go to Step 8, the ECAC denies the request of the new flow. If $Effective\_UL\_BW\_remain > MSTR$, go to Step 4 to check up Maximum Latency requirements of all connections.

Step 7. The request of the new flow is granted. The new flow is admitted in the ACL, and the $UL\_BW\_remain$ will be updated.

Step 8. The request of the new flow is rejected.

The ECAC manages the ACL so that a new flow can be accepted when its MSTR and ML requirements are met and the QoS requirements of the existing connections are not violated.

The key advantage of the proposed cross-layer ECAC mechanism is its ability to catch the PHY condition like AMC, and real-time network performance like average packet delay and effective bandwidth by using the AMC information from the PHY layer and bandwidth allocation assignment from the scheduler. Thus, the ECAC can improve the accuracy of the decision. A better accuracy and higher network utilization can be achieved while network overloading can be prevented.

The proposed ECAC is also equipped with the Bandwidth Elastic Module to
perform the bandwidth borrowing function to enhance the connection-level QoS of the higher priority service classes like UGS and rtPS.

### 5.1.3 The Cooperation between Opportunistic Scheduling and ECAC

In the previous sections, the HOS algorithm and the ECAC scheme are discussed separately. Nevertheless, the HOS and the ECAC work cooperatively to provide cross-layer QoS support. As shown in Figure 5.1, the proposed HOS scheduling module and ECAC module can interact with each other in order to obtain enough information of network status. On one hand, HOS needs the traffic load pattern in the WiMAX system, in short, the information of the ACL. The ECAC can manage and regulate the ACL. It can provide the traffic load information like the number of connections and their bandwidth requirements since it receives requests of the traffic flows and corresponding QoS parameters from the application layer. On the other hand, the criteria used by the ECAC are $Effective_{UL\_BW_{\text{remain}}}$, $\overline{D}_{\text{ugs}}$ and $\overline{D}_{\text{rtPS}}$. When the ECAC module makes an admission decision, it has to track the bandwidth assignment scheme that is decided by the HOS algorithm. It also has to track the current data transmission rate of downlink or uplink that is decided by the AMC module. From (5.4), $\overline{BW}_{\text{uplink}} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} BW_m \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(q) p_q$, it is obvious that $\overline{BW}_{\text{uplink}}$ and $Effective_{UL\_BW_{\text{remain}}}$ are determined by the HOS. Furthermore, $\overline{D}_{\text{ugs}}$, $\overline{D}_{\text{rtPS}}$ is a function of $\overline{BW}_{\text{uplink}}$ in (5.7). As a result, the ECAC depends on the HOS algorithm to make the CAC decision accurately to provide QoS provisioning to
the heterogeneous traffic in the WiMAX system.

5.1.4 Queueing Analytical Model

5.1.4.1 Effective Uplink Channel Bandwidth Analysis for Wireless Channel with AMC

It is assumed that the bandwidth of wireless channel in the network remains constant within a frame but may vary from frame to frame. The AMC scheme adjusts its transmission mode on a frame basis. The transmission rate is an Adaptive Discrete Rate (ADR) [86] with different coding scheme.

**Lemma 5.1:** In the case of using the Adaptive Discrete Rate AMC with possible $AMC(q)$ based on different channel SINR regions, the effective UL channel bandwidth can be expressed as:

$$BW_{uplink} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} BW_m \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(q) p_q$$

where $BW_m$ is the bandwidth allocated to the $m^{th}$ SS by the proposed HOS algorithm or other bandwidth allocation schemes. $E(q)$ is the efficiency of modulation and coding scheme as shown in Table 4.4. $p_q$ is the probability that SINR falls into the region $[\gamma_q, \gamma_{q+1})$ ($q=1,2,...,Q$) where $AMC(q)$ with $E(q)$ is selected.

**Proof:**

First, the probability of a given modulation and coding scheme $AMC(q)$ to be selected is calculated.

For the wireless fading channel in study, the channel quality can be captured...
by a parameter, Current_SINR, $\gamma$. Since the transmission channel varies from frame to frame, the general Nakagami-$m$ model [84] is used to describe $\gamma$ statistically. The received Current_SINR, $\gamma$ per frame is thus a random variable with a Gamma probability density function:

$$p_\gamma(\gamma) = \frac{m^m \gamma^{m-1}}{\bar{\gamma}^m \Gamma(m)} \exp\left(-\frac{m\gamma}{\bar{\gamma}}\right)$$

(5.5)

where $\bar{\gamma}$ is the average received SINR, $\Gamma(m) := \int_0^\infty t^{m-1} e^{-t} dt$ is the Gamma function and $m$ is the Nakagami fading parameter ($m \geq 1/2$).

Suppose that a target BER, e.g., BER$_0$ is set. The region boundaries or switching thresholds are then set to the SINR requirement to achieve the BER$_0$ as shown in Table 4.4. There are $Q$ possible modulation and coding schemes, numbered from AMC(1) to AMC($Q$), where $Q=7$. The probability that SINR falls in the region $[\gamma_q, \gamma_{q+1})$ can be expressed as:

$$P_q = \int_{\gamma_q}^{\gamma_{q+1}} P_\gamma(\gamma) d\gamma$$

(5.6)

The average AMC efficiency is $\bar{E} = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(q) p_q$ over Nakagami-$m$ fading channel, which is just the sum of the AMC efficiency associated with the individual $q$ region weighted by the probability $p_q$.

It is assumed that $M$ SSs in the WiMAX network. When a connection transmits packets from the $m^{th}$ SS to the BS, it is assigned to one of the AMC($q$) modulation and coding schemes depending on the SINR received at the BS. The scheduler at the BS will allocate $BW_m$ to the $m^{th}$ SS so that the effective UL
channel bandwidth can be the sum of the bandwidth allocated to the individual SS associated with its average AMC efficiency $\bar{E}$. Then Lemma 5.1 is proved.

The effective UL channel bandwidth $BW_{\text{uplink}}$ given by (5.4) is determined by two parameters, $BW_m$ and $E(q)$. $BW_m$ in turn depends on the decision of the scheduler. $E(q)$ depends on the choice of the modulation and coding scheme at the PHY layer. It defines a cross-layer interaction from PHY to MAC layer.

### 5.1.4.2 Analysis of Average Packet Delay for Each Service Class

The WiMAX system under study can be modeled as a multi-class priority TDMA queueing system. The thesis focuses on the UL channel analysis. The UL channel can be considered as a multiple-access communication channel shared by $M$ SSs. The UL sub-frame consists of $N$ consecutive time slots. Each time slot is normalized to unit length $\tau$. Let the duration of a time frame be $T_F$, so that $T_F = N\tau$.

The TDMA scheme for inter-SS applies in the system in which the $m^{th}$ SS is allocated $n_m$ time slots/frame ($m=1, 2, 3, \ldots, M$) uniformly distributed in the UL sub-frame. The TDMA scheme for inter-class at a SS becomes a strict priority queue scheme where higher priority packets will be queued ahead of lower priority ones. The packets with the same priority class that arrive at different slots are served on a First-Come-First-Served basis. Each SS can transmit its packets only during its dedicated time slots that are synchronized and governed by the BS via the DL/UL_Map.

Packets arriving at each SS belong to one of the four priority classes: UGS (priority-1), rtPS (priority-2), nrtPS (priority-3) or BE (priority-4). At each SS, packet arrival is a Poisson arrival process so that $\lambda_j$ is the average arrival rate of
class $j$ packets, $j = 1, 2, 3, 4$. Each packet is transmitted in different number of time slots according to its length. The number of time slots to transmit the $k^{th}$ arriving packet of priority class $j$ is denoted by $B_k^j$ (where $j = 1, 2, 3, 4$). The time taken to transmit the $k^{th}$ packet belonging to class $j$ is represented as $\sigma_k^j$.

Assume that the probability of the collision of requests competing for the BE transmission service is zero in the queueing model. When the UL channel becomes available, any waiting packet with priority-$i$ will be served before anyone with priority-$j$, if $i < j$.

Assume that each SS is identical in general. Hence, the packet delay and queue-size behavior of any SS is statistically independent of that of any other SS. Consequently, the packet delay behavior of an arbitrary single SS, say SS$_i$, by a $p$-priority model where $p$ is equal to 4, is investigated in this study.

The average packet delay of class $j$, $D_j$, as stated as (3.23) presented in Chapter 3.3, is expressed as:

$$
D_j = W_{j,1} + \left\{ E \left[ B_k^j \right] - \frac{N-1}{N} \right\} + \frac{N}{n_m} \tau + F_L, P^j
$$

(5.7)

where

$$
W_{j,1} = \sum_{i=1}^{j} \lambda_i b_{i,2} + (1-\eta_j) \left\lfloor \frac{N}{n_m} \right\rfloor \tau
$$

(5.8)

$$\left\lfloor \frac{N}{n_m} \right\rfloor$$ represents the biggest integer not larger than $\frac{N}{n_m}$.

$b_{j,2}$, the second moment of service time, is given by
\[ b_{j,2} = \int_0^\infty x^2 dB_j(x) \] (5.9)

\[ \rho_j = \lambda_j b_{j,1} \]

\[ \eta_j = \sum_{l=1}^j \rho_l \quad j=1, 2, ..., 4 \]

where \( F_L \) is the frame latency, \( P^i \) is the propagation delay.

5.2 Cross-Layer Cognitive Radio-Based Framework and CAC Scheme

There is a large amount of research results on CAC scheme to provide QoS provisioning to the traffic with Maximum Latency constraint in WiMAX systems [16-24]. However, all those proposed CAC schemes operate under the Fixed Spectrum Allocation (FSA) scheme with a pre-defined fixed spectrum with fixed channel bandwidth or fluctuating channel bandwidth if AMC scheme is used. No matter how efficient the CAC is, the number of connections or users that can be admitted in the system would be limited under the limited bandwidth constraint in the pre-defined fixed spectrum. The legacy of FSA has recently come under much investigation. Evidence by various academic studies shows that FSA is finally recognized to result in great under-utilization in a seemingly scarce wireless medium. Deregulating spectrum access, creating a shift to Dynamic Spectrum Allocation (DSA) is motivated. Facilitating this shift is the technology of Cognitive Radios (CR), which are opportunistic radios that exercise substantial intelligence to recognize and exploit unused spectrum portions [87].

In this section, a novel cross-layer CR-based QoS support framework and a
cross-layer CR-based CAC (CRCAC) is proposed in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDM PMP systems. The proposed CRCAC has advanced features of cross-layer approach and intelligent spectrum spreading ability. It can recognize and use one of the unused spectrum portions, hence multiplying the system capacity without the fixed spectrum bandwidth constraint.

The proposed CRCAC can provide QoS provisioning to the heterogeneous traffic. It consists of three modules, namely, Bandwidth Allocation Estimation Module (BAEM), QoS Control Module (QoS_CM) and Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM). With a cross-layer approach, it can intelligently exploit unused spectrums and spread over them. Thus, the WiMAX system can operate under more than one spectrum. The system capacity and QoS provisioning to real-time traffic can be enhanced significantly in the system below 11 GHz of unlicensed frequency band.

The proposal can guarantee the connection-level requirement, i.e., connection blocking probability and the packet-level QoS requirements, i.e., ML for different types of service classes while multiplying the system capacity. The proposed CRCAC is equipped with an intelligent Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM). The BSM links to CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module (ISMM) at the PHY layer. It exploits unused spectrum portions. When traffic load increases, the system can operate under more than one spectrum. As a result, the system throughput can be improved significantly.

The proposed CRCAC makes a decision to admit or reject the request of a new flow based on two QoS parameters, namely, Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate (MSTR) and Maximum Latency (ML), which are extracted from the AdmittedQoSParameterSet of a flow. Hence, both the connection-level and the
packet-level QoS requirements of real-time traffic can be satisfied.

Firstly, the basic concept of Intelligent Spectrum Management is briefly introduced in this sub-section.

Then, the novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework is presented.

After that, the Cognitive Radio-based CAC (CRCAC) scheme is presented in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDM PMP systems. The proposed CRCAC aims at expanding the system capacity while providing QoS support to real-time traffic. Analytical modeling is carried out to analyze the effective channel transmission rate and the average packet delay of UGS and rtPS service class.

5.2.1 Intelligent Spectrum Management

Recently, the traditional approaches for spectrum management have been reconsidered, taking into account the actual use of spectrum. FCC’s (Federal Communications Commission) Spectrum Policy Task Force has reported plentiful temporal and geographic variations in the usage of allocated spectrum [88]. One way of increasing spectrum utilization is to reuse the spectrum when their primary users are non-active. With this concept called Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing, secondary users are allowed to access to the radio frequency (RF) bands without agreement from the primary users. The unlicensed bands play a key role in this wireless system since the deployment of applications in these bands is unencumbered by regulatory delays, which resulted in a rich increase of new applications.

CR is a promising technology for enabling unlicensed devices to use White Spaces, which are referred to as the parts of the spectrum not in active use by the
primary users, efficiently [89]. It is an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of its surrounding environment, uses the method of understanding-by-building to learn from the environment, and adapts its internal states to statistical variations in the incoming RF stimulation by making corresponding changes of its parameters in time [90]. The radio dynamically identifies portions of the spectrum that are not in use by primary users, and configures the radio to operate in the appropriate White Space. Figure 5.3 shows an example of intelligent spectrum access WSs in temporal-spectrum domain [91].

![Figure 5.3 Intelligent Spectrum Access White Spaces in Temporal-Spectrum domain](image)

The CR-based wireless system is able to utilize the large amount of unused spectrum in an intelligent way while not interfering with other incumbent devices in the frequency bands already licensed for specific uses. For detailed overview of the dynamic spectrum access schemes for cognitive radio networks, one may refer to the new comprehensive surveys in [91, 92].

WirelessHUMAN™ PHY not only complies with the WirelessMAN-SCa PHY,
the WirelessMAN-OFDM PHY and the WirelessMAN-OFDMA PHY, but also further complies with the Dynamical Frequency Selection (DFS) protocols. WirelessHUMAN™ PHY is implemented for license-exempt frequencies below 11 GHz. The license-exempt nature introduces new mechanisms such as DFS to detect and avoid interference. Hence, it provides the platform whereby Cognitive Radio can perform.

### 5.2.2 Cross-Layer Cognitive Radio-Based QoS Support Framework

As shown in Figure 2.2, IEEE 802.16d left the details of the CAC algorithm undefined. The existing proposed CAC schemes operate under the Fixed Spectrum Allocation (FSA) scheme with a pre-defined fixed spectrum and a fixed channel bandwidth. In order to overcome this problem, the function modules of Cognitive Radio need to be embedded in the current QoS architecture in WiMAX systems. The performance of the MAC protocol, the functionality of the scheduler and the CAC algorithm are influenced by the time-varying wireless channel in WiMAX systems. With a cross-layer approach, a new interface of Symbol_Control_Info needs to be designed to link up AMC scheme and CAC from the PHY to the MAC layer.

With a cross-layer approach, the QoS provisioning architecture is proposed as shown in Figure 5.4. It aims at providing CAC control functionality and spectrum spreading functionality in the WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDM system.

The proposed cross-layer CR-based QoS support framework with the corresponding CR-based CAC (CRCAC) scheme is described as follows.
Considering the impact of PHY air interface on MAC layer protocol, a wireless Channel Condition Estimator (CCE) is designed at the PHY layer at the BS as well as at SS_u, where u=1,2,3,...,U. It monitors instantaneous channel condition status, SINR, \( \gamma(u, BS) \), when the BS receives signal from SS_u or SINR, \( \gamma(BS, u) \), when SS_u receives a message from the BS.

2. Considering dynamic spectrum allocation and spectrum spreading functionality of the system, a CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module (ISMM) is designed at the PHY layer at the BS as well as at all SSs. It scans White Spaces and monitors the status of WSS(BS, x) or WSS(u, x) which is a list of the spectrums not used by primary users around the BS or SS_u, where x is non-active spectrum index.
3. Based on the information of channel’s status provided by CCE, the BS or SS PHY Symbol Rate Controller, which consists of FEC, Symbol Mapper and AMC Controller, selects a feasible modulation and coding scheme \( AMC(u, BS, q) \) for each sub-carrier for UL data transmission from SS to the BS. Modulation and coding level \( q \) is set according to SINR, \( \gamma(u, BS) \). It then computes a data transmission rate over a frame based on the algorithm described later in Section 5.2.3. The PHY Symbol Rate Controller at the BS forms \( Symbol\_Control\_Info_{BS} \{ \gamma(u, BS), AMC(u, BS, q), WSS(BS, x) \} \). It is forwarded to MAC layer via PHY Service Access Point (SAP) for CAC. Similarly, the PHY Symbol Rate Controller at SS forms \( Symbol\_Control\_Info_{SS} \{ \gamma(BS, u), AMC(BS, u, q), WSS(u, x) \} \). SS embeds it in a \( Polling\_response(u) \) and sends the \( Polling\_response(u) \) to the BS when SS is polled.

4. The BAEM in the CRCAC at the BS takes in \( Symbol\_Control\_Info_{SS} \) information from \( Polling\_response(u) \) message and bandwidth allocation information from DL/UL_Map. After the system executes a few frames of time, the CRCAC conducts a statistic analysis of bandwidth allocation information from DL/UL_MAPs, enabling it to estimate the bandwidth consumed by every SS. Then the CRCAC estimates the effective UL bandwidth of the system \( \overline{BW}_{uplink} \) based on (5.21) and computes the average packet delay of UGS and rtPS service class, \( \overline{D}_\text{ugs}, \overline{D}_\text{rtPS} \) based on (5.23) described later in Section 5.2.4. The CRCAC makes a decision on whether a new request of a flow can be admitted in the ACL or not based on the proposed cross-layer CRCAC algorithm described in detail in Section 5.2.3.
The BS maintains the ACL and updates it periodically.

5. The BSM at the BS takes in White Space Status $WSS(u, x)$ information from the $Polling\_response(u)$ message. It compares its $WSS(BS, x)$ with every $WSS(u, x)$ of $SS_u$ where $u=1, 2, 3..., U$ to find the same value of $x$ which means that the common non-active spectrum is detected by BS and all SSs. The BSM at the BS sends Bandwidth_Spreading_Info to CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module (ISMM) at the BS and all SSs via DL/UL_Map. If the channel bandwidth in a spectrum is used out, the CRCAC triggers CR-based ISMM. The CR-based ISMM makes spectrum $x$ active. The system can use its own spectrum together with spectrum $x$ for data transmission. In other words, the system now operates under two spectrums.

5.2.3 Cross-Layer Cognitive Radio-Based CAC Scheme

From the system’s point of view, the system must admit the connections of all service classes as much as possible in order to maximize the system revenue. The system should be able to exploit the unused spectrum portions and spread spectrums over the White Spaces when the spectrums around the BS and SSs are in low-usage.

Wireless channel is a time-varying channel in which the channel capacity or bandwidth dynamically fluctuates according to the SINR of PHY. Thus, the effect of AMC on CAC scheme must be considered.

Based on the above considerations, the cross-layer CR–based CAC (CRCAC) scheme is proposed. A flowchart to illustrate the procedure of CRCAC is shown in Figure 5.5.
The procedure of CRCAC is elaborated based on the UL channel. However, the CRCAC can be easily extended to the DL channel. When a traffic flow sends its request to join the system, the CRCAC extracts its MSTR and ML two QoS requirement parameters from its AdmittedQoSParameterSet and makes a decision on whether to reject or to admit the flow into the network according to the following procedure:

Step 1. Initially, the system operates under its own spectrum, say, Spectrum 1.
The BAEM of CRCAC at the BS takes \( AMC(u, BS, q) \) information from \( Symbol\_Control\_Info_{BS} \{\gamma(u, BS), AMC(u, BS, q), WSS(BS, x)\} \) and bandwidth allocation for every SS from DL/UL_Map and computes the effective UL bandwidth \( \overline{BW}_{\text{uplink}} \), \( \overline{D}_{\text{ugs}} \) and \( \overline{D}_{\text{rtPS}} \) for Spectrum 1.

Step 2. When a request of a new flow is sent from SS\(_u\) to the BS, the CRCAC calculates the remaining effective uplink bandwidth:

\[
\text{Effective\_UL\_BW}_{\text{remain}} = \overline{BW}_{\text{uplink}} - \overline{BW}_{\text{UGS}} - \overline{BW}_{\text{rtPS}} - \overline{BW}_{\text{ntrtPS}} - \overline{BW}_{\text{BE}}
\]

(5.10)

Where \( \overline{BW}_{\text{UGS}}, \overline{BW}_{\text{rtPS}}, \overline{BW}_{\text{ntrtPS}} \) and \( \overline{BW}_{\text{BE}} \) is the bandwidth occupied by each service class.

Step 3. The QoS_CM performs its first function QoS_CM(1) (QoS Control Module Function 1) to examine the bandwidth requirement of the new flow. \( \text{Effective\_UL\_BW}_{\text{remain}} \) is compared with the MSTR requirement of the new flow. If \( \text{Effective\_UL\_BW}_{\text{remain}} > \text{MSTR} \), go to Step 5 to check up the ML requirement of the new flow. If \( \text{Effective\_UL\_BW}_{\text{remain}} < \text{MSTR} \), go to Step 4 to check on the possibility of spectrum spreading in order to expand the system capacity.

Step 4. The CR-based ISMM provides the instant information of White Space status to the BSM. The BSM at the BS extracts White Space status \( WSS(u, x) \) information of all SSs from their \( Symbol\_Control\_Info_{ss} \). The CRCAC at the BS has the information of non-active spectrums around each SS. Then CRCAC compares \( WSS(BS, x) \) at the BS with \( WSS(u, x) \) of each SS\(_u\) to find the same value of \( x \), which means that the common non-active spectrum is detected by BS and all SSs. If the BS can identify the
common non-active spectrum, then the system can use spectrum $x$ together with its own spectrum for data transmission. In other words, the system can operate in spectrum $x$ when the capacity of its own spectrum 1 is used out.

Theoretically, the potential range of spectrums can be huge as long as they are non-active, but if too many spectrums are used by one network system, interference can be caused by other surrounding networks or primary users. So the number of spectrum $x$ is limited to one in this study in order to avoid the possible interference.

If the BSM cannot find a common non-active spectrum $x$, or the WiMAX system already occupied one more common non-active spectrum, the CRCAC will deny the flow. Otherwise, the CRCAC at the BS embeds spectrum spreading instruction in the DL/UL_Map and broadcasts it to all SSs. The system spreads to new spectrum $x$. The CRCAC makes a decision to reject or admit a new flow in spectrum $x$ following the same CAC procedure in Spectrum 1. The newly arrived flow can be transmitted in spectrum $x$ if it passes the QoS checkups.

Step 5. In fact, just a bandwidth checkup is not sufficient to guarantee the whole ActiveQoSParameterSet that is defined by the standard as a wireless channel is a time-varying channel. The QoS_CM performs its second function, QoS_CM(2) (QoS Control Module Function 2) to examine the ML requirement for both the new flow and the existing connections after the request of a new flow has successfully passed the bandwidth requirement checkup. Assuming that the new flow would be admitted in the network, it would join one of the UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE service
classes that it belongs to. $\overline{D}_{ugs}$, $\overline{D}_{rtPS}$ will be updated as traffic pattern and traffic load has changed. QoS_C(2) will check the ML constraint of each existing UGS and rtPS connection and the possible admitted new flow. The function of QoS_C(2) will achieve the result that the ML of all admitted UGS traffic connections plus the possible admitted new connection is not smaller than the calculated $\overline{D}_{ugs}$ or $\overline{D}_{ugs} \leq Min_{ML}(UGS)$, where $Min_{ML}(UGS)$ is the minimum ML requirement among all admitted UGS connections plus the possible admitted new connection. QoS_C(2) will also achieve the result that the ML of all admitted rtPS traffic connections and the possible admitted new connection is not smaller than the calculated $\overline{D}_{rtPS}$ or $\overline{D}_{rtPS} \leq Min_{ML}(rtPS)$, where $Min_{ML}(rtPS)$ is the minimum ML requirement among all admitted rtPS connections and the possible admitted new connection. If both conditions are fulfilled, the new flow will be admitted. $UL_{BWrem}$ will be updated. Otherwise, the new flow will be blocked.

The corresponding average delay of UGS or rtPS obtained by queueing analytical model is less than the delay requirement of each admitted UGS or rtPS traffic connection respectively. The trade-off in the admission control design is to reach the delay guaranteed real-time service commitments as much as possible while keeping the network utilization high.

The proposed CRCAC has two advantages.

- Firstly, the proposed CRCAC mechanism is able to catch the PHY condition like AMC and global system performance like average packet
delay and effective bandwidth by using the AMC information from the PHY layer and bandwidth allocation assignment from the scheduler. Thus, the CRCAC can improve the accuracy of the decision.

- Secondly, the proposed CRCAC has CR-based intelligent spectrum management ability. It has the potential to utilize the large amount of unused spectrums in an intelligent way while not interfering with other networks. With such a spectrum spreading ability, the CRCAC can double the capacity of the WiMAX system.

5.2.4 Queueing Analytical Model for WiMAX OFDM System

To analyze a packet-level QoS in real-time and non-real-time data transmission, the system performance parameters like channel’s data transmission rate (channel bandwidth) and average packet delay need to be investigated. A queueing analytical model can be used in an off-line manner to obtain those performance parameters of the network system for CAC to meet the desired QoS requirements, such as MSTR and ML. In this sub-section, queueing analytical modeling is carried out to analyze the WiMAX OFDM system. Based on the queueing model, an effective channel transmission rate and the average packet delay of UGS and rtPS service class are obtained.

5.2.4.1 WiMAX OFDM System Queueing Model

Based on the proposed CRCAC algorithm, the WiMAX system using OFDM with TDD duplex technique may operate on two spectrums. Without loss of
generality, the WiMAX system is modeled based on one spectrum. It is easy to extend to the system under two spectrums. As shown in Figure 5.6, the UL transmission in the system is focused [1]. The UL channel of the WiMAX OFDM system is a multiple-access communication channel shared by $U$ SSs in TDMA mode. The UL sub-frame consists of a total of $L$ OFDM symbols. Each symbol consists of $N_{FFT}$ sub-carriers.

![Figure 5.6 Data transmission in WiMAX OFDM with TDD duplex mode](image)

Assume that the scheduler is to allocate each SS a certain number of symbols. All of $N_{FFT}$ sub-carriers are allocated to a SS over an OFDM symbol in this study. The interval of an OFDM symbol is $T_s$ seconds. Let the duration of an UL sub-frame be $T_F$. So that $T_F = L \times T_s$.

The CCE shown in Figure 5.4 provides the channel SINR to the BS and all SSs. The total transmission channel bandwidth per spectrum is $C$ MHz, so that each sub-carrier has a bandwidth of $\Delta f = \frac{C}{N_{FFT}}$ MHz.
The number of bits transmitted during a symbol time can be different depending on the AMC scheme applied to each sub-carrier. By using the AMC scheme based on a sub-carrier SINR and a pre-set target BER, the maximum number of bits per symbol per Hz that sub-carrier $i$ for $SS_u$ can transmit to the BS, denoted by $E(i, u, BS)$, can be expressed as [86][93]:

$$E(i,u,BS) = \log_2\left(1 + \frac{-1.5}{\ln(5P_{\text{ber}})}\gamma(i,u,BS)\right)$$

(5.11)

where $\gamma(i,u,BS)$ is the BS received instantaneous SINR of sub-carrier $i$ corresponding to source $SS_u$ at a symbol time. $P_{\text{ber}}$ is the target BER.

For the wireless fading channel in this study, the channel quality can be captured by SINR. Since the transmission channel varies from frame to frame, the general Nakagami-$m$ model is used to describe SINR statistically. For a Nakagami-$m$ fading channel [84], the received SINR $\gamma(i,u,BS)$ per frame is thus a random variable with a Gamma probability density function:

$$p[\gamma(i,u,BS)] = \frac{m^m\gamma(i,u,BS)^{m-1}}{\gamma(i,u,BS)^m \Gamma(m)} \exp\left(-\frac{m\gamma(i,u,BS)}{\gamma(i,u,BS)}\right)$$

(5.12)

where $\gamma(i,u,BS)$ is the average BS received SINR of sub-carrier $i$ from source $SS_u$. $\Gamma(m) := \int_0^\infty t^{m-1}e^{-t}dt$ is the Gamma function and $m$ is the Nakagami fading parameter ($m \geq 1/2$).

The AMC scheme adjusts its modulation and coding scheme; hence, data
transmission rate, on a frame-by-frame basis. The modulation and coding scheme controlled by AMC is independent from SSs and sub-carriers. It depends on a sub-carrier SINR and a pre-set target BER. The data transmission rate is an Adaptive Discrete Rate (ADR) [86] with different modulation and coding schemes. There are $Q$ possible modulation and coding schemes available, numbered from $AMC(i, u, BS, 1)$ to $AMC(i, u, BS, Q)$. Let $E(i, u, BS, q)$ be the efficiency of modulation and coding scheme which represents the number of bits per Hz in a PHY symbol when modulation and coding scheme $AMC(i, u, BS, q)$ is chosen in sub-carrier $i$ from source SS$_u$ to the BS. The SINR can be partitioned into $Q + 1$ consecutive non-overlapping regions with boundary points denoted by $\gamma(i,u,BS,q)$ where $q = 0, 1, \ldots, Q$.

Suppose that a target BER $P_{ber}$ is set. Using (5.11), the region boundaries or switching thresholds to achieve the BER can be obtained as follows.

$$\gamma(i,u,BS,q) = \frac{(2^{E(i,u,BS,q)} - 1) \ln(5P_{ber})}{-1.5}$$ (5.13)

When $\gamma(i,u,BS,q) \leq \gamma(i,u,BS) \leq \gamma(i,u,BS,q + 1)$, the modulation and coding scheme $AMC(i, u, BS, q)$ is applied to sub-carrier $i$ of source SS$_u$. As a result, the modulation and coding efficiency $E(i, u, BS, q)$ can be achieved. Obviously, in order to avoid possible transmission loss, no packet will be transmitted if the modulation and coding scheme is $AMC(i, u, BS, 0)$.

The probabilities $p(i,u,BS,q)$ to choose a modulation and coding scheme $AMC(i, u, BS, q)$, hence $E(i, u, BS, q)$ for sub-carrier $i$ of source SS$_u$ in the region $[\gamma(i,u,BS,q), \gamma(i,u,BS,q + 1)]$, can be expressed as:

$$p(i,u,BS,q) = \int_{\gamma(i,u,BS,q)}^{\gamma(i,u,BS,q+1)} p[\gamma(i,u,BS)] d\gamma(i,u,BS)$$ (5.14)
5.2.4.2 Effective UL Channel Bandwidth Analysis for WiMAX

OFDM Wireless Channel with AMC

In the WiMAX OFDM system, the packets are served by slotted OFDM sub-carriers. In an OFDM symbol time $T_s$, the number of bits $r(i,u,BS,q)$ that can be transmitted for sub-carrier $i$ of source $SS_u$ is generally defined as a function of the modulation and coding scheme efficiency $E(i,u,BS,q)$:

$$r(i,u,BS,q) = T_s \times \Delta f \times E(i,u,BS,q)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.15)

As $T_s = \frac{1}{\Delta f}$, $r(i,u,BS,q)$ is expressed as:

$$r(i,u,BS,q) = E(i,u,BS,q)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.16)

For source $SS_u$, a set of possible bit transmission rates during an interval of an OFDM symbol in sub-carrier $i$ can be obtained as follows:

$$r(i,u,BS) = \{E(i,u,BS,0) \times p(i,u,BS,0), E(i,u,BS,1) \times p(i,u,BS,1), \ldots, E(i,u,BS,Q) \times p(i,u,BS,Q)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.17)

The average bit transmission rate $\overline{r(i,u,BS)}$ that can be transmitted in sub-carrier $i$ from source $SS_u$ to the BS in the interval of an OFDM symbol, $T_s$, is:

$$\overline{r(i,u,BS)} = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(i,u,BS,q) \times p(i,u,BS,q)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.18)

In each OFDM symbol, the total bit rate $R(u,BS)$ (in the unit of bits/sec) that can be transmitted from source $SS_u$ to the BS can be easily obtained by scaling the total number of sub-carriers $N_{FFT}$ over an OFDM symbol time $T_s$. Thus, $R(u,BS)$ can be calculated as:
\[ R(u, BS) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{FFT}}} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(i,u,BS,q) \times p(i,u,BS,q) \right) / T_s \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.19)

Assume that all sub-carriers have the same SINR during an interval of an OFDM symbol from a source SS\textsubscript{u} as AMC function is based on a frame-by-frame basis. The same AMC\textsubscript{(u, BS, q)} is chosen based on the BS received SINR from source SS\textsubscript{u}. Hence, \( R(u, BS) \) can be expressed as:

\[ R(u, BS) = \frac{N_{\text{FFT}}}{T_s} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(u,BS,q) \times p(u,BS,q) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.20)

where \( p(u,BS,q) \) is the probability to choose AMC\textsubscript{(u, BS, q)}, hence \( E(u,BS,q) \) for source SS\textsubscript{u} in the BS received SINR region \( [\gamma(u,BS,q), \gamma(u,BS,q+1)] \).

Assume that the UL channel bandwidth is 50% of the total bandwidth per spectrum. The effective UL channel bandwidth is influenced by inter-SS scheduling algorithm. Assume that the UL channel bandwidth is equally distributed to all U SSs by inter-SS schedule algorithm like Round Robin scheme. The effective UL channel bandwidth of the system is estimated as:

\[ \bar{BW}_{\text{uplink}} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u=1}^{U} R(u, BS) / U \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.21)

### 5.2.4.3 Average Packet Delay Analysis for Each Service Class in WiMAX OFDM System

Although the given results by the analysis of the M/G/1 model for wireless OFDM system are readily extensible to priority queues [94], the result of delay from the model is only referred to as queueing delay. A new approach is adopted to model the WiMAX OFDM system in this study. The WiMAX OFDM system is modeled as a multi-class priority TDMA queueing system since the WiMAX
system can provide QoS to service classes like UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE of different priority.

In order to calculate the average packet delay of each service class, each OFDM symbol is further divided into virtual mini-time slots theoretically just for delay analysis purpose. The UL sub-frame of WiMAX system can be modeled as a frame consisting of $N$ consecutive virtual mini-time slots. Each virtual mini-time slot is normalized to unit length $\tau$. So that $T_F = L \times T_s = N \times \tau$. The TDMA scheme for inter-SS applied in the system in which $SS_u$ is allocated $n_u$ virtual mini-time slots/frame ($u=1, 2, 3, \ldots, U$) uniformly distributed in the UL sub-frame. The TDMA scheme for inter-class at a SS becomes a strict priority queue scheme in which higher priority packets are queued ahead of lower priority ones. The packets with the same priority class that arrive at different slots are served on a First-Come-First-Served basis. Each SS can transmit its packets only during its dedicated symbol (in virtual mini-time slots) which are synchronized and governed by the BS via the DL/UL_Map.

Packets arriving at each SS belong to one of the four priority classes: UGS (priority-1), rtPS (priority-2), nrtPS (priority-3) or BE (priority-4). At each SS, packet arrival is a Poisson arrival process so that $\lambda_j$ is the average arrival rate of class $j$ packets. The packet length of UGS is fixed. For tractability, it is assumed that the packet length of rtPS, nrtPS and BE is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). The average packet lengths of rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes are fixed. All sub-carriers are used to transmit a packet. The packet can be transmitted in a different number of virtual mini-time slots according to its length. The number of virtual mini-time slots to transmit the $k^{th}$ arriving packet of priority class $j$ is denoted by $b_k^j (j = 1, 2, \ldots, 4)$. The time taken to transmit the $k^{th}$
packet belonging to class $j$ is represented as $\sigma_j^k$.

Assume that the probability of collision of BE_requests, which compete for the BE transmission service, is zero in the queueing model. When the UL channel becomes available, any waiting packet with priority-$a$ will be served before anyone with priority-$b$, if $a < b$. Assume that each SS is identical in general, the packet delay and queue-size behavior of any SS is statistically independent of that of any other SS. The packet delay behavior of an arbitrary single SS, say SS$i$, by a 4-priority model, is investigated.

Denoted by $D_j^k$, the delay of the $k^{th}$ packet with priority $j$, is expressed as:

$$ D_j^k = W_j^k + \sigma_j^k + P_j^k + F_L $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.22)

where $W_j^k$ denotes the packet waiting-time, $\sigma_j^k$ represents the total time to transmit the priority-$j$ $k^{th}$ packet. $F_L$ denotes the packet frame latency. $P_j^k$ denotes the packet propagation delay. Then the average packet delay of class $j$, $\overline{D_j}$, which can serve as the packet upper delay bound of each service class is given by [70]:

$$ \overline{D_j} = W_{j,1} + \left( E\left[ B_j^1 \right] - \frac{N-1}{N} \right) \frac{N}{n_m} \tau + P^d + F_L $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.23)

where

$$ W_{j,1} = \sum_{i=1}^{j} \lambda_i b_{i,2} + (1 - \eta_j) \frac{N}{n_m} \tau $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.24)

$$ \left\lfloor \frac{N}{n_m} \right\rfloor $$ represents the biggest integer not larger than $\frac{N}{n_m}$.

$$ \rho_j = \lambda_j b_{j,3} $$  \hspace{1cm} (5.25)
\[ \eta_j = \sum_{i=1}^{j} \rho_i \quad j=1, 2, 3, 4 \]

\( b_{j,1} \) and \( b_{j,2} \) is the first moment and the second moment of the priority-\( j \) class packet service time in unit of virtual mini-time slots respectively. Now, \( b_{j,1} \) and \( b_{j,2} \) are going to be derived.

Using (5.15), the number of bits that can be transmitted for \( i \) sub-carrier from source SS\(_u\) during an interval of a virtual mini-time slot \( \tau \) is:

\[ r(i, u, BS, q, \tau) = \tau \times \frac{1}{TS} \times E(i, u, BS, q, \tau) \quad (5.26) \]

As all sub-carriers are allocated for source SS\(_u\) to transmit its packets, let \( R(u, BS, q, \tau) \) be the total number of bits that can be transmitted by all sub-carrier \( N_{FFT} \) from source SS\(_u\) based on AMC\((u, BS, q)\) during the interval of \( \tau \). As the distance between SS\(_u\) and the BS is fixed, it is assumed that the BS received SINR of every sub-carrier is the same so that the same AMC\((u, BS, q)\) is chosen in every sub-carrier. Let \( E(u, BS, q, \tau) \) be the modulation and coding scheme efficiency when the modulation and coding scheme AMC\((u, BS, q)\) is chosen for source SS\(_u\) during the interval of \( \tau \). As the AMC scheme adjusts its modulation and coding scheme on a frame-by-frame basis, \( E(u, BS, q, \tau) \) is equal to \( E(u, BS, q) \) over a frame.

\[ R(u, BS, q, \tau) \] is expressed as:

\[ R(u, BS, q, \tau) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{FFT}} r(i, u, BS, q, \tau) = \frac{N_{FFT} \times \tau}{TS} \times E(u, BS, q) \quad (5.27) \]

The number of virtual mini-time slots needed to transmit the \( k^{th} \) arriving packet of priority class \( j \), \( B'_k(q) \), is:
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\[ B_k^j(q) = \frac{L_k^j \times Ts}{N_{FFT} \times \tau \times E(u, BS, q)} \] (5.28)

where \( L_k^j \) is the packet length of the \( k^{th} \) arriving packet of priority class \( j \) in unit of bit.

For \( SS_u \), a set of \( B_k^j \) can be obtained as follows:

\[ B_k^j = \left\{ \frac{L_k^j \times Ts}{N_{FFT} \times \tau \times E(u, BS, 1)} \times p(u, BS, 1), \right. \]
\[ \left. \frac{L_k^j \times Ts}{N_{FFT} \times \tau \times E(u, BS, 2)} \times p(u, BS, 2), \ldots, \right. \]
\[ \left. \frac{L_k^j \times Ts}{N_{FFT} \times \tau \times E(u, BS, Q)} \times p(u, BS, Q) \right\} \] (5.29)

The average number of virtual mini-time slots needed to transmit the priority \(-j\) \( k^{th} \) class packet, \( b_{j,k,1} \), is:

\[ b_{j,k,1} = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} B_k^j(q) \times p(u, BS, q) \] (5.30)

\[ E(B_k^j) = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \left( \frac{L_k^j \times Ts}{N_{FFT} \times \tau \times E(u, BS, q)} \right) \times p(u, BS, q) \] (5.31)

\[ b_{j,k,2} = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} (B_k^j(q))^2 \times p(u, BS, q) \] (5.32)

\[ b_{j,k,2} = E((B_k^j)^2) = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \left( \frac{L_k^j \times Ts}{N_{FFT} \times \tau \times E(u, BS, q)} \right)^2 \times p(u, BS, q) \]

\[ q=1, \ldots, Q \] (5.33)

In order to simplify the computing, the average packet delay of each service class is calculated. The average packet length of priority-j class, \( L_j' \), is used for
calculation. Average $b_{j,1}, b_{j,2}$ of the priority-$j$ class packet service time can be obtained. Thus, the theoretical packet upper delay bound for each service class is obtained.

### 5.3 Performance Analysis

In this chapter, two novel connection admission control schemes, which are termed as ECAC and CRCAC respectively, are proposed. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes, the Complete Sharing (CS) and the Reservation-based CAC (R_CAC) [12] schemes are adopted as the counterparts for the purpose of comparison. The CS is a traditional CAC scheme in which the BS accepts a connection request whenever there is sufficient resource, and blocks the connection request otherwise. All the service types are treated equally. The BS accepts or rejects a connection request simply based on the available bandwidth in a First-Come-First-Served manner. The R-CAC is characterized by defining thresholds of an allocated bandwidth at the BS for each service class based on the priority of the service. $C_u$ is the bandwidth exclusively reserved for UGS service, which is allocated with the highest priority in the four service classes supported in IEEE 802.16d systems. $C_r$ is the bandwidth exclusively reserved for UGS and rtPS to mitigate the bandwidth competition coming from the other two types of service. The residual bandwidth (i.e., $C - C_u - C_r$) is the only part that a BS can assign to the nrtPS connection requests to meet their minimum bandwidth requirements, and it can also be assigned to UGS and rtPS service classes.

A series of simulation experiments have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the two proposed CAC schemes. The experiments have been
performed in two stages. In the first stage, the performance of ECAC and CRCAC in terms of connection blocking probability and the average number of on-going connections has been evaluated. In the second stage, the case studies of the ECAC and the CRCAC scheme have been carried out.

5.3.1 Performance Analysis for the Proposed ECAC Admission Control Scheme

5.3.1.1 Simulation Design

Following the signaling mechanism specified by the IEEE 802.16d standard, the WiMAX simulation model has been developed by using ExtendSim [71] software. The CAC schemes have been developed by using C language. The WiMAX network under study operates as the WirelessMAN-SC (Single Carrier) in TDD mode.

For wireless fading channel in the simulation model, the channel quality can be captured by a parameter, $\gamma$. Since the transmission channel varies from frame to frame, the general Nakagami-$m$ model is adopted to describe $\gamma$ statistically [84]. The received SINR, $\gamma$ per frame is thus a random variable with a Gamma probability density function:

$$p_\gamma(\gamma) = \frac{m^m \gamma^{m-1}}{\bar{\gamma}^m \Gamma(m)} \exp\left(-\frac{m \gamma}{\bar{\gamma}}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.34)

where $\bar{\gamma}$ is the average received SINR, $\Gamma(m) := \int_0^\infty t^{m-1}e^{-t}dt$ is the Gamma function and $m$ is the Nakagami fading parameter ($m \geq 1/2$). The channel is
assumed to be quasi-static so that the channel gains are constant over a frame. However, they are allowed to vary from frame to frame. The average received SINR, $\bar{\gamma}$ can be expressed as:

$$\bar{\gamma} = P_t - L_i - P_N - L_p$$ (5.35)

where $P_t$ (dBm) is the transmitter output power, $L_i$ (dBm) is the implementation loss due to hardware connecting cables, antenna patterns, etc., $P_N$ (dBm) is the receiver noise power, which is related to the hardware noise figure and bandwidth, and $L_p$ (dBm) is the path loss due to radio propagation.

The network has been designed in PMP topology with one BS and eight SSs. The positions of SSs are assumed independent and distributed randomly. Since there is no Maximum Latency requirement for BE traffic flows, only UGS, rtPS and nrtPS traffic flows will be considered in the simulation study. The threshold $Th_{UGS}$ is set to 6.85% of total uplink bandwidth, $Th_{rtPS}$ and $Th_{nrtPS}$ are set to 46.57% of total uplink bandwidth. The traffic parameters are selected from the supported range of values which fully follow the required values for multimedia services defined in the Recommendation ITU-R M.1225 [85].

The inter-arrival time of UGS packets is constant. Packet length is fixed to 200 bytes. The deadline is set to 50ms.

The rtPS and nrtPS connections are burst traffic flows. The rtPS and nrtPS connection arrivals follow a Poisson process and the connection holding time is exponentially distributed. In the performance evaluation scenarios, the connection arrival rate for both rtPS and nrtPS connections varies in the range of 1-24 connections per second. The average connection holding time is set to 1.250 S. The mean Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate is set to 371.5 Kbps for both rtPS
and nrtPS connections and it is exponentially distributed. The mean MRTR is set to 297.2 Kbps for both rtPS and nrtPS connections and it is exponentially distributed. The mean Maximum Latency (ML) is set to 50 ms for rtPS connections and it is exponentially distributed. There is no ML requirement of nrtPS connections. The packet arrival in rtPS and nrtPS connections is a Poisson process. Packet length is exponentially distributed with mean value of 500 bytes.

The frame size is set to 10 ms with 500 time slots per frame. The duration of each time slot is 20 μs. Channel bandwidth is assumed to be 25 MHz.

The parameters for R_CAC scheme are set as follows.

- \( C_U \) is set to 1.37 Mpbs. It is exclusively reserved for UGS.
- \( C_r \) is set to 50% of \((C - C_U)\). It is reserved for rtPS.

Based on the above parameters set for the simulation, the numerical results of the average packet delay for the three service classes can be calculated by using (5.7). The results are tabulated as shown in Table 5.1.

### 5.3.1.2 Simulation Results

Since the UGS connections have been allocated with a fixed bandwidth (fixed time duration) based on their fixed bandwidth requirement in the framework of the IEEE 802.16d standard, the simulation results of rtPS and nrtPS with CS_CAC, R_CAC [12] and the ECAC schemes are analyzed. The performance metrics for the evaluation are connection blocking probability and the average number of on-going connections. The results are shown in Figure 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11.
Table 5.1 Average Delay of UGS, rtPS and nrtPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (Mbps)</th>
<th>UGS (Mbps)</th>
<th>rtPS (Mbps)</th>
<th>nrtPS (Mbps)</th>
<th>$\lambda_1$ (mean) Packet/s</th>
<th>$\lambda_{2,3}$ (mean) Packet/s</th>
<th>UGS Delay</th>
<th>rtPS Delay</th>
<th>nrtPS Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>8.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.315</td>
<td>1.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>41.09</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>10.48</td>
<td>13.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.315</td>
<td>2.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>72.34</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>19.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>3.315</td>
<td>3.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>103.59</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>15.73</td>
<td>25.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4.315</td>
<td>4.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>134.84</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>18.41</td>
<td>31.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>5.315</td>
<td>5.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>166.09</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>21.11</td>
<td>37.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>6.315</td>
<td>6.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>197.34</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>23.85</td>
<td>43.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>7.315</td>
<td>7.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>228.59</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>26.63</td>
<td>50.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>8.315</td>
<td>8.315</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>259.84</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>29.45</td>
<td>57.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>8.915</td>
<td>8.915</td>
<td>107.03</td>
<td>278.59</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>31.12</td>
<td>61.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.7 shows the relation of the connection blocking probability (CBP) versus the arrival rates of the connection requests for rtPS service class. As expected, the connection blocking probability of the three CAC schemes increases as the connection arrival rate increases. However, CBP of rtPS with the R_CAC scheme is lower than that with the CS scheme. It is because with the R_CAC scheme, a fraction of the total bandwidth at BS is reserved for the rtPS traffic. The rtPS request has a higher priority than that of the nrtPS request, so a fraction of the total bandwidth will be reserved for the rtPS request but not for the nrtPS request. Therefore, a rtPS request has a higher probability of being accepted than a nrtPS request.
It can be observed that the proposed ECAC outperforms the other two CAC schemes. This is due to the function of Bandwidth Elastic Module (BEM) in the proposed ECAC scheme. The Bandwidth Elastic Module of ECAC sets the bandwidth-borrowing algorithm so that a higher service class can borrow bandwidth from a lower service class when the lower service class consumes the bandwidth more than its threshold. When nrtPS service class uses more bandwidth than its threshold, the ECAC can compress the bandwidth used by the nrtPS service class by re-allocating MRTR to the nrtPS connections. The ECAC can borrow the bandwidth of $BW_{Low}$ from nrtPS. The ECAC can allocate the $BW_{Low}$ to rtPS. Therefore, the CBP of rtPS with the proposed ECAC scheme is lower than that with the R_CAC scheme.

Figure 5.8 shows the relation of the CBP versus the arrival rates of the connection requests for the nrtPS service class. The CBP of nrtPS with the R-
CAC scheme has the highest CBP among the three CAC schemes.

Figure 5.8 nrtPS CBP vs. connection arrival rate

Since a portion of the total bandwidth is reserved for the service class with a higher priority, (i.e., UGS or rtPS), the bandwidth for nrtPS is less. Furthermore, when the connection arrival rate of rtPS increases, some nrtPS connections are terminated in order to release the bandwidth for rtPS service class. It results in a higher CBP of nrtPS with the R_CAC scheme. However, the bandwidth-borrowing mechanism in the ECAC is triggered only when the nrtPS service class consumes the bandwidth more than its threshold. The nrtPS connections are not terminated, instead, the connections are maintained by allocating bandwidths based on their MRTR requirements. In short, the ECAC can compress the bandwidth used by the nrtPS service class by re-allocating MRTR to the connections. Once the bandwidth consumed by nrtPS is compressed, there is
more room to accept rtPS and nrtPS connections. Hence, the CBP of nrtPS with the ECAC scheme is lower and crosses over that with the CS_CAC scheme when the bandwidth used by the nrtPS service class exceeds its threshold.

Figure 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate the relation of the average number of on-going connections versus the arrival rates of the connection requests for rtPS and nrtPS service classes, respectively. It is observed that the performance of the three CAC schemes is similar when the arrival rate of the connection request is light. It is true that when the traffic load is light, the network has enough resources to accommodate the traffic flows and to establish the connections.

![Figure 5.9 Average number of rtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate](image)

It is observed that the average number of on-going connections of rtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly larger than that with the CS_CAC scheme when
the arrival rate of the connection request increases. It is also clear that the average number of on-going connections of nrtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly less than that with the CS_CAC scheme when the arrival rate of the connection request increases. The trade-off of R_CAC is to set the rtPS request at a higher priority than that of the nrtPS request, so a fraction of the total bandwidth will be reserved for the rtPS service class. The R_CAC would terminate nrtPS connections in order to admit more rtPS connections.

![Figure 5.10 Average number of nrtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate](image)

Figure 5.10 Average number of nrtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate

Figure 5.11 illustrates the relation of the average number of on-going rtPS and nrtPS connections versus the arrival rates of the connection requests for both rtPS and nrtPS service classes. It is true that the average number of on-going connections of both rtPS and nrtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly less than
that with the CS_CAC scheme when the arrival rate of the connection request increases. The R_CAC can reserve a portion of the total bandwidth for a service class with a higher priority (i.e., UGS or rtPS). The average number of on-going connections of rtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly larger than that with the CS_CAC scheme.

Figure 5.11 Average number of rtPS& nrtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate

Nevertheless, The R_CAC dynamically assigns and releases the existing nrtPS connections; consequently, the average number of on-going connections of nrtPS with the R_CAC scheme is reduced when the arrival rate of the connection request increases. This causes the total average number of on-going connections to become less. However, the ECAC has the largest total average number of on-
going connections among the three CAC schemes. The ECAC can compress the bandwidth used by the nrtPS service class by re-allocating MRTR to the nrtPS connections when the nrtPS service class uses more bandwidth than its threshold. The ECAC can assign the released bandwidth from the nrtPS service class to the rtPS service class. The ECAC can admit more rtPS connections while maintaining nrtPS connections.

5.3.1.3 Case Study for the ECAC Admission Control Scheme

In the second stage of the simulation, the case study for the ECAC scheme is carried out. It is to evaluate the cooperation between HOS opportunistic scheduling and ECAC. It also shows the functionality of the ECAC scheme in detail.

Since the proposed ECAC works closely with the HOS scheduling algorithm, an effective UL channel bandwidth can be obtained by (5.4). $\text{Effective}_\text{UL}_\text{BW}_{\text{remain}}$ can be obtained by DL/UL_Map which is determined by the HOS. Average packet delay $\bar{D}_{\text{agr}}$, $\bar{D}_{\text{rtPS}}$ can be obtained by (5.7). With these two parameters, the admission control algorithm can estimate the available network bandwidth and the average packet delay of each class for both existing connections and the newly arrived one, and make a decision to admit or reject the request of the new connection.

It is clear that when the traffic load is light, the network has enough resources to accommodate the traffic flows and establish the connections. The functionality of the ECAC algorithm is evaluated when traffic load is heavy, e.g. 96% of the total effective UL channel bandwidth.
The case study consists of three experiments. Three experiments have been conducted to examine the proposed admission control algorithm when traffic load is 96% of the total effective UL channel bandwidth. Three experiments are designed with three scenarios, each one of the three experiments reflects one scenario. Initially, each SS has a total of eight traffic flows requesting transmission service. The detailed requirements of traffic MSTR, MRTR and ML are shown in Table 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Flow</th>
<th>Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate (kbps)</th>
<th>Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate (kbps)</th>
<th>Maximum Latency (ms)</th>
<th>ECAC Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS1_UGS_SFID 1</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_UGS_SFID 2</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtpS_SFID 1</td>
<td>371.5</td>
<td>297.2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtpS_SFID 2</td>
<td>371.5</td>
<td>297.2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtpS_SFID 3</td>
<td>371.5</td>
<td>297.2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID 1</td>
<td>371.5</td>
<td>297.2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID 2</td>
<td>371.5</td>
<td>297.2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID 3</td>
<td>371.5</td>
<td>297.2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effective UL channel bandwidth is 20 Mbps. $Th_{UGS}$ is set to 1.37 Mbps. $Th_{rtpS}$ and $Th_{nrtPS}$ is pre-set to 9.315 Mbps. In scenario one, a new rtpS flow sends its request to join the network. In scenario two, a new nrtPS flow sends its request. Finally, a new rtpS flow sends its request in scenario three as shown in
Table 5.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Flow</th>
<th>Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate (kbps)</th>
<th>Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate (kbps)</th>
<th>Maximum Latency (ms)</th>
<th>ECAC Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtPS_SFID_new1</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>409.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID_new</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>409.6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtPS_SFID_new2</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>409.6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total bandwidth request is the sum of bandwidth requests of all traffic flows, which is 19.2 Mbps. Effective_UL_BW_remain of the network is 0.8 Mbps. \( \overline{D_{ugs}} \) is 6.14 ms, \( Min_{ML}(UGS) \) is 50 ms, so, \( \overline{D_{ugs}} \leq Min_{ML}(UGS) \). \( \overline{D_{rtPS}} \) is 29.45 ms, \( Min_{ML}(rtPS) \) is 40 ms, \( \overline{D_{rtPS}} \leq Min_{ML}(rtPS) \). Both maximum sustained traffic rate and maximum latency requirements can be met, all traffic connections from the eight SSs can be admitted as shown in Table 5.2.

If a new rtPS flow, e.g. rtPS traffic SS1_rtPS_SFID_new1, sends its request to the BS to establish a connection, the ECAC will assume that the new traffic flow would be added in the ACL. New Effective_UL_BW_remain is 0.288 Mbps, \( \overline{D_{rtPS}} \) is 31.23 ms, \( Min_{ML}(rtPS) \) is 30 ms. \( \overline{D_{rtPS}} > Min_{ML}(rtPS) \). The ECAC makes a decision to reject the request.

Then if one new nrtPS traffic SS1_nrtPS_SFID_new sends its request, Effective_UL_BW_remain is 0.288 Mbps, \( \overline{D_{ugs}} \leq Min_{ML}(UGS) \) and \( \overline{D_{rtPS}} \leq Min_{ML}(rtPS) \).
Min_ML(rtPS). The new nrtPS flow can be admitted into the ACL.

Now there are a total of 65 connections in the ACL. Effective_UL_BW\_remain becomes 0.288 Mbps. If a new SS1\_rtPS\_SFID\_new2 sends its request, Effective_UL_BW\_remain will be less than MSTR, which is 0.512 Mbps. Then the ECAC turns on Bandwidth Elastic Module to find that the service priority below that of the new flow is nrtPS service class. The ECAC further finds that the bandwidth used by nrtPS service class is 9.428 Mbps which exceeds its threshold \( Th_{nrtPS} \). Then the ECAC can compress the bandwidth occupied by nrtPS service class by re-allocating the MRTR to its connections and borrow \( BW_{low} = BW_{nrtPS} - Th_{nrtPS} = 0.512 \) Mbps. Now, Effective_UL_BW\_remain is 0.8 Mbps. \( D_{ug} \leq Min_ML(UGS). \) \( D_{rtPS} \) is 31.23 ms, Min_ML(rtPS) is 40 ms, \( D_{rtPS} \leq Min_ML(rtPS) \). SS1\_rtPS\_SFID\_new2 can be admitted as shown in Table 5.3. Now, the total number of service connections in the ACL is 66.

Above simulation experiments have shown that the proposed ECAC in tandem with HOS can provide the delay guaranteed service to the real-time traffic while prevent service starvation to the nrtPS traffic.

5.3.2 Performance Analysis for the CRCAC Admission Control Scheme

5.3.2.1 Simulation Design

The simulation model for WiMAX system has been designed in PMP topology with one BS and eight SSs. The WiMAX system under study operates as WirelessHUMAN\textsuperscript{TM}- OFDM in TDD duplex mode. The positions of SSs are
assumed to be independent and distributed randomly. Since BE traffic does not have ML requirement, the simulation study focuses on UGS, rtPS and nrtPS traffic. The traffic parameters are selected from the supported range of values which fully cover the required values for multimedia services defined in Recommendation ITU-R M. 1225[85].

The inter-arrival time of UGS packets is constant. Packet length is fixed to 200 bytes. The total traffic arrival rate of UGS is fixed to 1.37 Mbps.

The rtPS and nrtPS traffic are burst traffic flows. The rtPS and nrtPS connection arrivals follow a Poisson process and the connection-holding time is exponentially distributed. The mean MSTR is set to 371.5 Kbps for both rtPS and nrtPS connections and it is exponentially distributed. The mean MRTR is set to 297.2 Kbps for both rtPS and nrtPS connections and it is exponentially distributed. The maximum number of rtPS and nrtPS connections, which the system can admit simultaneously in the UL channel of one spectrum, is assumed to be 50. In order to show the superior performance of the CRCAC, the connection arrival rates for both rtPS and nrtPS connections are overloaded in the UL channel of one spectrum. The connection arrival rates of both rtPS and nrtPS connections vary in the range of 1-38 connections per second in the performance evaluation scenarios. The average connection holding time is set to 1.250 S. The mean Maximum Latency (ML) is set to 50 ms for rtPS connections and it is exponentially distributed. Since a non-real-time packet in nrtPS connections has no maximum latency requirement, the maximum waiting time for a non-real-time packet can be set as the TCP retransmission time-out value $TO$ at 400 ms for wireless channel [80].

The packet arrival in the rtPS and nrtPS flows is a Poisson process with packet
inter-arrival time exponentially distributed. The packet arrival rates of rtPS and nrtPS flows are the same and they are changed according to the different percentage of traffic loads. The mean packet length is set to 500 bytes for both rtPS and nrtPS flows.

The frame size is set to 10 ms, 500 virtual mini-time slots per frame. The duration of each virtual mini-time slot is 20 μs.

The parameters for OFDM PHY layer in license-exempt frequency band below 11 GHz for simulation experiments are outlined in Table 5.4.

| TABLE 5.4 SIMULATION PARAMETERS BASED ON IEEE 802.16D WIRELESSHUMAN™ OFDM SYSTEM |
|---------------------------------|----------------------------------------|
| Parameters                      | Value                                  |
| Bandwidth C per spectrum        | 20 MHz                                 |
| Sampling rate Fs                | 23.04MHz                               |
| Number of sub-carrier FFT       | 256                                    |
| Sub-carrier spacing Δf          | 23.04MHz/256                           |
| Symbol time                     | 13.89 μs                               |
| UL sub-frame length             | 5 ms                                   |
| Adaptive Modulation Scheme      | Squared M-QAM modulations (M= 4, 16, 64) |
| Target BER $P_{ber}$            | $\leq 10^{-5}$                         |
| Wireless channel model          | Nakagami-$m$ fading channel ($m=1$)    |

When $m = 1$, the received SINR is an exponential random variable, with the
following probability density function (pdf) in the Nakagami-m fading channel:

\[
p [\gamma(u, BS)] = \frac{1}{\gamma(u, BS)} \exp\left(-\frac{\gamma(u, BS)}{\gamma(u, BS)}\right)
\]  

(5.36)

The AMC is limited to the squared \(M\)-QAM modulations where \(M\) is 4, 16 and 64. The discrete-rate adaptive modulation method is adopted in the simulation. Then, \(E(u, BS, q) = 2^q\) as \(M = 2^q\). By substituting \(q = 0, 1, 2, 3\), and the target BER \(P_{\text{ber}} \leq 10^{-5}\) in (5.13), four region boundaries, \([\gamma(u, BS, q), \gamma(u, BS, q + 1)]\), where \(q = 0, 1, 2, 3\) to achieve the target BER \(P_{\text{ber}} \leq 10^{-5}\) can be obtained.

By substituting the obtained four region boundaries \([\gamma(u, BS, q), \gamma(u, BS, q + 1)]\), \(q = 0, 1, 2, 3\) in (5.14), the probabilities \(p(u, BS, q)\) of choosing a modulation and coding scheme \(AMC(u, BS, q)\), hence \(E(u, BS, q)\), for source \(SS_u\) in the region \([\gamma(u, BS, q), \gamma(u, BS, q + 1)]\) can be obtained. By substituting the parameters according to Table 5.4 and the result of probabilities \(p(u, BS, q)\) for source \(SS_u\) in every region \([\gamma(u, BS, q), \gamma(u, BS, q + 1)]\), \(q = 0, 1, 2, 3\) in (5.20), the total data transmission rate (in the unit of bits/sec) for every SS during the interval of an OFDM symbol can be easily obtained. The effective UL channel bandwidth or data transmission rate can be obtained by (5.21), which is 18.45 Mbps. With different traffic loads in one spectrum, the average packet delay \(\overline{D}_{\text{ups}}, \overline{D}_{\text{rps}}\) can be obtained by (5.23). The results are tabulated in Table 5.5.

With \(Effective_{UL\_BW\_remain}, \overline{D}_{\text{ups}}, \overline{D}_{\text{rps}}\) three parameters, the proposed CRCAC algorithm can make a decision to admit or reject the request of a new flow.
TABLE 5.5 Numerical results of average packet delay of UGS and rtPS in one spectrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load \ (Mbps)</th>
<th>UGS \ (Mbps)</th>
<th>rtPS \ (Mbps)</th>
<th>nrtPS \ (Mbps)</th>
<th>Delay \ (UGS) (ms)</th>
<th>Delay \ (rtPS) (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>6.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>7.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>8.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>9.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>10.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>11.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>12.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2.2 Simulation results for the CRCAC Scheme

Since the UGS connections have been allocated with a fixed bandwidth (fixed time duration) based on their fixed bandwidth requirement in the framework of the IEEE 802.16d standard, the simulation results of rtPS and nrtPS with CS_CAC, R_CAC [12] and CRCAC schemes are analyzed. The performance
metrics for the evaluation are the connection blocking probability and the average number of on-going connections. The results are shown in Figure 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16.

Figure 5.12 shows the relation of the connection blocking probability (CBP) versus the arrival rates of the connection requests for rtPS service class. As expected, the connection blocking probability of the three CAC schemes increases when the connection arrival rate increases. However, the CBP of rtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly lower than that with the CS scheme. It is because with the R_CAC scheme, $C_r$, which is a fraction of the total bandwidth at the BS, is reserved for the rtPS traffic. The rtPS request has a higher priority than that of the nrtPS request so a fraction of the total bandwidth will be reserved for the rtPS request but not for the nrtPS request. Therefore, a rtPS request has a higher probability of being accepted than a nrtPS request.

![Figure 5.12 rtPS CBP vs. connection arrival rate](image)

Figure 5.12 rtPS CBP vs. connection arrival rate
It is observed that both the CBP of rtPS with R_CAC and CS_CAC increase sharply when the arrival rate of requests of rtPS for UL transmission is more than 24 connections per second. This is due to the UL channel being overloaded when the arrival rate of requests of rtPS for UL transmission is more than 24 connections per second.

However, it is observed that the proposed CRCAC outperforms the other two CAC schemes. This is due to the function of the intelligent Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM) in the proposed CRCAC. The CRCAC is equipped with an intelligent Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM). The BSM links to CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module (ISMM) at the PHY layer. It exploits unused spectrum portions. When traffic load increases, for example, the arrival rate of the requests of rtPS for UL transmission is more than 14 connections per second, the CRCAC triggers the CR-based ISMM. The CR-based ISMM makes spectrum x active. The system can use its own spectrum together with spectrum x for data transmission. In other words, the system now operates under two spectrums. The capacity of UL transmission is doubled. Therefore, the CBP of rtPS with the proposed CRCAC scheme is much lower than that with the R_CAC scheme.

Figure 5.13 shows the relation of the CBP versus the arrival rates of the connection requests for nrtPS service class. The CBP of nrtPS with the R-CAC scheme has the highest CBP among the three CAC schemes.

Since a portion of the total bandwidth is reserved for service with a higher priority, (i.e., UGS or rtPS), the bandwidth for nrtPS with the R_CAC scheme is less. Furthermore, when the connection arrival rate of rtPS increases, some nrtPS connections will be terminated in order to release the bandwidth for rtPS. This
results in a higher CBP of nrtPS by the R_CAC scheme.

However, it is clear that the proposed CRCAC outperforms the other two CAC schemes. The reason is similar to the explanation for Figure 5.12. When the system operates under two spectrums, its capacity of UL transmission will be doubled. Therefore, the CBP of nrtPS with the proposed CRCAC scheme is much lower than that with the R_CAC scheme.

![nrtPS CBP vs. connection arrival rate](image)

**Figure 5.13** nrtPS CBP vs. connection arrival rate

Figure 5.14 and 5.15 illustrate the relation of the average number of on-going connections versus the arrival rates of the connection requests for rtPS and nrtPS, respectively. It is observed that the performance of the three CAC schemes is similar when the arrival rate of the connection requests is light. It is true due to the fact: when the traffic load is light, the network has enough resources to
accommodate the traffic flows and to establish connections. It is observed that the average number of on-going connections of rtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly larger than that with the CS_CAC scheme when the arrival rate of the connection requests increases. It is also observed that the average number of on-going connections of nrtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly less than that with the CS_CAC scheme when the arrival rate of the connection requests increases. The trade-off of R_CAC is to set the rtPS request with a higher priority than that of the nrtPS request so a fraction of the total bandwidth will be reserved for the rtPS service class. The R_CAC would terminate nrtPS connections in order to admit more rtPS connections.

![Figure 5.14 Average number of rtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate](image)

Figure 5.14 Average number of rtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate
Figure 5.15 Average number of nrtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate

When the arrival rate of the connection requests is more than 24 connections per second, the average number of on-going connections of rtPS or nrtPS remains constant. This is because the system has reached its UL transmission limit.

However, the CRCAC outperforms the other two CAC schemes. When the arrival rate of the connection requests is more than 14 connections per second, the CR-based system can operate under more than one spectrum. As a result, the system throughput can be improved significantly. Thus, the average number of on-going connections of rtPS or nrtPS with the CRCAC scheme increases by 90% compared with that with the CS_CAC scheme or the R_CAC scheme when the arrival rate of the connection requests is 38 connections per second.

Figure 5.16 illustrates the relation of the average number of on-going rtPS and
nrtPS connections versus the arrival rates of the connection requests for both the rtPS and the nrtPS service class. It is observed that the average number of on-going connections of both rtPS and nrtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly less than that with the CS_CAC scheme when the arrival rate of the connection requests increases. The R_CAC can reserve a portion of the total bandwidth for a service class with a higher priority (i.e., UGS or rtPS). The average number of on-going connections of rtPS with the R_CAC scheme is slightly larger than that with the CS_CAC scheme.

![Graph showing average number of rtPS and nrtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate.](image)

Figure 5.16 Average number of rtPS & nrtPS on-going connections vs. connection arrival rate

Nevertheless, the R_CAC dynamically accepts or releases the existing nrtPS connections; consequently, the average number of on-going connections of nrtPS connections.
with the R_CAC scheme will be reduced when the arrival rate of the connection requests increases. This will cause the total average number of on-going connections to become less.

However, the CRCAC has the largest total average number of on-going connections. The total average number of on-going connections of rtPS and nrtPS with the CRCAC scheme increases by 90% compared that with the CS_CAC scheme or the R_CAC scheme, when the arrival rate of the connection requests is 38 connections per second. The reason is that the CR-based system can operate under two spectrums. The system throughput will be doubled. With the novel Cognitive Radio-based ISMM embedded, the CRCAC can enable flexible and efficient spectrum usage by adapting the radio’s operating characteristics to the real-time conditions of the environment. It can utilize a large amount of unused spectrum in an intelligent way. The simulation results show that the proposed solution can expand the channel capability of the WiMAX OFDM system up to two times while providing connection-level and packet-level QoS to the heterogeneous traffic.

5.3.2.3 Case Study for the CRCAC Admission Control Scheme

When the traffic load is light, the network has enough resources to accommodate the traffic. The performance and functionality of the CRCAC algorithm is evaluated when the traffic load is heavy, e.g. 98% of the total effective UL channel bandwidth.

The case study has been conducted in two stages. In the first stage, the traffic
load is set to 98% of the total effective UL channel bandwidth of the system operating under its original spectrum e.g. Spectrum 1. The functionality of CRCAC and the functionality of CR-based ISMM are evaluated. In the second stage, it is assumed that the system operates in two spectrums. The functionality of CRCAC is evaluated when the traffic load for each of the two spectrums is 98% of the total effective UL channel bandwidth.

5.3.2.3.1 Experiment 1

Initially, each SS has eight traffic flows requesting transmission service. The detailed MSTR and ML requirements of each flow per SS are listed in Table 5.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Flow</th>
<th>MSTR (kbps)</th>
<th>MRTR (kbps)</th>
<th>ML (ms)</th>
<th>CRCAC Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS1_UGS_SFID 1</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_UGS_SFID 2</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtPS_SFID 1</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtPS_SFID 2</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtPS_SFID 3</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID 1</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID 2</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID 3</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total UL bandwidth consumed by all 64 flows is 18.09 Mbps. 

\[ \text{Effective UL BW}_{\text{remain}} = 0.36 \text{ Mbps}. \] 

\[ \text{Min ML(UGS)} = 50 \text{ ms}, \quad \bar{D}_{ug} = 5.46 \text{ ms}, \]
so, $\overline{D_{ugs}} \leq \text{Min}_ML(UGS)$. Min\_ML(rtPS) is 40 ms, $\overline{D_{rtPS}}$ is 12.31 ms, $\overline{D_{rtPS}} \leq \text{Min}_ML(rtPS)$. Both MSTR and ML requirements of each flow can be met, so the 64 traffic flows from the eight SSs are admitted.

The detailed MSTR and ML requirements of new flows are listed in Table 5.7.

TABLE 5.7 NEW ARRIVAL INPUT TRAFFIC FLOWS FOR THE CRCAC EXPERIMENT 1 & 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Flow</th>
<th>MSTR  (kbps)</th>
<th>MRTR  (kbps)</th>
<th>ML  (ms)</th>
<th>CRCAC Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtPS_SFID_Exp 1</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID_Exp 1</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_rtPS_SFID_Exp 2</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS1_nrtPS_SFID_Exp 2</td>
<td>348.3</td>
<td>278.6</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a new rtPS flow, e.g. SS1\_rtPS\_SFID\_Exp 1, sends its request for transmission service to the BS, $\text{Effective\_UL\_BW}_{\text{remain}}$ will be 0.012 Mbps, $\overline{D_{ugs}} \leq \text{Min}_ML(UGS)$. Min\_ML(rtPS) is 40 ms, $\overline{D_{rtPS}}$ is 12.56 ms, $\overline{D_{rtPS}} \leq \text{Min}_ML(rtPS)$. Therefore, the CRCAC makes a decision to admit SS1\_rtPS\_SFID\_Exp 1 flow.

Now, there are 65 connections in the ACL. If a new nrtPS flow, SS1\_nrtPS\_SFID\_Exp 1, sends its request for transmission service to the BS, $\text{Effective\_UL\_BW}_{\text{remain}}$ will be 0.012 Mbps, which is less than the MSTR requirement of the new flow that is 0.348 Mbps. Then the CRCAC triggers the BSM. It sends Spectrum\_Spreading\_Info to CR-based ISMM. If a common non-active spectrum detected by the BS and all SSs e.g. Spectrum 2 exists, the
CRCAC will perform the same procedure of CAC mentioned above again in Spectrum 2. If both the QoS requirements of the new flow and the existing connections in Spectrum 2 can be met, the new flow will be admitted into the ACL and will be under the transmission service in Spectrum 2.

5.3.2.3.2 Experiment 2

Based on Experiment 1, there are 65 connections under service in Spectrum 1. Similarly, the same initial input traffic flows are used for Spectrum 2. Following the connection admission control procedure described in Experiment 1, if a new rtPS flow, e.g. SS1_rtPS_SFID_Exp 2, sends its request for transmission service to the BS, the admission control scheme will make a decision to admit it as both the QoS requirements of the new flow and the existing connections can be met. Now there are 65 connections under service in Spectrum 2. The Effective_UL_BW\_remain of Spectrum 2 is 0.012 Mbps. If a new nrtPS flow, e.g. SS1_nrtPS_SFID_Exp 2, sends its request to the BS, Effective_UL_BW\_remain will be less than the MSTR requirement of the new flow, which is 0.348 Mbps. Then the CRCAC triggers BSM. It sends Spectrum_Spreading_Info to CR-based ISMM again. However, the system already operates on two spectrums at this moment. The CRCAC makes a decision to reject the request. Now, the total number of connections under transmission service in the ACL is 130.

The above simulation experiments have shown that the proposed CRCAC can provide the delay guaranteed service to real-time traffic. Comparing with the system operating in one spectrum, the proposal has the ability to expand the channel capacity up to two times.
5.4 Summary

In this chapter, two novel CAC schemes to provide connection-level and packet-level QoS for WiMAX systems have been proposed. Their performances have been analyzed.

Firstly, a cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework to enhance QoS provisioning specified by IEEE 802.16d standard in the WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP system is proposed.

The proposed cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework takes the impact of the air interface on the MAC layer protocol into account to enhance the system efficiency. As system using the Adaptive Discrete Rate AMC with possible $AMC(q)$ based on different channel SINR regions, the concept of the effective UL channel bandwidth is proposed.

Further, the proposed QoS support frame reflects the importance of the combination of scheduling policy with an efficient CAC scheme to provide QoS in WiMAX networks. Associated with the proposed MAC protocol and QoS support framework, a connection admission control scheme termed as ECAC scheme is proposed. The proposed ECAC can provide the connection-level and packet-level QoS (i.e., connection blocking probability, MSTR and ML) to the heterogeneous traffic. The criteria used by the ECAC are $Effective_{UL_{BW}}$, $D_{agv}$ and $D_{rPS}$. The ECAC works cooperatively with the HOS scheduling scheme. It has an ability to catch the PHY condition like AMC and real-time network performance like average packet delay and effective bandwidth by using the AMC information from the PHY layer. The proposed ECAC can improve the
decision accuracy.

The proposed ECAC sets the bandwidth-borrowing algorithm so that a higher service class can borrow bandwidth from a lower service class when the lower service class consumes the bandwidth more than its threshold. With this function, the system can admit more real-time traffic to yield higher revenue.

In order to further expand the system capacity to maximize the system revenue and to enhance QoS provisioning for real-time and non-real-time traffic in WiMAX PMP OFDM system, one novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework and Cognitive Radio-based CAC scheme, called CRCAC, is introduced in the second part of this chapter.

The proposed QoS support frame is inspired by Dynamic Spectrum Allocation (DSA) function. The proposed solution is motivated by the technology of Cognitive Radios (CR). The proposed QoS framework is equipped with an intelligent Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM). The BSM links to CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module at the PHY layer. It can exploit unused spectrum portions. The system can operate under more than one spectrum. As a result, the system capacity can be doubled without a fixed spectrum bandwidth constraint.

Based on the proposed Cognitive Radio-based QoS framework, the queueing model analysis for the WiMAX system using OFDM with TDD duplex technique is carried out. The network performance parameters such as channel’s data transmission rate (effective channel bandwidth) and average packet delay of each service class are investigated and calculated.

With the cross-layer approach by applying AMC in wireless channel, the
proposed CRCAC can improve the accuracy of a CAC decision. The proposed CRCAC consists of three modules, namely, Bandwidth Allocation Estimation Module (BAEM), QoS Control Module (QoS_CM) and Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM). With the novel Cognitive Radio-based ISMM embedded, the CRCAC can enable flexible and efficient spectrum usage by adapting the radio’s operating characteristics to the real-time conditions of the environment. It can utilize the large amount of unused spectrum in an intelligent way. The simulation results show the proposed solution can expand channel capability of WiMAX OFDM system up to two times while providing the connection-level and packet-level QoS to the heterogeneous traffic.

In the next chapter, a novel cross-layer CR-based QoS support framework and a joint self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS²M) is presented. The proposed solution aims at providing QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDMA PMP systems.
Chapter 6 Cognitive Radio-Based Framework and Self-Optimizing Temporal-Spectrum Block Scheduling

Recently, broadband wireless access has become ubiquitous. This makes the already heavily crowded radio spectrum much scarcer [88]. Cognitive radio is a promising technology to alleviate the increasing stress on the fixed radio spectrum. In cognitive radio based opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) networks, the secondary (unlicensed) users can periodically sense and identify available channels which are referred to as White Spaces (WS), the parts of the spectrum not in active use by the primary users. Based on the results of spectrum sensing, the secondary users dynamically tune their transceivers to the identified WSs to access the wireless channel without disturbing the communications of the primary users.

In previous Chapter 3 and 4, the novel three-tier scheduling and HOS opportunistic scheduling scheme have been proposed. These scheduling schemes aim at reducing both the average packet delay and the packet loss rate, as well as improving the system throughput. Their superior performances have been shown.
However, those scheduling decisions are made based solely on bandwidth requirements, system capacity, QoS of connections, queue status of a connection or PHY time-varying channel without considering the mapping constraint. In fact, Downlink (DL) and Uplink (UL) resource scheduling are done in two steps in WiMAX OFDMA systems. In the first step, the number of sub-carriers and the number of slots in units of symbol-duration are allocated to each SS, then those allocated sub-carriers and slots (symbol-durations) are further distributed to each connection at the SS. In the second step, the mapping algorithms can allocate the scheduled UL data bursts from each SS to two-dimensional rectangular “areas” [1] whereby the length of the area is the number of sub-carriers and the width is the number of OFDM symbols. It is assumed that the bins are in two dimensions in this study. This two-dimensional bin is defined as a Temporal-Spectrum Block (TSB) in the thesis. Now, a “tiling” problem has to be solved in which the objective is to fill a given area with TSBs.

The existing proposed scheduling solutions [46-57] and mapping strategies [60-63] tackle the QoS provisioning issue separately. From the system’s point of view, sub-carrier allocation scheme, symbol-duration scheduling scheme and mapping strategy have to be considered collaboratively based on PHY radio condition in order to provide QoS provisioning to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX systems.

Autonomic Computing (AC) [95] is a novel way to manage complexity. The goal of autonomic computing is to realize computer and software systems and applications that can manage themselves in accordance with high-level guidance from humans [96].

Motivated by the technology of Cognitive Radios (CR) to tackle the fixed
spectrum-allocation problem and inspired by the Autonomic Computing (AC) system to manage complexity, a novel cross-layer CR-based QoS support framework and a self-optimizing scheduling scheme are proposed. The proposed scheduling scheme is a joint self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS²M). The proposed solution is unique. It is an intelligent self-optimizing scheduling scheme, considering the mapping constraint. It has an intelligent spectrum spreading ability to recognize and use one of unused spectrum portions. The solution can improve the system capacity without the constraint of the fixed spectrum bandwidth. It can provide guaranteed QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDMA PMP systems.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, research background is presented. In Section 6.2, the proposed cross-layer CR-based QoS support framework is presented firstly. Then, the proposed CR-based self-optimizing joint sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme is elaborated. In Section 6.3, a queueing model analysis on the proposed solution is carried out. The average packet delay of UGS, rtPS and nrtPS service classes are obtained theoretically. The effective transmission rates for the four service classes are derived. In Section 6.4, the simulation model design and the simulation results are presented. Finally, in Section 6.5, the chapter is concluded with a summary.
6.1 Research Background

6.1.1 Autonomic Computing

There is no easy way to achieve optimality with simple computations to fill a given area with TSBs. Fortunately, an Autonomic Computing (AC) paradigm [95-97] has a mechanism whereby changes in its essential variables can trigger changes in the behavior of the computing system such that the system can be brought back into equilibrium with respect to the environment. This state of stable equilibrium is a necessary condition for the survivability of the organism. In an Autonomic Computing system, the survivability of the system is the ability to protect itself, recover from faults, reconfigure as required by changes in the environment, and always maintain its operations at a near optimal performance.

The vision of Autonomic Computing [98] is to improve the management of complex IT systems by introducing self-management systems. Multiple interacting Autonomic Elements (AEs) form the building blocks of the AC system. The AC system monitors data sensed by sensors, analyzes them, and adjusts its operations according to policies, thus reducing complexity [95].

IBM has defined an Autonomic Computing architecture [99] that focuses on enabling self-management functionality. This has shifted the burden of managing systems from people to technologies based on an enterprise view of appropriate policies. The architecture is built based on an intelligent control loop that monitors, analyzes, plans and executes based on a perception of the current environment [100].

Autonomic applications and systems are composed from autonomic elements,
and are capable of managing their behaviors and their relationships with other systems/applications in accordance with high-level policies. Autonomic systems/applications exhibit eight defining characteristics [96]:

- **Self-Awareness**: An autonomic application/system “knows itself” and is aware of its state and its behaviors.

- **Self-Configuring**: An autonomic application/system should be able to configure and reconfigure itself under varying and unpredictable conditions.

- **Self-Optimizing**: An autonomic application/system should be able to detect sub-optimal behaviors and optimize itself to improve its execution.

- **Self-Healing**: An autonomic application/system should be able to detect potential problems and continue to function smoothly.

- **Self-Protecting**: An autonomic application/system should be capable of detecting and protecting its resources from both internal and external attacks and maintaining overall system security and integrity.

- **Context-Aware**: An autonomic application/system should be aware of its execution environment and be able to react to changes in the environment.

- **Open**: An autonomic application/system must function in a heterogeneous world and should be portable across multiple hardware and software architectures. Consequently, it must be built on standard and open protocols and interfaces.

- **Anticipatory**: An autonomic application/system should be able to
anticipate to the fullest extent possible, its needs & behaviors and those of its context, and be able to manage itself proactively.

One of the characteristics of an AC system is self-optimization. Self-optimization is defined as the process where terminals and base stations measured performance metrics are used to auto-tune the network, once it is in an operational state [101].

The existing techniques for achieving self-optimization of an AC system were evaluated [102]. Three approaches are listed as follows.

- The first approach is to make use of control theory to achieve self-optimization. Control theory views the self-managing system as a closed control loop that monitors and manages resources. The usage of linear control theory in achieving self-optimization has been demonstrated in [103]. In Lotus Notes application [103], performance is evaluated by monitoring the maximum number of users on the server. The feedback is provided to an external controller that uses statistical models and previous values to generate an output control. This self-optimization technique is evaluated using control theory analysis technique and empirical assessment.

- The second approach is to make use of a learning based self-optimization technique. It has been used in LEO [104]. LEO implements self-optimization in its query optimizer for DB2. The query optimizer updates the query execution plans based on the feedback generated from early executions. The statistics used for mathematical model of the query execution plan are dynamically updated. It also estimates errors during query execution and re-optimize the query.
The third approach is to make use of active learning approach to achieve self-optimization [105]. This approach relies on building statistical predictive models based on the previous history of computing utilities.

Self-optimizing architectures have been proposed for QoS provisioning [106] and autonomic resource scheduling [107]. In paper [106], a self-optimizing, self-healing architecture was proposed for QoS provisioning in differentiated services. The architecture employs a model of free Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach. Paper [107] presented an implementation of one part of the autonomic communication framework for intelligent radio resource management. Autonomic resource scheduling based on genetic algorithms is embedded in the autonomic element for scheduling optimization in hybrid TDD based wireless networks.

The principle of learning-based self-optimization is attractive. It will be incorporated into the proposed Temporal-Spectrum Block scheduling scheme to achieve self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and self-optimizing TSB mapping.

### 6.1.2 Intelligent Spectrum Management

Recently, the traditional approaches for spectrum management have been reconsidered to the actual use of spectrum. FCC's (Federal Communications Commission) Spectrum Policy Task Force has reported plentiful temporal and geographic variations in the usage of allocated spectrum [88]. One way of increasing spectrum utilization is to reuse the spectrum when their primary users are non-active. With this concept as called Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing, secondary users are allowed to access to the radio frequency (RF) bands without
agreement from the primary users. The unlicensed bands play a key role in this wireless system since the deployment of applications in these bands is unencumbered by regulatory delays.

CR is a promising technology for enabling unlicensed devices to efficiently use White Spaces, which are referred to as the parts of the spectrum not in active use by the primary users [89]. It is an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of its surrounding environment, and uses the method of understanding-by-building to learn from the environment and adapts its internal states to statistical variations in the incoming RF stimulus by making corresponding changes of its parameters in time [90]. The radio dynamically identifies portions of the spectrum that are not in use by primary users, and configure the radio to operate in the appropriate White Spaces. The CR-based wireless system is able to utilize the large amount of unused spectrum in an intelligent way while not interfering with other incumbent devices in the frequency bands already licensed for specific uses. For detailed overview of the dynamic spectrum access schemes for cognitive radio networks, one may refer to new comprehensive surveys in [91, 92].

6.1.3 WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™ Physic Layer

WiMAX systems support 5 different PHY techniques, namely, WirelessMAN-SC PHY specification, WirelessMAN-SCa PHY specification, WirelessMAN-OFDM PHY specification, WirelessMAN-OFDMA PHY specification and WirelessHUMAN™ PHY specification. WiMAX systems take adaptive modulation policy selecting 1 of 3 different modulation schemes at the PHY layer. On the UL, QPSK is mandatory, while 16-QAM and 64-QAM are optional. The
DL supports QPSK and 16-QAM, while 64-QAM is optional. The AMC scheme uses the Receiver Sensitivity together with the non-overlapping regions of SINR thresholds of receivers to select different burst profiles in order to maximize the network throughput while maintaining the Bit Error Rate (BER) under a preset level e.g. $P_{ber} \leq 10^{-5}$.

WirelessHUMAN™ PHY not only complies with the WirelessMAN-SCa PHY, the WirelessMAN-OFDM PHY and the WirelessMAN-OFDMA PHY, but also further complies with the Dynamical Frequency Selection (DFS) protocols. WirelessHUMAN™ PHY specification is implemented for license-exempt frequencies below 11 GHz. The license-exempt nature introduces new mechanisms such as DFS to detect and avoid interference. Hence, it provides the platform whereby Cognitive Radio can perform.

The chapter is based on WirelessHUMAN™ using OFDMA with TDD duplex technique. OFDMA may be considered a hybrid of time- and frequency-division multiple access. In the time domain, data are transmitted in the form of frames. The minimum time-frequency unit that can be allocated to a user is a slot. A slot consists of a sub-channel over one, two, or three OFDM symbols, depending on the sub-channelization scheme that is used. Figure 6.1 [1] shows OFDMA frame structure with TDD in Partial Usage of Sub-channels (PUSC) scenario.

Each UL burst will further be mapped with a number of TSBs according to a mapping algorithm as shown in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.1 OFDMA frame structure (TDD, PUSC)

Figure 6.2 UL burst mapping structure
6.2 Cross-Layer Cognitive Radio-Based QoS Support Framework and Self-Optimizing Temporal-Spectrum Block Scheduling

6.2.1 Cross-Layer Cognitive Radio-Based QoS Support Framework

As shown in Figure 2.2, IEEE 802.16d left the details of the scheduling algorithm and the mapping algorithm undefined. The existing proposed scheduling schemes operate under the Fixed Spectrum Allocation (FSA) scheme with a pre-defined fixed spectrum and a fixed channel bandwidth without consideration on the mapping constraint. In order to overcome the shortcomings, a Cognitive Radio based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module needs to be embedded in the current QoS architecture in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™ – OFDMA systems. A new interface of White_Space_Info needs to be designed to provide the status of White Space to the scheduler. Since the performance of the MAC protocol and the functionality of the scheduler and mapping algorithm are influenced by the time-varying wireless channel in WiMAX systems, a new interface of Symbol_Control_Info needs to be designed to link up the AMC scheme, the scheduling scheme and the mapping scheme from the PHY to the MAC layer.

In order to design an efficient cross-layer QoS support architecture and a corresponding scheduling scheme to provide QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in
WiMAX systems, the following factors have been taken into consideration:

- The existing QoS signaling mechanisms and DL/UL_ Map mechanism in WiMAX should be applied;
- Per-connection scheduling overhead should be minimized;
- The QoS requirement parameters of each connection in the system should be guaranteed;
- The impact of AMC on scheduling and mapping scheme should be taken into account as the wireless time-varying channel in which the channel capacity or bandwidth dynamically fluctuates according to the SINR of PHY;
- Maximizing the system revenue should be taken into account. As many connections should be admitted into the system while the QoS requirements of the existing connections are not violated. The system should be able to exploit the unused spectrum portions and spread spectrums over the White Spaces.

Based on above mentioned design factors, a cross-layer CR-based QoS support framework and the corresponding self-optimizing scheduling cum mapping scheme are proposed as shown in Figure 6.3.

The IEEE 802.16d standard gives Information Element (IE) structure and 16 bits CID. Bandwidth is always requested on a CID basis and bandwidth is allocated on a SS basis. In order to distribute the overhead of scheduling computation to the BS and all SSs, the proposed scheduling solution has a two-stage scheduling structure in which divide-and-conquer methodology is adopted.
The first stage of scheduling scheme exists at the BS only. It distributes the entire bandwidth of the UL sub-frame to each SS by the Max-Min Fair Sharing (MMFS) [69] scheduling algorithm to achieve fairness among all SSs. The second stage of the scheduling scheme is the proposed self-optimizing Temporal-Spectrum Block scheduling scheme, which is a self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration allocation cum mapping scheme (SOS$^2$M). It exists at the BS as well as all SSs. It optimally performs three functions: sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration allocation and TSB mapping.

The detailed rationale of the design of the framework is explained as follows.

1. Considering the impact of PHY air interface on MAC layer protocol, a wireless Channel Condition Estimator (CCE) is designed at the PHY layer at
the BS as well as $SS_u$, where $u = 1, 2, 3, ..., U$. It monitors instantaneous channel condition status, SINR, $\gamma(u, BS)$, when the BS receives signal from $SS_u$ or, SINR, $\gamma(BS, u)$, when $SS_u$ receives message from the BS.

2. In order to maximize the system revenue, a spectrum spreading function should be embedded in the system. In order to enable the spectrum spreading functionality of the system under Dynamic Spectrum Allocation policy, a CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module (ISMM) is designed at the PHY layer at the BS as well as at all SSs. It scans White Spaces and monitors the White Space Status (WSS) of $WSS(BS, x)$ or $WSS(u, x)$ which is a list of the spectrums not used by primary users around the BS or $SS_u$, where $x$ is non-active spectrum index.

3. PHY Symbol Rate Controller consists of Forward Error Correction (FEC), Symbol Mapper and AMC Controller. Based on the information of the channel’s status provided by CCE, the PHY Symbol Rate Controller of the BS or SS selects a feasible modulation and coding scheme $AMC(u, BS, q)$ for each sub-carrier for UL data transmission at a data transmission rate which is determined by modulation and coding level $q$ according to SINR, $\gamma(u, BS)$. The PHY Symbol Rate Controller at the BS forms $Symbol\_Control\_Info_{BS}$ \{ $\gamma(u, BS)$, $AMC(u, BS, q)$, $WSS(BS, x)$ \}. It is forwarded to MAC layer via PHY Service Access Point (SAP) for scheduling and symbol mapping. Similarly, the PHY Symbol Rate Controller at $SS_u$ forms $Symbol\_Control\_Info_{SS}$ \{ $\gamma(BS, u)$, $AMC(BS, u, q)$, $WSS(u, x)$ \}. It is embedded in a $Polling\_response(u)$ by $SS_u$. $SS_u$ sends the $Polling\_response(u)$ to the BS when it is polled.

4. The first stage of the scheduling scheme at the BS distributes all the sub-
carriers of the UL sub-frame to all SSs by MMFS [69] scheduling algorithm according to their bandwidth requirements. The result of the scheduling is embedded in DL/UL_Map and broadcasted to all SSs.

5. The second stage of the scheduling scheme at every SS makes a scheduling and mapping decision for UL transmission service based on the proposed cross-layer SOS²M scheme described later in detail in Section 6.2.2.

6. As UGS, rtPS and nrtPS traffic classes have stringent QoS requirements like MSTR, MRTR and ML, the system uses its own spectrum for UGS, rtPS and nrtPS data transmission. Although CR-based radio needs a certain amount of time for channel sensing and radio-frequency hopping and tuning, BE service class can tolerate delay and bandwidth requirements, and its bandwidth requirement mechanism is contention-based, so White Space spectrum $x$ of CR-based radio can be arranged for BE data transmission. The CR-based ISMM at the BS takes in White Space Status $WSS(u, x)$ information from $Polling\_response(u)$ message. It compares its $WSS(BS, x)$ with every $WSS(u, x)$ of $SS_u$ where $u=1,2,3...,U$ to find the same value of $x$, which means that the common non-active spectrum is detected by BS and all SSs. If the BS or a SS transmits a packet belonging to BE service class, the CR-based ISMM will make spectrum $x$ active. The packet is transmitted in White Space $x$.

Based on the above description and explanation of the proposal, it is clear that the proposed framework has two outstanding modules, namely, CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module (ISMM) and Self-optimization Scheduling cum Mapping Module. With the cross-layer approach, the proposed framework can intelligently explore unused spectrums and spread over them. Thus, the WiMAX system can operate under more than one spectrum.
system capacity can be improved significantly. The QoS to real-time traffic can be guaranteed in the networks. The proposal can guarantee QoS requirements for different types of service classes and expand the system capacity. It has the following major contributions as follows.

1. The proposed framework is equipped with a CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module at the PHY layer. It exploits unused spectrum portions. When traffic load increases, the system can operate under more than one spectrum. As a result, the system throughput can be improved significantly.

2. The proposed scheduling algorithm has considered the mapping constraint. It has a unique feature, which is the associative cooperation of scheduling and mapping scheme. The efficiency of mapping scheme can influence the scheduling decision, in other words, it can fine-tune the scheduling decision by the suggested self-optimizing autonomic computing framework. The self-optimizing autonomic computing can reduce the complexity of scheduling and mapping significantly. The QoS requirements of real-time traffic can be satisfied while a higher system efficiency and throughput can be achieved.

6.2.2 Cross-Layer Cognitive Radio-Based Self-Optimizing Scheduling cum Mapping Scheme

Further considering the typical features of WiMAX systems – class-based QoS guarantees and per-flow resource assignment – the proposed scheduling scheme needs to provide differentiated QoS to UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes. The cross-layer CR-based self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS2M) are proposed. Treated as a
primary user, the transmission service to UGS and rtPS and nrtPS should be managed in a QoS guaranteed manner. Treated as a secondary user, the transmission service to BE should be managed in a throughput-maximizing manner over the White Spaces.

The UML (Unified Modeling Language) collaboration diagram, which is to illustrate the interaction of the proposed scheme, is shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 UML collaboration diagram of CR-based self-optimizing scheduling cum mapping scheme

The scheduling cum mapping scheme is elaborated based on the UL channel. The scheme can be easily extended to the DL channel.

6.2.2.1 BS UL Channel Inter-SS Scheduling

As the rtPS and nrtPS can be combined together under a general polling
service (PS) umbrella as suggested in [41], UGS, rtPS and nrtPS bandwidth request of individual SS is handled by the first stage of scheduling scheme at the BS. The BE bandwidth request of individual SS is handled by the second stage of the scheduling scheme at all SSs.

The first stage of scheduling scheme firstly allocates a fixed number of sub-carriers to a SS according to its UGS bandwidth request. Then it further allocates the remaining sub-carriers to the SS according to its rtPS and nrtPS bandwidth request. The detail is as follows.

Consider that the total number of sub-carriers (SC) in UL channel is $SC_{total}$, the total bandwidth request of UGS class from all SSs for UL transmission service is $SC_{UGS}$.

The remaining sub-carriers for PS service class in the UL channel is $SC_{PS}$:

$$SC_{PS} = SC_{total} - SC_{UGS}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

The first stage of scheduling scheme further distributes $SC_{PS}$ in the UL channel to each SS according to its PS bandwidth request by the MMFS [69] scheduling algorithm.

Consider a total number of $U$ SSs in the system, $SS_1, SS_2, \ldots, SS_U$, each of them has PS bandwidth request $PS_1, PS_2, \ldots, PS_u$ where $PS_1 \leq PS_2 \leq \ldots \leq PS_u$. The first stage of scheduling scheme initially allocates $SC_{PS} / U$ of the sub-carriers to the SS with demand $PS_i$. The residual sub-carriers $(SC_{PS} / U - PS_i)$ are still available as the total sub-carriers exceed the PS bandwidth request of $SS_i$. Distribute the remaining sub-carriers to the remaining $(U-1)$ SSs. Each of them gets $(SC_{PS} / U + (SC_{PS} / U - PS_i)/(U-1))$. This process ends when $SC_{PS}$ is fully distributed to all SSs. If a SS’s demand is not satisfied, its bandwidth request will be allocated in the next UL sub-frame. The BS informs all SSs about the result of
the sub-carriers allocation via DL/UL_Map.

### 6.2.2.2 CR-Based Self-Optimizing Sub-Carrier and Symbol-Duration Scheduling cum Mapping Scheme

When CR-based SOS\textsuperscript{2}M scheme schedules a connection from the ACL, it extracts MSTR or MRTR QoS requirement parameter from its AdmittedQoSParameterSet. Since every SS has been allocated an amount of sub-carriers by the first stage of scheduling scheme, its SOS\textsuperscript{2}M scheme can make a scheduling cum mapping decision according to the following comprehensive algorithm:

**CR-based SOS\textsuperscript{2}M algorithm**

1: get Spectrum Pool information, get $WSS(x, t)$;
2: get the AMC information from $Symbol\_Control\_InfoSS$;
3: get the number of sub-carriers $SC_u(UGS)$ allocated to UGS and $SC_u(PS)$ to PS at $SS_u$ from DL/UL_Map;
4: get CID and service class priority from connection classifier;

**Priority of UGS=1; priority of rtPS=2; priority of nrtPS=3; priority of BE=4;**
5: get MSTR or MRTR from AdmittedQoSParameterSet ($CID$);

**Algorithm 1:**

Sub_Carrier_Inter_Connection_Allocation ($SC_u(CID)$, 
AdmittedQoSParameterSet ($CID$))

switch (priority of service class)

case 1: **Based on the specification of IEEE 802.16d standard. UGS service**

**class is allocated with the fixed bandwidth. For UGS service class,**
the self-optimizing mapping algorithm is merely considered since
the fixed number of sub-carriers is already allocated to its
connections;
Call Self_Optimizing (SC_u(UGS), CID_priority, scheduling, mapping);
Update (CID, C, T, B);
Break;
case 2: Call Self_Optimizing (SC_u(PS), CID_priority, scheduling, mapping);
SC_u(nrtPS)= SC_u(PS) - SC_u(rtPS);
**Sub-carriers, SC_u(PS), firstly is allocated to rtPS, the remainder
**is allocated to nrtPS.
Update (CID, C, T, B);
Return (SC_u(nrtPS));
Break;
case 3: Get SC_u(nrtPS);
Call Self_Optimizing (SC_u(nrtPS), CID_priority, scheduling, mapping);
Update (CID, C, T, B);
Break;
case 4: IF (WSS(x, t) exists)
Call Self_Optimizing (sub-carrier, CID_priority, scheduling, mapping);
Update (CID, C, T, B);
ELSE IF (WSS(x, t) does not exist)
Wait ();
** for BE service class, the service channel is allocated on WS.
Call ISMM ();
Sensing_WhiteSpace ();
Break;

**Algorithm 2:**

Self_ Optimizing (sub-carrier, CID_priority, scheduling, mapping)

switch (priority of service class)
  case 1: Call Self_ Optimizing_ Mapping (CID, TSB);
          Update (CID, TSB);
          Break;
  case 2: Call Self_ Optimizing_ Sub_ Carrier_ Allocation (rtPS);
          Call Self_ Optimizing_ Mapping (CID, TSB);
          Update (CID, TSB);
          Break;
  case 3: Call Self_ Optimizing_ Sub_ Carrier_ Allocation (nrtPS);
          Call Self_ Optimizing_ Mapping (CID, TSB);
          Update (CID, TSB);
          Break;
  case 4: Call Self_ Optimizing_ Sub_ Carrier_ Allocation (BE);
          Call Self_ Optimizing_ Mapping (CID, TSB);
          Update (CID, TSB);
          Break;

**Function 2.1:**

Self_ Optimizing_ Sub_ Carrier_ Allocation (SC_a(rtPS))
Get $MinLossRate$ and $MaxLossRate$ of rtPS connections at $SS_u$;
Allocate the number of sub-carriers to each rtPS connection at $SS_u$ by MMFS algorithm;

IF($MinLossRate$=$MaxLossRate$)
  Maintain the sub-carrier allocation for every connection;
  ** Assume it is optimized.
ELSE IF ($LossRate$ of connection $j$ = $MinLossRate$)
  Decrease one sub-carrier for connection $j$;
  ** Self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation by fine-tuning the number of sub-carriers allocated.
  Call Self_ Optimizing_ Mapping ($CID, TSB$);
  **Self-optimizing mapping. Sub-carrier allocation scheme cooperates with the mapping scheme.
  ** Re-map after the number of sub-carriers is fine-tuned.
  Update ($CID, C, T, B$);
  Return ();
ELSE IF ($LossRate$ of connection $i$ = $MaxLossRate$)
  Increase one sub-carrier for connection $i$;
  **Self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation by fine-tuning the number of sub-carriers allocated.
  Call Self_ Optimizing_ Mapping ($CID, TSB$);
  **Self-optimizing mapping. Sub-carrier allocation scheme cooperates with the mapping scheme.
  ** Re-map after the number of sub-carriers is fine-tuned.
  Update ($CID, C, T, B$);
Return ();
END IF

Function 2.2:
Self_ Optimizing_ Sub_ Carrier_ Allocation (SC_u(nrtPS))

Get MinQueueLength and MaxQueueLength of nrtPS connections at SS_u;
Allocate the number of sub-carriers SC_u(nrtPS) to each nrtPS connection
at SS_u by MMFS algorithm;
IF (MinQueueLength=MaxQueueLength)
Maintain the sub-carrier allocation for every nrtPS connection at
SS_u;
**Assume it is optimized.
ELSE IF (QueueLength of connection j =MinQueueLength)
Decrease one sub-carrier for connection j;
**Self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation by fine-tuning the number
**of sub-carriers allocated.
Call Self_ Optimizing_ Mapping (CID, TSB);
**Self-optimizing mapping. Sub-carrier allocation scheme
**cooperates with the mapping scheme.
** Re-map after the number of sub-carriers is fine-tuned.
Update (CID, C, T, B);
Return ();
ELSE IF (QueueLength of connection i = MaxQueueLength)
Increase one sub-carrier for connection i;
**Self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation by fine-tuning the number
**of sub-carriers allocated.
Call Self _ Optimizing _ Mapping (CID, TSB);
**Self-optimizing mapping. Sub-carrier allocation scheme cooperates with the mapping scheme.
** Re-map after the number of sub-carriers is fine-tuned.
Update (CID, C, T, B);
Return ();
END IF

**Function 2.3:**

**Self Optimizing Sub Carrier Allocation (BE)**

**The procedure is the same as Function 2.2.**

**Algorithm 3:**

**Self Optimizing Mapping (CID, TSB)**

Allocate (CID, symbol _ duration);
Calculate area \( A = \text{length} \times \text{width} \);
** The length is the number of symbol-duration, the width of area is the number of sub-carriers;
Calculate (CID, TSB _ request);
Sorted _ TSB _ Allocations = Sort (TSB _ request of each connection) in descending order;
Map the first biggest TSB in the UL sub-frame;
** Define the mapping efficiency [60] as follows:
**Given an allocation for a request TSB, Allocated (TSB);
**Given a two-dimensional area \( A(\text{length}, \text{width}) \), and a set of requests \( B = \{\text{TSB}_1, \text{TSB}_2, \ldots, \text{TSB}_n\} \);
** A set of allocations \( M (A, B) = \{\text{Allocated}(\text{TSB}_1), \ldots, \text{Allocated}(\text{TSB}_i)\} \);
The efficiency of the mapping $M$ is defined as the ratio between the effective area allocated by $M$ and the size of area $A$:

$$E(M) = \sum_{\text{Allocated}(TSB_i) \in M} \frac{\text{Area}(\text{Allocated}(TSB_i))}{\text{length} \times \text{width}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)$$

FOR each unmapped element in Sorted_TSB_Allocations;

Self_Optimizing_Map ($A, B$);

**with high mapping efficiency $E(M)$ and fewer number of preambles. The historical maximum mapping efficiency, $Max_E(M)$ is recorded.**

IF ($E(M)$ less than $Max_E(M)$)

Call Self_Optimizing_Sub_Carrier_Allocation ($Service\_Class\_Priority$);

**Self-optimizing mapping. If $E(M)$ is not optimal, the mapping scheme cooperates with sub-carrier allocation scheme. Fine-tune the number of sub-carriers allocated to service class (rtPS, nrtPS or BE). Then, the system autonomously re-map again to achieve the optimal value of $E(M)$.**

END FOR;

6.3 Explanation of SOS$^2$M Scheme

Section 6.2.2 presents the SOS$^2$M algorithm. The rationale for the design of the SOS$^2$M algorithm is explained as follows.
6.3.1 SOS\textsuperscript{2}M Scheduling UGS Connections

Based on the specification of the IEEE 802.16d standard, the UGS service class is allocated with a fixed bandwidth. The Self Optimizing Mapping \((CID, TSB)\) algorithm is considered for a UGS connection when the fixed number of sub-carriers is already allocated to the connection. So the procedure of self-optimizing sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration allocation and TSB mapping, which is Self Optimizing \((SC_u(UGS), CID\_priority, scheduling, mapping)\), will be called. Three parameters will be passed to the procedure, which are the total number of sub-carriers allocated to UGS at a SS, the CID priority of the connection and the fixed number of sub-carriers allocated to a UGS connection based on its bandwidth request. The self-optimizing mapping algorithm, Self Optimizing Mapping \((CID, TSB)\), will be performed for the mapping. The result of the mapping will be returned. The scheduling procedure then updates the sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration allocation and TSB mapping information by executing command Update\((CID, C, T, B)\).

6.3.2 SOS\textsuperscript{2}M Scheduling rtPS Connections

The SOS\textsuperscript{2}M scheme performs two functions to schedule rtPS connections. The first function is self-optimizing inter-connection sub-carrier allocation, which is Self Optimizing Sub Carrier Allocation \((SC_u(rtPS))\). The second function is self-optimizing mapping scheme, which is Self Optimizing Mapping \((CID, TSB)\). It can perform symbol-duration allocation and TSB mapping functions.

Step 1 Firstly, sub-carriers, \(SC_u(PS)\), is allocated to rtPS service class based on its bandwidth request, then the remaining is allocated to nrtPS as \(SC_u(nrtPS)\).
$SC_u(PS) - SC_u(rtPS)$. The SOS$^2$M scheme distributes the number of sub-carriers $SC_u(rtPS)$ to each rtPS connection at SS$^u$ by the MMFS algorithm, which is similar to the procedure described in Section 6.2.2.1.

Step 2 Two parameters, one of which is the minimum packet loss rate of connections at SS$^u$, $MinLossRate$, and the other is the maximum packet loss rate, $MaxLossRate$, of rtPS connections at SS$^u$, are statistically recorded and compared with each other. If the condition $MinLossRate = MaxLossRate$ is true, the result of the sub-carrier allocation for every rtPS connection at SS$^u$ by the MMFS described in Step 1 is maintained, no further adjustment of the sub-carrier allocation for rtPS connections at SS$^u$ will be performed since the result is optimal.

The reason why $MinLossRate$ is chosen as an indicator to show whether the sub-carrier allocation scheme is optimal is based on the following rationale.

In a wireless network environment, common channel errors due to multipath fading, shadowing and attenuation may cause bit errors and packet loss, which are quite different from the packet loss caused by congestions in the wired networks. Therefore, in wireless system, packet loss can mistakenly lead to dramatic performance degradation. The information of packet loss rate in wireless network not only reflects the condition of the PHY wireless channel but also serves as an index of effective rate adjustment.

A packet is successfully transmitted to the BS from connection $i$ at SS$^u$ at time $t$ only if:

- it is not dropped from the queue with probability $[1 - P_d(i, u, t)]$ and
- it is correctly transmitted through the wireless channel with probability $[1 - PER(i, u, t)]$. 
where $PER(i, u, t)$ is the packet error rate of connection $i$ at $SS_u$ at time $t$. Hence, the average packet loss rate for connection $i$ at $SS_u$ at time $t$ is:

$$\bar{e}(i,u,t) = 1 - [1 - \overline{P_d}(i,u,t)][1 - PER(i,u,t)]$$

(6.3)

$\overline{P_d}(i,u,t)$ denotes the average packet dropping (due to queue being full, packet delay exceeding its Maximum Latency or waiting longer than the TCP re-transmission threshold) probability of the queue for connection $i$ at $SS_u$ at time $t$.

$$\overline{P_d}(i,u,t) = \frac{E_{i,u}(D)}{E_{i,u}(A)}$$

(6.4)

$\overline{P_d}(i,u,t)$ is the ratio of the average number of dropped packets $E_{i,u}(D)$ over the average number of arrived packets $E_{i,u}(A)$ during the sliding window or scheduling period.

So packet loss rate is used as a key indicator in the proposed self-optimizing scheduling scheme for rtPS connection. If $MinLossRate = MaxLossRate$, it means that the outcome of the sub-carrier allocation scheme has already achieved minimum packet loss rate. Thus, the optimization is achieved.

Step 3 On the other hand, if the condition $MinLossRate = MaxLossRate$ is not true, it means that the outcome of the sub-carrier allocation is not optimal. The number of sub-carriers allocated to rtPS connections will be fine-tuned by the self-optimizing function of the SOS²M scheme. The connection with the minimum packet loss rate will be given fewer sub-carriers while the connection with the maximum packet loss rate will be given more sub-carriers. The step size to increase or to decrease the number of sub-carriers is set to one. Therefore, if the packet loss rate of connection $j$ is equal to $MinLossRate$, the number of sub-carriers allocated to connection $j$ will be decreased by one. The sub-carrier, which
is released from connection $j$, will be given to connection $i$ if the packet loss rate of connection $i$ is equal to $MaxLossRate$.

The self_ optimizing_ sub_ carrier_ allocation algorithm fine-tunes the number of sub-carriers allocated to rtPS connections at $SS_u$ in order to achieve the optimal criterion, which is the minimum packet loss rate of rtPS connections at $SS_u$.

Step 4 As the sub-carrier allocation scheme cooperates with the TSB mapping scheme, the procedure Self_ Optimizing_ Mapping ($CID, TSB$) is called to re-map TSB into a given area every time after the number of sub-carriers is allocated or fine-tuned.

The scheduling procedure then updates sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration allocation and TSB mapping information by executing command Update($CID, C, T, B$) and returns the results.

6.3.3 SOS²M Scheduling nrtPS Connections

SOS²M follows the similar steps described in Section 6.3.2 to perform sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration allocation and TSB mapping for nrtPS connections. The procedures of Self_ Optimizing ($SC_u(nrtPS), CID_ priority, scheduling, mapping$) is called and executed.

However, the criterion to determine whether the result of the scheduling is optimal is different. Firstly, nrtPS connection does not have a maximum latency requirement in its $AdmittedQoSPerParameterSet$, in other words, it can tolerate some delay. Secondly, some nrtPS applications, for example, file-transfer, cannot tolerate packet loss. The packet loss rate is not suitable as an indicator for scheduling nrtPS connections. Thus, the minimum queue length is used as an indicator instead of $MinLossRate$ in this scenario. The objective of SOS²M for
nrtPS connections is to achieve minimum queue length of nrtPS connections at $SS_u$.

6.3.4 SOS$^2$M Scheduling BE Connections

As mentioned earlier in Section 6.2, White Space spectrum $x$ is arranged for BE data transmission. If the BS or a SS transmits a packet belonging to BE service class, the CR-based ISMM will make spectrum $x$ active, so the packet will be transmitted in White Space $x$. The procedure of SOS$^2$M to perform sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration and mapping scheduling for BE connections is similar to the procedure of SOS$^2$M scheduling nrtPS connections.

6.3.5 Self_Optimizing_Mapping (CID, TSB) Algorithm

Wireless access networks have unique characteristics – time-varying channel conditions and multi-user diversity. Although each connection will be allocated a certain number of sub-carriers in the WiMAX OFDMA system based on the Self_Optimizing_Sub_Carrier_Allocation function, the bandwidth or channel capacity may not fulfill the requirement of a connection as SINR of a sub-carrier at PHY fluctuates. The number of bits transmitted during a symbol-duration or time can be different depending on the modulation and coding scheme applied to each sub-carrier. By using the AMC scheme based on the SINR of a sub-carrier and a pre-set target Bit Error Rate (BER), the maximum number of bits per symbol per Hz that sub-carrier $i$ at $SS_u$ can be transmitted to the BS, denoted by $E(i, u, BS)$, can be expressed as [86]:

224
\[ E(i, u, BS) = \log_2(1 + \frac{-1.5}{\ln(5P_{ber})} \gamma(i, u, BS)) \]  

(6.5)

where \( \gamma(i, u, BS) \) is the BS received instantaneous SINR of sub-carrier \( i \) at source \( SS_u \) at a symbol time and \( P_{ber} \) is the target BER.

For the wireless fading channel under study, the channel quality can be captured by a parameter, SINR. Since the transmission channel varies from frame to frame, the general Nakagami-\( m \) model [84] is adopted to describe SINR statistically. For a Nakagami-\( m \) fading channel, the received SINR \( \gamma(i, u, BS) \) per frame is thus a random variable with a Gamma probability density function:

\[ p[\gamma(i, u, BS)] = \frac{m^m \gamma(i, u, BS)^{m-1}}{\Gamma(m) \gamma(i, u, BS)} \exp\left(-\frac{m\gamma(i, u, BS)}{\gamma(i, u, BS)}\right) \]  

(6.6)

where \( \bar{\gamma}(i, u, BS) \) is the average BS received SINR of subcarrier \( i \) at source \( SS_u \).

\[ \Gamma(m) := \int_0^\infty t^{m-1}e^{-t}dt \] is the Gamma function and \( m \) is the Nakagami fading parameter \( (m \geq 1/2) \).

The AMC scheme adjusts the modulation and coding scheme, hence the data transmission rate on a frame-by-frame basis. The modulation and coding scheme controlled by AMC is independent from SSs and sub-carriers, and depends on the SINR of a sub-carrier and a pre-set target BER. The data transmission rate is an adaptive discrete rate (ADR) [86] with different modulation and coding schemes. There are \( Q \) possible modulation and coding schemes available, numbered from \( AMC(i, u, BS, 1) \) to \( AMC(i, u, BS, Q) \). Let \( E(i, u, BS, q) \) be the efficiency of modulation and coding scheme which represents the number of bits per Hz in a PHY symbol when modulation and coding scheme \( AMC(i, u, BS, q) \) is chosen in
sub-carrier $i$ from source $SS_u$ to the BS. The SINR can be partitioned into $Q + 1$ consecutive non-overlapping regions with boundary points denoted by $\gamma(i,u,BS,q)$ where $q = 0, 1, \ldots, Q$.

Suppose a target BER, $P_{ber}$, is set. By using equation (6.5), the region boundaries or switching thresholds to achieve the BER can be obtained as follows.

$$\gamma(i,u,BS,q) = \frac{(2E(i,u,BS,q) - 1)\ln(5P_{ber})}{-1.5} \quad (6.7)$$

When $\gamma(i,u,BS,q) \leq \gamma(i,u,BS) \leq \gamma(i,u,BS,q+1)$, the modulation and coding scheme $AMC(i, u, BS, q)$ is applied to sub-carrier $i$ at source $SS_u$. As a result, the modulation and coding efficiency $E(i, u, BS, q)$ can be achieved. Obviously, in order to avoid possible transmission loss, no packet will be transmitted if the modulation and coding scheme is $AMC(i, u, BS, 0)$.

The probabilities $p(i,u,BS,q)$ to choose a modulation and coding scheme $AMC(i, u, BS, q)$, hence $E(i, u, BS, q)$ for sub-carrier $i$ of source $SS_u$ in the region $[\gamma(i,u,BS,q), \gamma(i,u,BS,q+1)]$, can be expressed as:

$$p(i,u,BS,q) = \int_{\gamma(i,u,BS,q)}^{\gamma(i,u,BS,q+1)} p [\gamma(i,u,BS)] d\gamma(i,u,BS) \quad (6.8)$$

In an OFDM symbol time, $T_s$, the number of bits $r(i,u,BS,q)$ that can be transmitted for sub-carrier $i$ of source $SS_u$ to the BS is generally defined as a function of the modulation and coding scheme efficiency $E(i, u, BS, q)$:

$$r(i,u,BS,q) = T_s \times \Delta f \times E(i,u,BS,q) \quad (6.9)$$

Since $T_s = \frac{1}{\Delta f}$ in an OFDM system, $r(i,u,BS,q)$ is expressed as:

$$r(i,u,BS,q) = E(i,u,BS,q) \quad (6.10)$$
For source $SS_u$, a set of possible bit transmission rates during an interval of an OFDM symbol in sub-carrier $i$ can be obtained as follows:

$$r(i,u,BS) = \{E(i, u, BS, 0) \times p(i,u,BS,0), \ E(i, u, BS, 1) \times p(i,u,BS,1), \ldots, E(i, u, BS, Q) \times p(i,u,BS,Q) \}$$

(6.11)

The average bit transmission rate $\overline{r(i,u,BS)}$ that can be transmitted in sub-carrier $i$ from source $SS_u$ to the BS in the interval of an OFDM symbol, $Ts$, is:

$$\overline{r(i,u,BS)} = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(i,u,BS,q) \times p(i,u,BS,q)$$

(6.12)

Let $N$ be the symbol-duration in the unit of $Ts$, the average number of bits that can be transmitted in the number of sub-carrier, $SC$, during $N$ symbol-duration is:

$$R_N(sc,u,BS) = N \times \sum_{i=1}^{SC} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(i,u,BS,q) \times p(i,u,BS,q)$$

(6.13)

There could be up to 2048 sub-carriers supported by the physical layer of the WiMAX OFDMA system. However, up to 65536 connections can also be simultaneously supported by the 16-bit CID in the WiMAX system [1]. It implies that it is not possible just simply to assign one sub-carrier to one connection. A modified version of TDMA multiplexing technique is introduced to tackle the issue. It is termed as symbol-duration multiplexing by allocating different numbers of symbol-duration to different connections. This is done by function $\text{Allocate}(CID, symbol\_duration)$ in the $\text{Self\_Optimizing\_Mapping}(CID, TSB)$ algorithm.

$\text{Self\_Optimizing\_Mapping}(CID, TSB)$ algorithm can perform two functions. The first function is symbol-duration allocation, as mentioned above. The objective of the symbol-duration allocation scheme is to determine the value of $N$ in an UL sub-frame to a connection according to its bandwidth requirement.
The MMFS algorithm is applied again to allocate symbol-duration to connections according to its bandwidth request. As a result, an Area $A$, where its width is the number of sub-carriers and its length is the number of symbol-duration, is allocated to a connection.

The second function of Self _ Optimizing _ Mapping $(CID, TSB)$ algorithm is to fill up Area $A$ with TSBs with the optimal criteria, which are high mapping efficiency $E(M)$ and fewer number of preambles in an autonomic approach.

Self_ Optimizing _ Mapping $(CID, TSB)$ algorithm is to fill up Area $A$ with TSBs based on the following steps.

Step 1: Sorted_ TSB _ Allocations = Sort $(TSB _ request of each connection)$ in descending order. Then map the first biggest TSB in Area $A$.

Step 2: For each unmapped element in Sorted_ TSB _ Allocations, Self_ Optimizing _ Map $(A, B)$ with high mapping efficiency $E(M)$ and fewer number of preambles will be executed.

Step 3: If the current mapping scheme has a current optimal mapping efficiency $E(M)$ that is less than the historical maximum mapping efficiency, $Max_E(M)$, Self_ Optimizing_ Sub_ Carrier_ Allocation () is called to fine-tune the number of sub-carriers and the symbol-duration for the connection. Consequently, the length and width of Area $A$ will be changed.

Step 4: After the area of $A$ is adjusted, go to Step 1 to conduct self-optimizing mapping again.

Sub-carrier allocation scheme and symbol-duration allocation scheme cooperates with the mapping scheme to achieve a high mapping efficiency $E(M)$ with fewer number of preambles.

Although the algorithm used in the proposal in the thesis is that the TSBs are
mapped with the biggest TSB first, the proposal is different from the proposals in [59-62]. The proposals in [59-62] are to insert symbols into the fixed width and length of a “rectangle area” which means that the number of sub-carriers and the number of symbol-duration are pre-fixed by a scheduler. The proposed solution is to fill up a “rectangle area” with TSBs where the width and length of the “rectangle” can be dynamically fine-tuned. The self-optimizing function is to fine-tune the width and length of the “rectangle” in order to maximize mapping efficiency $E(M)$.

### 6.3.6 Discussion on SOS$^2$M Algorithm

Based on the above description and rationale of the design of the framework and corresponding algorithm, the proposal has the following advantages:

1. As shown in Figure 6.4, the scheduling scheme has a two-stage structure. The overhead of the scheduling and mapping scheme can be shared by the BS and all SSs. Scheduling efficiency can be achieved. The detailed discussion on the computational complexity is explained below. The first stage of the scheduling scheme is the BS UL inter-SS scheduling scheme. The MMFS scheduling scheme is adopted. The complexity of MMFS algorithm is $O(U)$, where $U$ is the number of SSs.

   The second scheduling scheme consists of three functions, namely, Self_Optimizing_Sub_Carrier_Connection_Allocation(), symbol-duration allocation function, Allocate($CID$, symbol_duration) and Self_Optimizing_Mapping($CID$, TSB) algorithm.

   The SS only monitors the packet loss rates of rtPS connections for the function of Self_Optimizing_Sub_Carrier_Allocation (rtPS). The
function at the SS only sorts the packet loss rates of rtPS connections in descending order. The scope of the sorting list is limited to the number of rtPS connections at the SS. It selects the parameters of $MaxLossRate$ and $MinLossRate$ to fine-tune the sub-carrier allocation in order to achieve a lower packet loss rate of rtPS connections optimally. The complexity of the algorithm is $O(N \log N)$, where $N$ is the number of rtPS connections at the SS.

Similarly, the SS only monitors the queue lengths of nrtPS and BE connections for the function of Self-Optimizing Sub-Carrier Allocation (nrtPS) and Self-Optimizing Sub-Carrier Allocation (BE), respectively. The complexity of both algorithms is $O(N \log N)$, where $N$ is the number of nrtPS or BE connections at the SS. The Self-Optimizing Mapping ($CID, TSB$) firstly performs symbol-duration allocation by using the MMFS scheduling scheme. The complexity of MMFS algorithm is $O(N)$, where $N$ is the number of rtPS connections at the SS. Then it sorts the TSBs according to their sizes in descending order. The complexity of the step of the algorithm is $O(K \log K)$ where $K$ is the number of TSBs of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS or BE burst to be filled in the particular Area $A$. In the next step, the Self-Optimizing Mapping ($CID, TSB$) will fill TSBs in Area $A$ optimally. The biggest TSB will be allocated in Area $A$ first. The Self-Optimizing Mapping ($CID, TSB$) will select a suitable TSB from the sorted TSBs to fill up the gap with fewer preambles and less unused space after the biggest TSB is allocated. Then, the second biggest (or the third biggest TSB, if the second biggest TSB is already allocated) will be allocated. The Self-Optimizing Mapping ($CID, TSB$) will select a
suitable TSB from the sorted TSBs to fill up the gap with fewer preambles and less unused space after the second biggest (or third biggest TSB) is allocated. This procedure iterates until all TSBs are filled in Area $A$. Therefore, the complexity of this step of the algorithm is $O(K \log K)$ where $K$ is the number of TSBs of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS or BE burst to be filled in the particular Area $A$.

The Self_ Optimizing _ Mapping $(CID, TSB)$ has the complexity of $O(N)+O(2K \log K)$.

The historical maximum mapping efficiency, $Max_E(M)$, is recorded to evaluate the mapping efficiency of each mapping. If the current optimal mapping efficiency $E(M)$ is less than $Max_E(M)$, Self_ Optimizing_ Sub_ Carrier_ Allocation () is called to adjust the length and width of Area $A$. The number of adjustment is set to one. The computational complexity will increase dramatically if the number of times of adjustment increases. The trade off is to set the number of adjustment to one. Although the system will take a longer time to converge at the optimality, the computational complexity is limited so that the system can handle the sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration allocation and TSB mapping timely.

As the SOS$^2$M algorithm has a hierarchical structure, the complexity of the SOS$^2$M algorithm scheduling for rtPS, nrtPS or BE service class is equal to $O(N \log N) + O(N) + O(2K \log K)$.

The maximum number of connections supported by the 16-bit CID in the WiMAX system is 65536 [1]. Assume that the number of SS is 8 and the 65536 CID is equally distributed to the four service classes at every SS.
There are 2048 rtPS (or UGS, nrtPS, BE) connections at every SS. The complexity of the SOS$^2$M algorithm is dominated by $O(N\log N)$ which is equal to 6781.

The instruction cycle time varies from instruction to instruction. Assume that the instruction execution time for standard CPU instructions is two clock cycles. Assume that the delay cycle is one clock cycle. A 3G CPU will take $3/3000=1\mu s$ to complete an instruction. The computing time of 6781 instructions is 6.78 ms. A frame time, e.g. 10 ms, is sufficient for the SOS$^2$M scheme to make a scheduling and mapping decision.

In summary, the overhead of scheduling is divided into two stages and it is distributed and shared by all SSs. A frame time is sufficient for the SOS$^2$M scheme to make a scheduling and mapping decision. The SOS$^2$M scheme can timely schedule the connections for the UL transmission service. The outcome of the scheme will be loaded in DL/UL_Map. The packets in the connections will be transmitted according to the scheduling result in the next frame.

2. SOS$^2$M algorithm schedules traffic of the UGS, rtPS and nrtPS service classes in its own primary spectrum. It schedules traffic of BE service class in White Spaces. This ensures the QoS provisioning to the UGS, rtPS and nrtPS service classes. The resource allocation and mapping scheme can maximize the throughput.

3. According to the network overall performance parameters, like packet loss rate of rtPS service class for real-time traffic, queue length of nrtPS and BE service class, and mapping efficiency $E(M)$, self-optimizing computing can autonomously adapt to the real network environment. The
scheduling and mapping computation complexity can be reduced while higher spectrum efficiency can be achieved.

6.4 Queueing Analysis for WiMAX OFDMA System

To analyze a packet-level QoS in real-time and non-real-time data transmission, the network performance parameters like average packet delay and effective transmission rate need to be investigated. A queueing analytical model can be used off-line to obtain the network performance parameters. In this sub-section, the queueing model analysis on the proposed solution is carried out in the WiMAX OFDMA system. Based on the queueing model analysis, the average packet delay of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes are obtained. The effective transmission rates for UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE service classes are derived.

The communication between SSs and BS has two directions – UL and DL. The queueing model analysis is based on the UL channel. Packets that arrive at each SS belong to one of the four priority classes: UGS (priority-1, high priority), rtPS (priority-2), nrtPS (priority-3) or BE (priority-4, lowest priority). At each station, packet arrival is a Poisson arrival process, so that $\lambda_j$ is the average arrival rate of class $j$ messages, $j = 1, 2, 3, 4$. A packet from rtPS, nrtPS or BE service classes is transmitted in the number of sub-carriers allocated to each one of the four corresponding service class. The time taken to transmit the $k^{th}$ packet belonging to class $j$ is represented as $s_k^j$.

Based on the proposed framework and the proposed sub-carrier allocation
scheme described above, the UL of the WiMAX OFDMA system can be modeled as four parallel M/G/1 models as shown in Figure 6.5. Each one of the four service classes is served by one M/G/1 queueing model with different number of sub-carriers.

\[ C(SC_u, BS) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{SU} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(i, u, BS, q) \times p(i, u, BS, q) \right) / Ts \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.14)

Assume that all sub-carriers have the same SINR during an interval of an OFDM symbol from source SS_u, so the same AMC(u, BS, q) is chosen based on the BS received SINR from source SS_u. Hence, \( C(SC_u, BS) \) can be expressed as:
\[ C(SC_u, BS) = \frac{SC_u}{Ts} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(u, BS, q) \times p(u, BS, q) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.15)\]

where \( p(u, BS, q) \) is the probabilities for choosing \( AMC(u, BS, q) \), hence \( E(u, BS, q) \), for source \( SS_u \) in the BS received SINR region \([\gamma(u, BS, q), \gamma(u, BS, q + 1)]\).

Based on Section 6.2.2, the BS allocates the number of sub-carriers \( SC_u(UGS) \), \( SC_u(rtPS) \), \( SC_u(nrtPS) \), \( SC_u(BE) \) to UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE at \( SS_u \) respectively.

The average data transmission rate for UGS connections at \( SS_u \) is:

\[ C(SC_u(UGS), BS) = \frac{SC_u(UGS)}{Ts} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(u, BS, q) \times p(u, BS, q) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.16)\]

Similarly, the average data transmission rate for rtPS connections at \( SS_u \) is:

\[ C(SC_u(rtPS), BS) = \frac{SC_u(rtPS)}{Ts} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(u, BS, q) \times p(u, BS, q) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.17)\]

The average data transmission rate for nrtPS connections at \( SS_u \) is:

\[ C(SC_u(nrtPS), BS) = \frac{SC_u(nrtPS)}{Ts} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(u, BS, q) \times p(u, BS, q) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.18)\]

The average data transmission rate for BE connections at \( SS_u \) is:

\[ C(SC_u(BE), BS) = \frac{SC_u(BE)}{Ts} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} E(u, BS, q) \times p(u, BS, q) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)\]

The delay of a packet is defined as the total time spent by the packet to get through the system. Denoted by \( D_k^j \), the delay of the \( k^{th} \) packet of priority class \( j \), is expressed as:

\[ D_k^j = W_k^j + s_k^j + p_k^j + F_L \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.20)\]

where \( W_k^j \) denotes the packet waiting-time, \( s_k^j \) represents the total time needed to
transmit a priority-$j$ $k^{th}$ packet. $F_L$ denotes the packet frame latency. $P_k^j$ denotes the packet propagation delay. Then the average packet delay of $j$ class $\overline{D_j}$ is given by:

$$\overline{D_j} = \overline{E[s_j]} + \overline{W_j} + P^j + F_L \quad (6.21)$$

where $\overline{E[s_j]}$ is the average time needed to transmit a priority-$j$ packet, $\overline{W_j}$ is the average waiting-time of a priority-$j$ packet. $\overline{W_j}$ in the M/G/1 model is given by [94][108]:

$$\overline{W_j} = \frac{\lambda_j \overline{E[s_j]^2}}{2(1 - \lambda_j \overline{E[s_j]})} \quad (6.22)$$

### 6.5 Performance Analysis

A series of simulation experiments have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework and self-optimizing Temporal-Spectrum Block scheduling scheme in the UL channel of the WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™ OFDMA system. The performance of the proposed scheduling scheme is compared with that of the JPCAS proposal in [57]. The average packet delays of service classes obtained by quantitative analysis of the queueing model are further compared and validated with the simulation results. The simulation results show that the proposed scheduling scheme not only effectively supports rtPS traffic with a very low packet delay and loss rate, but also significantly improves the system throughput, as well as greatly enhancing the spectral efficiency.


6.5.1 Simulation Design

Following the signaling mechanism specified by the IEEE 802.16d standard, the WiMAX simulation model has been developed by using ExtendSim [71] software. The scheduling and mapping algorithms have been developed by using C language. The simulation model for the WiMAX system has been designed in PMP topology with one BS and eight SSs. The WiMAX system under study operates as WirelessHUMAN™ OFDMA in TDD duplex mode. The positions of SSs are assumed to be independent and distributed randomly. The traffic parameters are selected from the supported range of values which fully cover the required values for multimedia services defined in Recommendation ITU-R M. 1225 [85]. The inter-arrival time of UGS packets is constantly set to 10.1 ms. Packet length is fixed to 200 bytes. The total traffic load of UGS from the eight SSs is fixed to 1.37 Mbps. The rtPS and nrtPS traffic are burst traffic flows. The packet arrival of rtPS and nrtPS flows is a Poisson process with packet inter-arrival time exponentially distributed. The packet arrival rates of rtPS and nrtPS flows are the same and they change according to the different percentage of traffic loads. The mean packet length is set to 500 bytes for both rtPS and nrtPS flows. The ML of rtPS is set to 80 ms. In order to evaluate the function of CR-based scheduling solution to support BE service class, BE traffic load is further introduced. The packet arrival of BE flows is a Poisson process with packet inter-arrival time exponentially distributed. The maximum BE traffic load is set to 20% of the UL channel bandwidth. The mean packet length is set to 500 bytes. The tuning delay [109] of the cognitive radio for BE is set to 10 ms.

The frame size is set to 10 ms, the duration of UL sub-frame is set to 5 ms. The
parameters for OFDMA PHY layer for simulation experiments are outlined in Table 6.1.

### TABLE 6.1 SIMULATION PARAMETERS BASED ON IEEE 802.16D WIRELESSHUMAN™-OFDMA SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth $C$ per spectrum</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling rate $F_s$</td>
<td>22.86 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sub-carrier $N_{FFT}$</td>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDMA symbol time $(T_s=T_b+T_g)$</td>
<td>100.8 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL frame sizes (OFDM symbols)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Modulation Scheme</td>
<td>Squared $M$-QAM modulations ($M=4, 16, 64$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target BER $P_{ber}$</td>
<td>$\leq 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless channel model</td>
<td>Nakagami-$m$ fading channel ($m=1$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.5.2 Performance Comparison between Simulation Results and Theoretical Results

According to the configuration of the WiMAX system mentioned above, the numerical results of the average packet delay of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS and BE classes are shown in Table 6.2. It is evaluated and compared with the simulation results.

As shown in Figure 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12, the performance of the two scheduling schemes are evaluated with the traffic loads changing from
10% to 90% of the total UL bandwidth accordingly. The performance metrics are average packet delay of the UGS connections, average packet delay, packet loss rate and UL throughput of the rtPS connections, UL throughput of the nrtPS connections, entire UL throughput and average packet delay of the BE connections.

**Table 6.2 Numerical results of average packet delay**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (Mbps)</th>
<th>UGS (Mbps)</th>
<th>rtPS (Mbps)</th>
<th>nrtPS (Mbps)</th>
<th>Delay (UGS)</th>
<th>Delay (rtPS)</th>
<th>Delay (nrtPS)</th>
<th>Delay (BE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>17.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>17.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>17.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>17.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>17.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>18.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>18.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>19.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>20.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.6 shows the relationship between the average packet delays of the UGS connections with the different traffic loads of the two scheduling schemes and the numerical calculation results of the queueing model. As the UGS connections are allocated with a fixed number of sub-carriers according to their bandwidth requirements based on the QoS framework specified by the IEEE 802.16d standard, it is observed that average packet delays of the UGS connections obtained by the queueing model are similar to the simulation results.
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of the two scheduling schemes. The average packet delays of the proposed scheduling scheme are lower than the numerical results. The reason is that AMC scheme is taken into account in the proposed scheduling and mapping scheme to improve the spectral efficiency in the system. When the feedback of the AMC information is forwarded to the scheduling and mapping scheme with the cross-layer approach, the SOS\textsuperscript{2}M scheduling and mapping scheme can make an accurate and feasible decision, as a result, the average packet delays of the UGS connections can be reduced.

![Figure 6.6 UGS packet delay vs. traffic load](image)

Figure 6.6 UGS packet delay vs. traffic load

Figure 6.7 shows the relationship between the average packet delays of the rtPS connections of two scheduling schemes and the numerical calculation results of the queueing model. The average packet delays of the rtPS connections in the SOS\textsuperscript{2}M scheme are lower than that of the JPCAS algorithm. The reasons are as
follows. The function of Self_Optimizing_Sub_Carrier_Allocation(SCu(rtPS)) in the SOS\textsuperscript{2}M scheduling scheme can optimally allocate a number of sub-carriers to rtPS connections based on the optimizing criteria which is to achieve lower average loss rate of the rtPS connections. The function of Self_Optimizing_Mapping (CID, TSB) can map the rtPS burst into PHY with a high mapping efficiency $E(M)$. This self-optimizing computing can autonomously adapt to the real network environment so as to achieve lower average packet delays of the rtPS service class for real-time traffic.

![Figure 6.7 rtPS packet delay vs. traffic load](image)

Figure 6.7 rtPS packet delay vs. traffic load

It is also observed that the average packet delays of the rtPS connections of the queueing model and the SOS\textsuperscript{2}M scheme are very close to each other. Based on Figure 6.6 and 6.7, the simulation model has been validated by the queueing
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model.

Figure 6.8 shows the relationship between the packet loss rates of rtPS traffic of the two scheduling schemes with various traffic loads. It is clear that the packet loss rates of the rtPS traffic of the SOS2M scheme are lower than that of the JPCAS scheme when the traffic intensity increases. The reason is that the proposed framework is equipped with a CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module at the PHY layer. It exploits unused spectrum portions. When traffic load increases, the system can operate under more than one spectrum. The function of \texttt{Self\_Optimizing\_Sub\_Carrier\_Allocation}(SC_{\alpha}(rtPS)) in the SOS$^2$M scheduling scheme can optimally allocate a number of sub-carriers to rtPS connections based on the optimizing criteria which
is to achieve a lower average loss rate of the rtPS connections. Furthermore, the self-optimizing computing can autonomously adapt to the real network environment so as to achieve lower average packet delays of the rtPS service class for real-time traffic. Therefore, it can achieve a much lower packet loss rate for the rtPS traffic connections.

Figure 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 depict the relationship between the UL throughputs of the rtPS connections, nrtPS connections and entire UL channel with different traffic loads of the two scheduling schemes, respectively.
Figure 6.10 nrtPS UL throughput vs. traffic load

Figure 6.11 System UL throughput vs. traffic load
It is observed that the SOS²M scheduling scheme can achieve a higher rtPS UL throughput, a higher nrtPS UL throughput and a higher UL system throughput. With the CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module embedded in the system, the proposed SOS²M scheduling scheme can enable the system to operate under more than one spectrum. Furthermore, the proposed solution can perform sub-carrier allocation, symbol-duration scheduling and mapping function cooperatively with a high mapping efficiency \( E(M) \), so higher rtPS, nrtPS UL throughput and UL channel throughput are achieved.

Figure 6.12 shows the relationship between the average packet delays of the BE connections of two scheduling schemes.

![Figure 6.12 BE packet delay vs. traffic load](image)

The average packet delays of the BE connections of the proposed SOS²M scheduling scheme are lower than that of the JPCAS scheme. The transmission
channel for the BE service class is the same as the UGS, rtPS and nrtPS in the JPCAS scheme. When the traffic load is heavy, for example, when the load is greater than 0.7, more transmission opportunities will be given to UGS, rtPS and nrtPS service classes. Fewer transmission opportunities will be given to the BE service class, as priority of UGS > priority of rtPS > priority of nrtPS > priority of BE. The average packet delays of the BE connections of JPCAS are increased sharply. However, treated as a secondary user, the transmission service for BE is managed in a throughput maximizing manner over the White Spaces in the proposed Cognitive Radio-based scheduling framework. When the spectrums around the BS and SSs are in low-usage, there is a White Space spectrum available for BE data transmission. Furthermore, the function of Self_Optimizing_Sub_Carrier_Allocation(SCu(BE)) in the SOS²M scheduling scheme can optimally allocate a number of sub-carriers to BE connections based on the optimization criterion, which is to achieve a lower average queue length of the BE connections. The function of Self_Optimizing_Mapping(CID, TSB) can map the BE burst into PHY with high mapping efficiency $E(M)$. Although a delay of 10 ms is introduced as the tuning delay [109] for the frequency switching in cognitive radio, lower average packet delays of BE are achieved in the SOS²M scheduling scheme when the traffic load is heavy.
6.6 Summary

In this chapter, the novel Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework and Cognitive Radio-based self-optimizing Temporal-Spectrum Block (TSB) scheduling are proposed. The proposed scheduling scheme is a joint sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS²M) in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDMA PMP systems.

The main objective of the Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework is to expand the capacity of the WiMAX system when the spectrums around the BS and SSs are in low-usage and to enhance the QoS provisioning to UGS and rtPS traffic. The Cognitive Radio-based self-optimizing Temporal-Spectrum Block (TSB) scheduling has two unique functions:

- Firstly, the proposed SOS²M has a unique policy to arrange BE transmission service in White Spaces based on the new Cognitive Radio technique. The UGS, rtPS and nrtPS are treated as primary users so that the QoS provisioning to the three service classes are ensured.

- Secondly, sub-carrier allocation scheme, symbol-duration scheduling scheme and mapping strategy operate collaboratively. The complexity of scheduling and mapping can be easily managed by the self-optimizing function of the Autonomic Computing technique.

With the novel Cognitive Radio-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module embedded, the proposed framework can enable flexible and efficient spectrum usage by adapting the operating parameters of radio to the real-time conditions of the environment. It can utilize the large amount of unused spectrum
in an intelligent way.

With the cross-layer approach by applying AMC to the sub-carriers in wireless channel, the proposed SOS$^2$M scheme can improve the performance of the WiMAX system significantly. Based on QoS requirement parameters like MSTR and packet loss rate of rtPS service class for real-time traffic as well as network traffic condition like queue length of nrtPS and BE service class, the self-optimizing function can autonomously adapt to the real network environment. The average packet delay of the rtPS service class can be reduced. The average packet loss rate of the rtPS service class can be lowered down.

In order to analyze the performance of the WiMAX OFDMA system under study and to validate the simulation model, M/G/1 queueing modeling of the proposed solution is presented. The average data transmission rates for UGS, rtPS and nrtPS and BE service classes are derived. The average packet delays of each service class are obtained.

Extensive simulation has been carried out. By comparing the simulation results with the JPCAS scheduling scheme and the theoretical calculation results, the proposed solution has shown its superior performance in terms of packet delay, packet loss rate and throughput. The proposed solution can expand the capability of the WiMAX system while providing the QoS provisioning to the heterogeneous traffic.
Chapter 7 Conclusion and Recommendations

7.1 Conclusion

The next generation wireless access is going to be ubiquitous. The wireless networks are expected to support a wide variety of multimedia services such as video on demand, stock market information, digital TV broadcasting, and so on. The characteristics of wireless links make significant challenges to provide QoS to the heterogeneous traffic in terms of end-to-end delay, packet loss rate, bandwidth, or jitter. Those QoS parameters vary significantly over a wide range for different classes of traffic. Efficient and effective QoS provisioning techniques are very important to make such wireless access networks successful.

This dissertation is dedicated to tackle the design and performance analysis of Medium Access Control protocols for QoS provisioning in broadband wireless access networks (WiMAX). The QoS support MAC protocol, architecture and QoS support mechanisms have been studied. Scheduling algorithm, Adaptive Power Control (APC), Connection Admission Control (CAC) and mapping scheme have been proposed to provide QoS provisioning for real-time and non-
real-time applications. The proposed solutions can lower packet delay and loss rate. They can improve the system throughput. They can enhance spectral efficiency and capacity in WiMAX systems. The performances of the proposed solutions also have been evaluated by the simulation results and validated by the queueing analytical model.

The proposed solutions of this work complete the missing QoS modules in WiMAX systems. Their specific contributions have been presented in Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6. They are summarized as follows.

In Chapter 3, a three-tier with DRR QoS framework and scheduling schemes have been proposed to enhance QoS in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP systems. Associated with the framework, the proposed DRR and scheduling algorithms with a hierarchical structure can effectively and efficiently provide QoS to the integrated traffic flows, which consist of UGS, PS and BE service flows with or without time constraints. A queueing model has developed to evaluate the performance of the proposal. The simulation and analytical studies show that the proposed solution can not only provide QoS provisioning to the UGS service class, improve the performance of QoS for the PS service class in terms of packet loss rate, packet delay and throughput, but also overcome the starvation problem of the BE service class.

In Chapter 4, firstly, a cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework has been proposed to enhance QoS provisioning in the WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP system. The proposed cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework takes the impact of the air interface on the MAC layer protocol into account to enhance the system efficiency.

Secondly, associated with the proposed MAC protocol and QoS support
framework, the HOS algorithm has been proposed. The proposed HOS has features of channel-awareness, queue-awareness and traffic QoS-awareness. It determines the dynamic Scheduling Priority of each packet by its four key scheduling parameters, namely dynamical priority index, channel specification index, normalized time delay satisfaction index and normalized predictive starvation index. The proposed HOS is a type of opportunistic scheduling algorithm in view of communication over spatiotemporally varying wireless link whereby the multi-user diversity is exploited to maximize bandwidth efficiency and system throughput. With the MAC-PHY cross-layer approach, the proposed HOS algorithm with a two-stage structure can enhance QoS provisioning to rtPS service class with less scheduling complexity and scheduling overhead.

Thirdly, associated with the HOS scheduling algorithm, the adaptive power control scheme has been proposed. The APC scheme can not only perform transmission power optimization to enhance the system power efficiency, but also control the transmission power adaption for rtPS traffic with QoS-oriented consideration.

In Chapter 5, two novel CAC schemes to provide connection-level and packet-level QoS for WiMAX systems have been proposed and their performance have been analyzed.

In the first part of Chapter 5, a cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework has been proposed to enhance QoS provisioning in the WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC PMP system.

The proposed cross-layer MAC protocol and QoS support framework takes the impact of the air interface on the MAC layer protocol into account to enhance the
system efficiency. As system using the Adaptive Discrete Rate AMC with possible $AMC(q)$ based on different channel SINR regions, the concept of the effective UL channel bandwidth has been proposed. It has been proved as stated as Lemma 5.1. The proposed QoS support frame reflects the importance of the combination of scheduling policy with an efficient CAC scheme to guarantee QoS in WiMAX networks.

Associated with the proposed MAC protocol and QoS support framework, the connection admission control scheme termed as ECAC scheme has been proposed. The proposed ECAC can provide the connection-level and packet-level QoS (i.e., connection blocking probability, MSTR and ML) to the heterogeneous traffic. The criteria used by the ECAC are $\text{Effective}_\text{UL}_\text{BW}_{\text{remain}}, \ D_{\text{avg}}$, and $\overline{D}_{\text{ups}}$, it works cooperatively with a scheduling scheme. It has an ability to catch the PHY condition like AMC and real-time network performance like average packet delay and effective bandwidth by using the AMC information from the PHY layer. The proposed ECAC can improve the accuracy of a CAC decision. A better accuracy results in that:

- higher network utilization ratio can be achieved.
- network overloading can be prevented.

The proposed ECAC sets the bandwidth-borrowing algorithm so that a higher service class can borrow bandwidth from a lower service class when the lower service class consumes the bandwidth more than its threshold. With this function, the system can admit more real-time traffic to yield higher revenue.

In the second part of Chapter 5, one novel cross-layer Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework and Cognitive Radio-based CAC scheme, termed as
CRCAC, has been proposed in WiMAX PMP OFDM systems.

This QoS support frame is inspired by Dynamic Spectrum Allocation (DSA) function and motivated by the technology of Cognitive Radios (CR). The proposed QoS framework is equipped with intelligent Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM). The BSM links to CR-based Intelligent Spectrum Management Module at the PHY layer. It can exploit unused spectrum portions. The system can operate under more than one spectrum. As a result, the system capacity can be expanded. The system revenue can be maximized.

Based on the proposed Cognitive Radio-based QoS framework, the queueing model analysis for the WiMAX system using OFDM with TDD duplex technique is carried out. The network performance parameters such as channel’s data transmission rate (effective channel bandwidth) and average packet delays of each service class are investigated and calculated.

With the cross-layer approach by applying AMC in wireless channel, the proposed CRCAC can improve the accuracy of a CAC decision. The proposed CRCAC consists of three modules, namely, Bandwidth Allocation Estimation Module (BAEM), QoS Control Module (QoS_CM) and Bandwidth Spreading Module (BSM). It not only checks up the MSTR requirement of a new flow, but also examines the maximum latency requirement of the new flow. The CRCAC can guarantee the whole set of ActiveQoSPParameterSet of a connection.

With the novel Cognitive Radio-based ISMM embedded, the CRCAC can enable flexible and efficient spectrum usage by adapting the operating characteristics of radio to the real-time conditions of the environment. It can utilize a large amount of unused spectrum in an intelligent way. The simulation results show that the proposed solution can expand the channel capability of
WiMAX OFDM systems up to two times while providing connection-level and packet-level QoS to the heterogeneous traffic.

Finally, in Chapter 6, a novel Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework and Cognitive Radio-based self-optimizing Temporal-Spectrum Block (TSB) scheduling (SOS\(^2\)M) has been proposed in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN\(^\text{TM}\) - OFDMA PMP systems. The SOS\(^2\)M is a joint sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme.

The main objective of the Cognitive Radio-based QoS support framework is to expand the WiMAX system capacity when the spectrums around the BS and SSs are in low-usage and to enhance QoS provisioning to real-time traffic. The Cognitive Radio-based self-optimizing Temporal-Spectrum Block (TSB) scheduling has two unique functions:

- Firstly, the proposed SOS\(^2\)M has a unique policy to arrange transmission service for BE in White Spaces based on the new Cognitive Radio technique. The UGS, rtPS and nrtPS are treated as primary users so that the QoS provisioning to the three service classes are ensured.
- Secondly, sub-carrier allocation scheme, symbol-duration scheduling scheme and mapping strategy operate collaboratively based on the new Autonomic Computing technique. The complexity of scheduling and mapping can be easily managed by its self-optimizing function.

With the cross-layer approach by applying AMC to the carriers in wireless channels, the proposed SOS\(^2\)M can improve the performance of the WiMAX system significantly.

Based on QoS requirement parameters like MSTR and packet loss rate of rtPS service class for real-time traffic, and network traffic condition like queue length
of nrtPS and BE service classes, self-optimizing function of the SOS\(^2\)M can adapt to the real network environment. It can reduce the average packet delay of rtPS service class as well as to lower the average packet loss rate of rtPS service class.

In order to analyze the performance of the WiMAX OFDMA system under study and to validate the simulation model, M/G/1 queueing modeling on the proposed solution has been presented. Extensive simulation has been carried out. By comparing the simulation results with the JPCAS scheduling scheme and the theoretical calculation results, the proposed solution has shown its superior performance in terms of packet delay, packet loss rate and throughput. The proposed solution can expand the capability of the WiMAX system while providing QoS to the heterogeneous traffic.

### 7.2 Recommendations for Future Research

#### 7.2.1 Further Improvement on Current Results

In this thesis, the QoS support MAC protocol, architectures and QoS support mechanisms have been studies. Scheduling algorithm, Adaptive Power Control (APC), Connection Admission Control (CAC) and mapping scheme have been proposed to provide QoS for real-time and non-real-time applications. The proposed solutions can lower the packet delay and loss rate. They can further enhance spectral efficiency and capacity in WiMAX WirelessMAN-SC, WirelessHUMAN\(^{TM}\)-OFDM or OFDMA systems.

Surely, there are some rooms, on current solutions and results, which can be further enhanced. The detailed discussion is as follows.
1. As part of the future work, the design of efficient opportunistic scheduling algorithms employed by MAC protocols with a cross-layer approach in WiMAX systems is still a valuable direction. Although many opportunistic scheduling schemes address packet scheduling and sub-carrier allocation issues have been proposed, the consideration of the special characteristic of WiMAX systems is not adequate. As presented in Chapter 4, the two-stage opportunistic scheduling algorithm termed as Holistic Opportunistic Scheduling (HOS) has features of channel-awareness, queue-awareness and traffic QoS-awareness. With the MAC-PHY cross-layer approach, the proposed HOS algorithm with a two-stage structure can enhance QoS provisioning to rtPS service class with less scheduling complexity and scheduling overhead. However, scheduling to achieve fairness among SSs and fairness among traffic flows belonging to the same class has still not figured out clearly. Therefore, more efforts are still needed on how to develop new opportunistic scheduling algorithms to enhance QoS provisioning with high fairness index in WiMAX systems.

2. The proposed adaptive power control scheme presented in Chapter 4 not only can perform transmission power optimization to enhance the system power efficiency but also control the transmission power adaption for rtPS traffic with QoS-oriented consideration. When the transmission power of a SS increases for rtPS traffic, it might introduce interference with surrounding wireless networks. The proposed APC does not consider multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and smart antenna factors. Therefore, new APC algorithms that consider interferences and support MIMO and SMART antenna are still valuable to be designed and developed.
3. As presented in Chapter 2, different mechanisms can address different issues regarding QoS support in WiMAX systems. Scheduling algorithm provides mechanisms for bandwidth allocation and multiplexing at the packet level. Admission control policy is dependent on the specific scheduling policy used. For the uplink traffic, the scheduling algorithm has to work in tandem with Call Admission Control (CAC) to satisfy the QoS requirements of traffic. The CRCAC scheme has advanced features of cross-layer approach and intelligent spectrum spreading ability to recognize and use one of unused spectrum portions, hence multiplying the system capacity without the fixed spectrum bandwidth constraint in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFDM PMP systems. The effective UL channel bandwidth is derived with an assumption that UL channel bandwidth is equally distributed to all U SSs by inter-SS schedule algorithm like Round Robin scheme. The effective UL channel bandwidth is influenced by inter-SS scheduling algorithm. How to propose a suitable traffic scheduling scheme in tandem with the CRCAC in a cross-layer structure to enhance QoS in WiMAX WirelessHUMAN™-OFMD systems can be further addressed.

4. Moreover, the Cognitive Radio-based self-optimizing TSB scheduling which is a joint sub-carrier allocation and symbol-duration scheduling cum mapping scheme (SOS³M) in WiMAX PMP systems has been proposed in Chapter 6. The proposed SOS³M is based on Cognitive Radio and self-optimizing Autonomic Computing techniques. How fast the optimizing result can be converged by Autonomic Computing based on its self-optimizing function is still not clear. Further research on self-optimizing scheduling can be focused on.
5. In addition, the SOS$^2$M has such an arrangement to transmit BE service class in White Space. This scheduling policy is suitable for BE as BE service class does not have a stringent QoS requirement like bandwidth or maximum latency constraints, even though regarding Cognitive Radio needs an amount of time to sense the spectrums, to allocate the WS and to tune its radio parameter according to the WS. However, how do the unique features of Cognitive Radio like spectrum hopping and radio parameter tuning affect the QoS provisioning performance if such a WS is allocated to UGS and rtPS traffic? Therefore, it is necessary to put research efforts on Cognitive Radio-based scheduling algorithm.

### 7.2.2 Potential Research Directions

The potential research directions can be in MAC perspective, PHY perspective or MAC-PHY cross-layer perspective to enhance the performance of WiMAX systems. Those potential research directions are briefly discussed as follows.

1. The first potential research direction is how to enhance IP multimedia services over WiMAX systems. Recently, there is a rapid growth in the number of multimedia applications. Multimedia application contains a variety of media: data, graphics, images, audio and video. The transmission of the multimedia application is a kind of real-time and stream-oriented communication. The Quality of Service required of a stream communication includes guaranteed bandwidth (throughput), delay and delay variation (jitter). Different multimedia applications require various classes of transmission service including the transmission of data, audio, and various types of video and image on wireless network. The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
framework represents an integrated traffic of data, voice & video over the network. With the typical features of WiMAX systems: class-based QoS guarantees and per-flow resource assignment as presented in Chapter 2, WiMAX systems hold great promise as the potential solution to IP multimedia for corporations. However, the Quality of Service of different kinds of media varies. On one hand, hard real-time traffic like voice and video requires stringent time-delay and delay variance, but tolerates a small percentage of packet loss. On the other hand, soft or non real-time traffic like images, graphics, text, and data requires no packet loss, but tolerates time delay. Therefore, to enhance IP multimedia services over WiMAX systems to support different types of multimedia applications is an interesting research topic.

2. The second potential research direction is to enhance QoS provisioning to real-time traffic like multimedia streaming and to boost the system performance by spatial multiplexing (SM) [112] via multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [113] and smart antenna techniques. By encoding the data over both the temporal and spatial domains, space-time block codes (STBC) provide spatial diversity and robustness against fading. However, since redundant information is transmitted in each of the antennas, this diversity comes at the expense of peak data rate. Spatial multiplexing (SM), also known as MIMO, is a powerful technique for multiple-antenna systems that, in principle, increases the data rate in proportion to the number of transmit antennas since each transmit antenna carries a unique stream of data symbols. Hence, if the number of transmit antennas is $M$ and the data rate per stream is $R$, it is straightforward to see that the transmit data rate is $M \times R$ under Spatial
Multiplexing [114]. Popular receiver structures for SM include linear receivers, such as Zero-Forcing (ZF) or Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE), nonlinear receivers such as the optimum Maximum Likelihood Detector (MLD), and spatial interference canceling receivers such as BLAST. One restriction for all these receivers is that the number of receive antennas should not be lesser than the number of transmitted data streams, or the MIMO channel will be ill conditioned and the data cannot be decoded correctly. Linear receivers are easy to implement in a practical system due to their low computational complexity, but are subject to severe noise enhancement in an interference-limited cellular system. To improve the performance of the IEEE 802.16d standards in terms of increasing data rate and throughput, the emerging technology of Spatial Multiplexing can be one of the interesting research trends.

3. The third potential research direction is to design a Cognitive Radio-based WiMAX system to coexist with Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRAN) [115] to support digital TV broadcasting. IEEE 802.22 defines a new air-interface standard for Wireless Regional Area Networks mainly aimed at extending broadband access [116] in low population density rural areas by using the VHF/UHF TV broadcast bands for their better signal propagation characteristics. The Cognitive Radio capabilities of IEEE 802.22 are the ability of RF sensing to detect the presence of broadcast incumbents on co-channel and adjacent channels, necessary to avoid interference. They are detailed as:

- Four blind sensing schemes proposed for generic signal detection
- Ten sensing techniques for ATSC DTV signal detection
• One sensing technique for DVB-T DTV signal detection
• One sensing technique for NTSC TV signal detection
• Two sensing techniques for wireless microphone detection
• One wireless beacon standard (802.22.1) and one detection technique to acquire the wireless microphone beacon to better protect legitimate wireless microphone operation.

IEEE 802.16h, an amendment of IEEE 802.16, has mechanisms covering both the coexistence between IEEE 802.16 systems, and between IEEE 802.16 and non-IEEE 802.16 systems. For this reason, the IEEE 802.16h group has proposed coordinated and uncoordinated coexistence mechanisms to meet the different regulatory rules and deployment scenarios.

IEEE 802.16h (fixed/mobile) can provide WiMAX systems with the capability to implement collaborative networks by using a co-existence control channel and share co-channel spectrum. It is able to identify and avoid interference generated by other co-channel systems (non-WiMAX systems). It is also able to identify and control interference generated by similar WiMAX systems.

Digital television (DTV) supports many different picture formats defined by the combination of size, aspect ratio (height to width ratio) and interlacing. The range of formats can be coarsely divided into two categories: high definition television (HDTV) and standard definition television (SDTV). DVB technology has become an integral part of global broadcasting, setting the standard for satellite, cable, terrestrial and IP-based services. With the advancement of Wireless Region Area Network (WRAN) driven by IEEE 802.22 standard, WiMAX networks can coexist with WRAN to support
digital TV broadcasting service. The end-to-end QoS support mechanisms by
cognitive spectrum sensing, intelligent opportunistic spectrum and sub-
carrier allocation or further Temporal/Spatial Partitioning of a TDD co-
channel is another new emerging trend.

4. The fourth potential research direction is how to evolve the MAC protocol of
WiMAX system to position itself in Open Wireless Architecture (OWA)
platform [117]. The future wireless service provision will be characterized by
global mobile access, high Quality of Services, and easy and simple access to
multimedia services for voice, data, message, video, world-wide web, GPS,
etc. This vision from the user perspective can be implemented by integration
of these different evolving and emerging wireless access technologies in a
common flexible and expandable platform to provide a multiplicity of
possibilities for current and future services and applications to users in a
single terminal. Systems of fourth generation mobile will mainly be
characterized by a horizontal communication model, where different access
technologies such as cellular, cordless, WLAN systems, short-range wireless
connectivity, broadband wireless access systems and wired systems will be
combined on a common platform. They can complement each other in an
optimum way for different service requirements and radio environments.
This technology is called “Open Wireless Architecture” invented by Delson
(R&D) Group including USCWC, 4G R&D Center, Sieneon Technologies,
Obama Lab and CRCWC. OWA defines the open and extensible interfaces
in wireless networks and systems, including base-band signal processing parts,
RF parts, networking parts, and OS and application parts, so that the system
can support different industrial standards and integrate the various wireless
networks into an open broadband platform. For comparison, Software Defined Radio (SDR) [118] is only a radio in which the operating parameters including inter alia frequency range, modulation type, and/or output power limitations can be set or altered by software. Therefore, SDR is just one of the implemental modules of the OWA system. OWA will eventually become the global industry leading solution to integrate various wireless air-interfaces into one wireless open terminal where the same end equipment can flexibly work in the wireless access domains as well as in the mobile cellular networks [119]. This single equipment with a single number and multiple air-interfaces (powered by OWA) will definitely dominate the wireless communication industries. To fuse the WiMAX system into OWA platform by strengthening its MAC protocol, QoS support architecture and PHY air-interface will be an interesting research direction.
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